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DISCLAIMER

"This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility

for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process

disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to

any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or

otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by

the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed

herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency

thereof."
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 WORKSHOP SYNOPSIS

1.1.1 Workshop Format

A workshop concerning the treatment of unsaturated zone radionuclide transport for Total System
Performance Assessment - Viability Assessment (TSPA-VA) was held in Albuquerque, N.M. on
February 5-7, 1997. The workshop addressed the attributes of radionuclide transport in the
unsaturated zone that are important to the long-term performance of a geologic repository at Yucca
Mountain. This workshop is one of ten workshops planned for different performance assessment
topics this fiscal year. These workshops cover the key parts of performance assessment to be
addressed in the TSPA for Viability Assessment, scheduled for next fiscal year. This was termed
an abstraction/testing workshop because TSPA calculations typically have to use "abstracted" or
simplified models of physical processes, and these abstracted models must be tested against more
rigorous process models.

In a very general sense, all of the abstraction/testing workshops can be broken down into three phases:
pre-workshop planning, workshop implementation, and post-workshop follow-up. Although each
workshop has some variation from other workshops, each follows a basic format, as described below.

During the pre-workshop planning, the abstraction/testing core team (ACT), along with their facilitator,
accomplishes the following:

Define the scope of the workshop in terms of issues (i.e., important parameters, processes, and
alternative conceptual models) relevant to the topic (i.e., Unsaturated zone Flow,
Thermohydrologic Flow, Waste Package Degradation, etc.) that defines the workshop.

Define workshop participant list. Send invitation letter to each containing information on the
topic issues and workshop logistics and eliciting input from the potential participants on the
appropriateness and completeness of the issues list.

Determine appropriate prioritization criteria to rank topic issues. The prioritization criteria are
derived from the relevant "subsystem" performance measures. (Thus, the importance of an
individual issue or subissue can be assessed by determining the relative contribution of that
process, parameter, or conceptual model to a given measure, such as "relative humidity in the
drift" or "rate of waste package failure").

Collate participant input and analysis proposals, develop list of speakers from participant pool
(based on final issues list), revise agenda and send to participants.

Create and pre-board an initial list of sub-issues expected to be developed from the talks given
at the workshop.
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Assign each participant to one of four working groups for the initial phases of the workshop.
Each working group is formed to include data collectors, process-modelers, subsystem-PA
modelers, and TSPA modelers. An even spread of organizations among working groups is also
attempted. These assignments are intended to maximize the interaction and integration of all
areas of expertise into each working group.

The workshop itself is a facilitated activity that has three individual goals: to develop a comprehensive
list of issues-hat might be addressed in analyses after the workshop; to prioritize the sub-issues to
ensure that most of the effort in the abstraction/testing activity is dedicated to those issues expected to
have the most impact on long-term performance; and to develop analysis plans to address the high-
priority issues. The three goals of the workshop are accomplished in the following manner.

Presentation of the general TSPA-VA goals and schedule to provide context for all of the activities.

Presentation of workshop goals and schedule.

Presentation of definition and forms of abstraction, current TSPA representation of subject
process, and extrapolation to expected form of process abstraction for TSPA-VA.

Introduction of issues lists and discussion of prioritization criteria.

Discussion of series of issues for each topic, elaboration of issues lists, and prioritization of
issues. Compilation of prioritized lists and check on relative rankings for reasonableness.

Discussion of related workscopes from 1.2.3 and 1.2.2 (to clarify expected form and schedule
for inputs).

Formation of analysis plan titles, based on top ranked issues. Self-selection of analysis plan
working groups.

Definition of each analysis plan "product" for TSPA-VA. Entire workshop discussion of
relevance of planned product. Revision of product plan based on discussions. Initial work on
delineating approach, metrics, roles and responsibilities (including a individual in charge of
leading each analysis activity), and schedule.

Following the workshop, the primary task for the post-workshop follow-up is completion of the details
of the abstraction/testing plans. These, along with the details related to the workshop planning and
implementation are incorporated into a deliverable report.

1.1.2 Workshop Results

The workshop was attended by project personnel from performance assessment and site
characterization. During the course of the workshop a list of 21 issues that affect unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport were identified. These issues were ranked by the workshop participants
against criteria linked to long-term performance. Eight proposals for post-workshop activities to
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address a subset of these issues were developed. The subset of issues addressed by these initial
t, proposals were based on the issue rankings developed. Subsequent work on developing these
'-.-' proposals after the workshop have refined the scope of the proposed work. Furthermore, the

proposals generated by the unsaturated zone radionuclide transport workshop have been coordinated
with proposals from workshops on unsaturated zone flow and thermohydrology to avoid
redundancies. The result is a final set of five proposals for post-workshop analyses.

The analysis proposals, in large part, address issues that have not been treated quantitatively in
previous TSPA analyses. The main objective of the work is to find out what parts of these different
process may have an important effect on unsaturated zone radionuclide transport and total system
performance. This work is scheduled for completion by December 4, 1997. Models of these
processes can be developed for use in TSPA-VA, if necessary, once the range of conditions and
processes that are important have been defined.

The preparatory work done for the workshop; workshop objectives; discussion of previous PA
modeling methods; issues list and ranking of issues at the workshop; issues to be addressed in more
detail prior to TSPA-VA; issues that will not be specifically addressed for unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport; post-workshop analysis plans, products, and schedule; and program interfaces
are described in this document.

1.2 INTRODUCTION TO TSPA AND MODEL ABSTRACTION

The ultimate goal for the workshop and post-workshop activities is to provide information that will
allow the issues raised at the workshop to be addressed in TSPA-VA. TSPA, in general, is the
synthesis of technical information and models from site characterization and design to make
quantitative predictions on the range of expected system performance. This synthesis is in the form
of a computer model that couples the description of the natural environment, engineered repository
system, radioactive waste, and important physical processes important processes. Many
characteristics of the natural system, engineered system, and waste stream are uncertain. This
uncertainty is represented in the TSPA model through the use of parameter distributions and
scenarios. For example, the spatial distribution of porosity of a particular rock-type may be uncertain
due to incomplete characterization. To represent this uncertainty in TSPA, the porosity is represented
through a probability distribution based on the porosity measurement data. Uncertainty in the
porosity is represented in TSPA results through the calculation of performance over many realizations
of the TSPA model in which the porosity is randomly sampled from the probability distribution. In
this way, the range of uncertainty in parameters may be used to define the range of uncertainty in
performance.

The large spatial and temporal scales associated with TSPA calculations, coupled with the need for
repetitive stochastic realizations to capture the effects of uncertainty, results in limitations on the
complexity of models that may be used directly in TSPA calculations. These limitations are
primarily due to practical constraints on computational time. Thus, detailed models of physical,
chemical, mechanical processes that represent the our most precise, quantitative understanding are
typically not suited for direct incorporation into TSPA calculations. Simplifications of a hypothetical,
fully-coupled, process-level model for system performance are referred to as model abstractions.
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Model abstractions are typically based on approximations related to decoupling spatial and/or
t y temporal domains, decoupling processes, reduction of spatial dimension, input/output relationships

(response surfaces), or process simplifications. Decoupling of spatial domains may be used, for
example, to split unsaturated zone transport processes into separate calculations for radionuclide
transport near potential waste emplacement drifts from radionuclide transport calculations far from
the potential repository. The reduction of spatial dimensions may be used to streamline model
calculations if, for example, the three dimensional flow and transport processes for the unsaturated
zone may be approximated as two or one-dimensional processes. The development of useful model
abstractions requires a firm understanding of how different processes interact and under what
conditions different aspects of a problem may become important. The need for this understanding
is the principle reason for the post-workshop analyses detailed in Section 5 of this document.

1.3 WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

The development of model abstractions requires collaboration between TSPA and process-level
modelers as well as those who do laboratory and field measurements. This collaboration is required
to ensure that the abstractions developed are as consistent as possible with the most comprehensive
and up-to-date understanding of relevant site characteristics and processes. Given this multi-
dimensional viewpoint represented by the different participants, the objectives of the unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport abstraction/testing workshop were to develop the following:

I. A comprehensive list of unsaturated zone radionuclide transport issues that are important to
long-term performance. The purpose of this objective is to identify processes, process
models, observations, and parameter ranges that are pertinent to unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport and may be important to long-term repository performance.

2. A ranking of the importance of these issues using the collective expertise of the assembled
participants. The ranking was performed relative to criteria that reflect impact on long-term
performance. Ranking provided guidance for which issues to focus on during the workshop
and for ongoing documentation concerning the perceived importance of the issues identified.

3. Draft work proposals to address the key issues identified that are not adequately constrained
by current TSPA models. In general, the work proposals will answer some question about
unsaturated zone radionuclide transport processes that could be used to justify or develop a
process abstraction or used to define the range of different parameters that are needed to
bound system performance.

1A INTERFACES TO OTHER AREAS OF THE PROGRAM

1A.1 Unsaturated Zone Flow

Unsaturated zone flow is a task developed through the unsaturated zone flow workshop. An
important part of this task for unsaturated zone radionuclide transport is the definition of appropriate
hydrogeologic parameters and boundary conditions that affect unsaturated zone flow, and hence
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unsaturated zone radionuclide transport. The separation of unsaturated zone flow from unsaturated
zone radionuclide transport is a process abstraction. The unsaturated zone flow abstraction plans
include the development of an expected value case, called the base case, in which the expected
values of hydrogeologic parameters and boundary conditions are established. This base case is
identified for use in several of the abstraction/testing plans for unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport.

1A.2 Thernohydrology

Thermohydrology is a task developed through the thermohydrology workshop that defines the effects
of thermal disturbance due to repository heating on the unsaturated zone flow process. As for
unsaturated zone flow, the separation of thermohydrology and unsaturated zone radionuclide transport
is a process abstraction. The current concept for the time frame for thermal effects and radionuclide
releases from waste packages also makes the separation of thermohydrology and unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport partially a temporal domain abstraction as well. The effects of thermal
perturbations can also potentially have long-term consequences relative to minerals in the unsaturated
zone and change both hydrogeologic and transport properties of the system. These types of
thermohydrologic changes to the system can affect long-term radionuclide transport in the unsaturated
zone.

1A.3 Waste Form Mobilization

Waste form mobilization is a task developed through the waste form degradation/waste form
mobilization workshop that defines the radionuclide fluxes at the emplacement drift boundary. The
emplacement drift boundary represents a spatial-domain abstraction interface between processes that
affect radionuclide transport inside the emplacement drift and radionuclide transport in the
unsaturated zone. Therefore, the radionuclide fluxes calculated at the emplacement drift wall are a
source term for unsaturated zone radionuclide transport calculations. This source term is expected
to provide radionuclide fluxes at the emplacement drift boundary that will vary as a function of the
location in the potential repository and time. Feedback mechanisms, in which unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport may affect waste form mobilization, have not been identified.

1A.4 Saturated Zone Radionuclide Transport

Saturated zone flow and radionuclide transport is a task developed through the saturated zone flow
and transport workshop that defines radionuclide transport to the accessible environment.
The water table in the vicinity of the potential repository represents a spatial-domain abstraction
interface between processes that affect radionuclide transport in the unsaturated and saturated zones.
The radionuclide fluxes calculated at the water table due to unsaturated zone radionuclide transport
are a source term for saturated zone radionuclide transport calculations. This source term is expected
to provide radionuclide fluxes at the water table that will vary as a function of position on the water
table and time. Although no feedback mechanisms have been identified between saturated zone
radionuclide transport and unsaturated zone radionuclide transport, the position of the water table is
recognized as a feedback from saturated zone flow to unsaturated zone radionuclide transport.
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1.4.5 Criticality

Criticality is a task developed through the criticality workshop that defines the potential for the waste
fissile material to become configured such that nuclear criticality could occur. A portion of this work
considers the possibility of such a configuration of fissile material being assembled after release from
waste packages, referred to as external criticality. External criticality, therefore, is linked to
radionuclide transport processes in the emplacement drift, unsaturated zone, and saturated zone. The
requirements on unsaturated zone radionuclide transport modeling to evaluate external criticality are
somewhat different from other TSPA requirements in that processes that take place on relatively
small spatial scales may be important. Feedback mechanisms between external criticality and
unsaturated zone radionuclide transport have not been identified.

1.5 PREVIOUS PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT MODELING

Previous performance assessment transport modeling work has been based primarily on the
Repository Integration Program (RIP) (Golder, 1996). RIP is a total system performance assessment
code which contains two model abstractions for calculating unsaturated zone radionuclide transport.
The two model abstractions are for single (porous medium) and dual (fractured, porous rock)
continuum rock types. The single-continuum model is based on a one-dimensional advection-
dispersion transport equation. The dual-continuum model for a fracture/matrix system is based on
one-dimensional, advection-only transport in the fractures and matrix, with random intra-unit
fracture/matrix exchange based on a Poisson process. A separate model abstraction for
fracture/matrix exchange at stratigraphic unit boundaries is also contained in RIP, which is used to
model the effects of discontinuous fracture pathways at unit boundaries on transport. The intra-unit
fracture/matrix exchange model in RIP is most similar to an advective transport exchange process
between fractures and matrix, in which greater fracture flows result in greater distances an average
solute will travel in the fractures before transitioning to the matrix (M&O, 1995b). REP does not
contain an abstraction for exchange due to matrix diffusion. Dispersion is not explicitly modeled
in the dual-continuum model, however the fracturelmatrix interaction process does cause longitudinal
dispersion of radionuclides (which may or may not follow a Fickian description). Linear adsorption
for radionuclide transport through the matrix may be included in RIP calculations by adjusting the
radionuclide velocities according to the appropriate retardation factor. The retardation factors are
dependent on the specific radionuclide and rock type within a given stratigraphic layer. For TSPA-
1995 (M&O, 1995a), retardation factors were employed for certain radionuclides and rock types for
matrix transport, but radionuclides were assumed to not adsorb for transport through fractures.
Uncertainty in the system is represented in RIP through the use of frequency distributions for the
input parameters. The RIP model abstractions for unsaturated zone radionuclide transport are able
to assess the effects of uncertainty on performance through multiple realizations of the system using
random sampling of the input parameter distributions.

The TSPA-1995 calculations performed with RIP assumed one-dimensional transport through a set
of six columns. Five stratigraphic layers were used to represent the variations in rock type between
the potential repository and the water table. These variations were based primarily on the degree of
welding found in the volcanic tuffs that comprise the unsaturated zone. The six columns were used
to approximate the areal variations in stratigraphy and distance to the water table throughout the
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potential repository. A separate unsaturated zone steady flow model abstraction was used to define
the steady flow in fractures and matrix between the potential repository and the water table (M&O,
1995a).

The assumption of one-dimensional transport in RIP was investigated for a limited set of conditions.
Calculations of arrival time at the water table using the TOUGH2 unsaturated flow process model
and a detailed two-dimensional cross-section from the USGS site-scale.model were compared with
stochastic RIP calculations to investigate the one-dimensional approximation used in RIP (M&O,
1995a). The results of this comparison indicated that the range of results obtained from one-
dimensional transport calculations in RIP using stochastic sampling of hydrogeologic and transport
properties and infiltration rates bracketed the results found by the process-model

The intra-unit fracture matrix model in RIP contains an empirical interaction parameter. To help set
this parameter, comparison calculations between RIP and FEHM were conducted. FEHM (LANL,
1997b) is a process-level model for unsaturated flow and transport that solves the basic differential
conservation equations for unsaturated flow and transport. The conservation equations used by
FEHM describe physical and chemical mechanisms that affect transport with a dual-continuum option
for modeling fractured, porous rock. Chemical interactions are limited to a selection of different
equilibrium adsorption models. FEHM has been used to qualitatively calibrate the fracture/matrix
exchange coefficient in RIP (M&O, 1995a). A sensitivity study was also performed using FEHM
that considered the relation of the fracture/matrix exchange coefficient in RIP and the more
fundamental physical processes captured in FEHM (M&O, 1995b). Although matrix diffusion was
not modeled in TSPA-1995, simulations with FEHM indicated that matrix diffusion can greatly delay
transport through the unsaturated zone (M&O, 1995b).
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2.0 PRE-WORKSHOP PREPARATIONS

2.1 WORKSHOP PLANNING

The unsaturated zone radionuclide workshop was organized by Jim Houseworth (INTERA),
performance assessment lead for organizing the workshop; Dave Sevougian (INTERA), total system
performance assessment representative and inter-workshop coordinator, and Bruce Robinson (LANL),
site characterization representative. This group is referred to as the workshop "core team". A
workshop planning meeting was held at LANL by the core team on December 10, 1996. Giles
Bussod and George Zyvoloski (both LANL, site characterization) were also -in attendance. The
meeting was used to coordinate PA workshop objectives with existing and expected information and
models from site characterization, develop the list of issues for the workshop, and to discuss
workshop formats. An second planning meeting was held by telecon on January 23, 1997 with the
core team, and three others from performance assessment: Bob Andrews (INTERA), Holly Dockery
(SNL), and the workshop facilitator, Cliff Ho (SNL). The workshop agenda was further developed
during this telecon, along with the criteria for ranking issues at the workshop.

2.2 PARTICIPANT SELECTION PROCESS

The core team, working in cooperation with Ardyth Simmons (LBNL), developed a list of
participants from within YMP performance assessment and site characterization groups based on the
areas of expertise expected to be needed at the workshop. Twenty-four participants from different
areas of the project with expertise pertinent to unsaturated zone transport took part in the workshop.
The group of participants was selected to include individuals with experience in total-system
performance, subsystem, and process-level modeling, as well as those who perform laboratory or
field measurements relevant to radionuclide transport. The list of participants and their relevant
expertise for unsaturated zone radionuclide transport is given in Appendix 1. An additional ten
people were present as observers. The list of all attendees (participants and observers), including
phone number and e-mail information, is given in Appendix 2.

2.3 PRE-WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES

23.1 Invitation Letter

The strategy used to optimize results from the workshop was to provide the participants with
introductory materials prior to the workshop. This introductory material covered the goals for TSPA,
the need for model abstraction in TSPA, the meaning and use of model abstraction, a list of proposed
issues, and straw man proposals to address many of the proposed issues. The list of issues and straw
man proposals were intended to stimulate responses from the participants on what they believed is
important for unsaturated zone radionuclide transport and the best way to address the issues. Based
on this information, the workshop participants were asked to submit written opinions regarding the
significance of these issues and their own issue resolution strategies prior to the workshop. The list
of issues were structured under three broad categories of subjects. These categories are physical
transport processes, chemical interactions and repository-perturbed environment, and heterogeneity
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and model calibration. To help ensure complete coverage of the issues by the participant responses,
the participants were assigned to "panels" corresponding to the issue categories and were asked to
(at least) address some issue within their category. The participants were encouraged to submit
write-ups on issues outside their assigned issue category as well, if interested. The issues, straw man
proposals, and other introductory materials as well as instructions for participant submittals were sent
as part of an invitation letter to the participants on January 15, 1997. Responses from the
participants were requested by January 28, 1997. The invitation letter with attachments is given in
Appendix 3.

2.3.2 Participant Responses and Selection of Workshop Speakers

The written submittals from the participants were then reviewed and organized by the core team
according to three broad subject categories described above. The collected set of written responses
were then sent out to the participants on January 30, 1997, so that each participant would have an
opportunity to see the submittals of the other participants prior to the workshop.
Based on the participant responses and range of issues to be addressed, the core team selected a list
of speakers to address the various issues and present proposals for issue resolution at the workshop.
Although there was not sufficient time at the workshop for each participant to make a presentation
on each issue submittal, the core team did attempt to include the full range of perspectives on the
different issues given in the responses. The transmittal containing the participant responses and list
of speakers is given in Appendix 4.
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3. WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS AND RESULTS

3.1 WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

The workshop format was planned around achieving the three workshop goals identified in Section
1.3. This founat is summarized in the final workshop agenda given in Appendix 5. On the first day,
the workshop began with introductory presentations to ensure that all participants had at least a
minimum common background concerning TSPA, model abstraction, and the series of
abstraction/testing workshops being held this year. The identification and ranking of issues then
occupied the remainder of the first day. The presentation of issues was split into three main issue
categories as described in Section 2.3.1. For each issue category, there was a presentation describing
the present TSPA approach to the different issues followed by participant presentationi in which
participants expressed their opinions and recommendations concerning the issues and issue resolution
strategies. Following presentations in each issue category, the issues were ranked by the participants.

On the second day, there were presentations concerning abstraction methods and practical constraints
for TSPA computation, analysis plans being developed from the unsaturated zone flow and
thermohydrology workshops, and work relevant to unsaturated zone radionuclide transport already
included in workscopes outside of performance assessment. Three abstraction planning groups were
identified based on the issues list and rankings, and the participants were divided into the abstraction

<> planning groups. The participants worked in the abstractiontplanning groups for the remainder of
the second day and the beginning of the last day. The proposal development sessions were
interrupted for a discussion of the proposals in progress and a discussion of metrics which could be
used for quantitative interpretation of the proposed analyses. Participants documented the abstraction
proposals using laptop computers and provided both paper and electronic records of their proposals
to the workshop core team.

3.2 INTRODUCTORY PRESENTATIONS

A brief summary of the introductory presentations is given below. Copies of the viewgraphs for
these presentations are available in Appendix 6.

3.2.1 Overview Introduction

An overview introduction to the abstraction/testing workshops objectives and constraints was given
by Holly Dockery. The talk covered the basis for abstraction/testing activities and technical and
programmatic constraints. Emphasis was given to the abstraction/testing goals for TSPA-VA
including: a) the need for TSPA-VA to be comprehensive b) document justification for assumptions
c) define ways to treat uncertainty d) ensure appropriate integration between data
collection/interpretation, process modeling, abstraction development, and TSPA modeling.
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3.2.2 Workshop Overview

An overview of the unsaturated zone radionuclide transport workshop was given by Jim Houseworth.
This talk covered workshop objectives, given in Section 1.3; the issue categories, given in Section
2.3.1; products for TSPA-VA, such as sensitivity investigations or simplified models; interfaces to.
other areas of the program, given in Section 1.4; the development of proposals for post-workshop
activities to address the key issues; and the overall schedule for post-workshop activities to support
TSPA-VA.

3.2.3 TSPA Introduction

An introduction to TSPA and model abstraction was given by Dave Sevougian. The treatment of
uncertainty in TSPA, which is a primary factor leading to model abstraction, was presented. The
definition and types of model abstraction were discussed, including the need to ultimately recombine
the results generated by TSPA model abstractions for TSPA calculations.

3.2A Repository-Perturbed Conditions

George Barr presented a survey of potential differences between unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport under existing conditions at Yucca Mountain and under both transient and longer-term
conditions altered by the introduction of heat and materials into the potential repository. The
potential effects of such altered conditions on transport include creation of carrier plumes, evaporite
rinds around the emplacement drifts, changes in perched water and lateral flow, thermochemical
alteration of minerals and resultant changes to transport characteristics.

3.2.5 Criteria for Ranking Issues and the Ranking Process

A presentation was given by Jim Houseworth on the rationale for criteria chosen to rank the issues.
The criteria were developed so that issues would be ranked against their potential effects on long-
term performance. The primary effect of unsaturated zone transport on long-term performance is
through the spatial and temporal distributions of radionuclide travel time to the water table and
radionuclide mass flux at the water table. Travel time is potentially important for meeting
requirements linked to specific time frames, whereas mass flux is a principle factor affecting dose.
Although travel time and flux are linked through the water flux, these factors can vary independently.
The other components of travel time and mass flux are radionuclide velocity and concentration.
Therefore the four criteria chosen for ranking the issues were radionuclide concentration, radionuclide
velocity, water flux, and the distribution of travel times to the water table.

Ranking was performed by the participants split into four small groups having five or six people
each. These small groups were used rather than the whole group to allow greater participation in
the ranking process by all the participants. Ranking was performed at the end of the presentations
for each issue category. Each issue was compared against each criteria by asking whether the issue
has a significant, moderate, or negligible impact on that criterion. Scores of 5, 3, and 1 were used
to quantify significant, moderate, and negligible impact, respectively. After all groups had completed
the ranking, the results for each group were presented to the whole group to compare the rankings.
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33 CATEGORY 1: PHYSICAL TRANSPORT PROCESSES

This issue category deals with transport mechanisms such as advection, diffusion, and dispersion.
There were eight presentations by participants under this issue category that can be grouped under
the classifications of fracture/matrix interactions, transient flow and transport, and hydrodynamic
dispersion. Copies of the presentation viewgraphs for Category 1 are given in Appendix 7.

3.3.1 TSPA Perspective

The current treatment of Category I issues in TSPA was presented by Jim Houseworth.

Fracture/Matrix Interaction

Fracture/matrix exchange may be expected to reduce radionuclide velocities compared with strict
fracture transport, and will also reduce radionuclide concentrations and water flux under transient
conditions. TSPA-1995 (M&O, 1995a) captured fracture/matrix exchange through two model
abstractions for intra-unit and inter-unit exchange. These abstractions are simplified process models,
however, the basis for the simplifications were not derived (or simplified) from more fundamental
process models. Rather, they represent a rational concept for such processes in which the causal
linkages to hydrogeologic "state" conditions, principally water saturation and radionuclide
concentration, are not retained.

Transient Flow and Transport

Transient flow and transport is a process that may be expected to affect fracture/matrix interaction
for radionuclides and water, resulting in potential increases in radionuclide velocity and
concentration. Transient flow and transport mechanisms have not been treated in previous TSPA
calculations.

Hydrodynamic Dispersion

Hydrodynamic dispersion will occur both along and transverse to the mean flow direction, which is
assumed to be downward. Longitudinal dispersion will affect concentration and travel time
distributions. The influence of longitudinal dispersion within the fracture or matrix continuum was
assumed to be dominated by fracture/matrix interactions in TSPA-1995 (M&O, 1995a). Therefore,
this mechanism was not modeled separately. Transverse dispersion may affect the degree of contact
between radionuclides and rock in the unsaturated zone. Thus, it may have an influence on
fracture/matrix interactions. In TSPA-1995 (M&O, 1995a), lateral dispersion was assumed to be
sufficiently large such that a smeared-source approximation could be used.
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3.3.2 Participant Presentations

\-' Fracture/Matrix Interactions

Of the eight presentations, four concerned fracture/matrix interaction. Jack Gauthier talked about the
effects of matrix diffusion. Fracture/matrix coupling through matrix diffusion can slow net
radionuclide transport velocities considerably. The degree of coupling in fractures and matrix is still
uncertain based on environmental tracer data, particularly 'Cl and Cl in perched water. The
proposal for ihis issue is to modify the weeps model for fracture transport to include matrix diffusion
to see if a coupling can be found that is consistent with observations.

Bo Bodvarsson considered the numerical gridding of matrix blocks, fracture porosity, and the
fracture/matrix connection area to be primary issues for fracture/matrix interaction and radionuclide
transport. The proposals to address these issues were to use heater test data to help better establish
fracture porosity; perform sensitivity analyses to investigate matrix gridding, fracture/matrix
connection area, and fracture porosity. The comparison of these sensitivity studies with known
chemical concentration information could be used to narrow the range of parameters. Another
avenue would be to investigate the use of semi-analytical models for fracture/matrix exchange.

Albert Yang presented data on the stable isotopic composition of deuterium from squeezed and
distilled pore waters as found from pore waters in core samples from SD-7, SD-9, and SD-12.

Chunhong Li presented a strategy for treatment of uncertainty in conceptual models, rock parameters,
and boundary conditions on fracture/matrix interactions. The spectrum of conceptual model
uncertainty is captured by the weeps, dual permeability, and equivalent continuum models. In fact,
the dual permeability model itself can span the range of behavior exhibited by all three models give
the appropriate range of parameters. Sensitivity studies using the dual permeability model suggest
that fracture/matrix interactions are not sensitive to dispersion and adsorption in fractures.

Transient Flow and Transport

There were two presentations on transient flow and transport. Andy Wolfsberg divided transient flow
and transport into episodic transients and long-time transients. Analyses to date indicated that
episodic (short-term) transients are mainly damped by the Paintedbrush nonwelded hydrogeologic
unit (PTn), except in fault zones. Climate change, on the other hand, will drive long-time transient
flow that is not damped, and therefore will affect radionuclide transport. A proposal to investigate
long-time transients is to directly model long-time transients and compare with steady flow and
transport using an elevated infiltration rate, perhaps set by the highest infiltration that occurs in the
transient case.

Jerry Fairly presented the concept that short-period transient flow could perhaps be modeled as a
steady process due to dampening of the signal whereas, long-period transients may require explicit
treatment. Sensitivity studies to determine the applicability of smoothed signals for short-term
transients are proposed.
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Hydrodynamic Dispersion

There were two presentations on hydrodynamic dispersion. Mike Wilson presented a model for
effective longitudinal dispersivity resulting from fracture/matrix interaction. Using parameters in this
model that are applicable to Yucca Mountain, he found that fracture/matrix interaction may not
dominate over longitudinal dispersion in the fracture or matrix continua. The proposal is to explicitly
include hydrodynamic dispersion for each continuum as a transport process.

Andy Wolfsberg presented a hypothesis that hydrodynamic dispersion will be dominated by the
cumulative effects of matrix diffusion, sorption, spatially variable infiltration, and the distribution of
waste package failures. The proposal to test this hypothesis is to perform three-dimensional transport
simulations with a spatially varying infiltration rate and distribution of canister failure times. The
dispersivity parameters in the model could be varied to see if radionuclide breakthrough curves at
the water table are affected.

3.3.3 Final Issue List and Ranking

The initial and final list of issues are given in Appendix S. Three of the issues as originally written
were modified (issues 1.1, 1.3, and 1.4), and one issue was added (issue 1.7). These modifications
generalized the subject of matrix diffusion to fracture/matrix interaction (issue 1.1) and split the
subject of transient flow and transport into short-term and long-term transient flow and transport
(issues 1.3 and 1.4). The issue added (1.7) concerned key fracture and matrix properties.

Ranking information by group is given in Appendix 9. The overall rankings indicate that the
independent groups found nearly the same order of importance for the issues. For example, the top
three ranked issues were identical among the different groups. The rankings also seemed to split into
a bimodal distribution. The issues given higher ranking are fracture/matrix interaction conceptual
model (issue 1.1), long-term transient flow and transport (issue 1A), fracture/matrix interaction
parameter range and dependencies (issue 1.2), and key fracture and matrix properties (issue 1.7).
Lower rankings were found for short-term transient flow and transport (issue 1.3), lateral dispersion
(issue 1.6), and longitudinal dispersion (issue 1.5).

3.4 CATEGORY 2: CHEMICAL INTERACTIONS AND REPOSITORY-PERTURBED
ENVIRONMENT

This issue category deals with chemical mechanisms and alterations to the geosphere resulting from
repository heating and materials that affect radionuclide transport. There were eight presentations
by participants under this issue category that can be grouped according to the classifications of
colloids, adsorption, and repository-perturbed environment. Copies of the presentation viewgraphs
for Category 2 are given in Appendix 10.
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3A.1 TSPA Perspective

\.-~-' The current treatment of Category 2 issues in TSPA was presented by Jim Houseworth.

Colloids

Colloids may affect radionuclide transport by virtue of radionuclides being adsorbed on, or
incorporated into the structure of, colloids. Radionuclides associated with colloids are expected to
be limited to transport through fractures, however, it is not known whether this effect will increase
or reduce the effective radionuclide velocities through the unsaturated zone. Colloids are known to
be naturally present in the unsaturated zone environment at Yucca Mountain. Data on the abundance
of natural colloids suggest that they are not sufficiently concentrated to have a substantial effect on
radionuclide transport (M&0,1995a). However, colloids may also be generated in the repository
environment by the introduced materials, including the waste form itself. Bounds on the effects of
these colloids have not been established. Previous TSPA analyses have not modeled colloid-
facilitated radionuclide transport.

Adsorption

Adsorption of radionuclides on rock is known to reduce radionuclide velocities. Adsorption can also
reduce radionuclide concentrations when coupled with dispersive mixing processes. The adsorption
process depends on both the radionuclide species and the rock type. Adsorption models range from
the linear equilibrium model, to nonlinear equilibrium models that account for finite capacity, to
nonequilibrium models that account., for kinetic effects. Adsorption can also be modeled
independently for transport through fractures and matrix. The linear, equilibrium, model was used
for matrix adsorption in TSPA-1995. Adsorption was assumed to not be present for fracture
transport. Matrix adsorption was implemented in TSPA-1995 (M&O, 1995a) as retardation factors
applied to radionuclide velocities for transport through rock matrix.

Repository-Perturbed Environment

The introduction of heat and materials in the potential repository may lead to changes in the
geochemical environment. These thermo-geochemical effects could result in mineral transformations
that alter radionuclide velocities and water flux through changes to sorptive and hydrogeologic
characteristics. Introduced materials will interact with water and may produce changes to the
aqueous geochemistry that affects radionuclide velocities through changes in sorptive characteristics.
The introduction of heat will also lead to thermo-hydrologic and thermo-mechanical effects that will
alter water flux. These repository-perturbed conditions have not been modeled for unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport in previous TSPA analyses.
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3.42 Participant Presentations

~#/ Colloids

Ines Triay gave a presentation on colloid types, possible concentrations, stability, and interactions
with radionuclides. A proposal to investigate this issue considered the effects of colloids both with
and without an engineered barrier, which is assumed to prevent migration of radioactive-waste
derived colloids. The colloid transport analysis would assume further that concentrations of colloids
could be estimated using stability arguments and the radionuclide adsorption onto colloids is
irreversible. A further suggestion is to examine the assumption of irreversible adsorption onto
colloids experimentally.

Ray Stout gave a presentation on the fundamental mathematical description for quantitatively
describing colloid transport. The many assumptions that are need to actually solve the problem were
discussed.

Jack Gauthier presented the primary phenomena associated colloids may affect radionuclide transport
These phenomena include the potential to circumvent matrix diffusion and adsorption on rock
surfaces and filtration effects. Some potential model abstractions for colloid transport based on
modifications to traditional models for aqueous species transport were discussed.

Adsorption

Ines Triay presented materials covering adsorption in matrix and fracture transport processes. For
matrix adsorption, the primary issues are the application of adsorption data obtained under saturated
conditions to unsaturated conditions, appropriate stratigraphic definitions to capture variations in rock
type, and adsorption parameter ranges. An experimental study of adsorption using the unsaturated
flow apparatus (centrifuge) is proposed to address the question of saturated versus unsaturated
conditions for matrix adsorption. Autoradiography experiments are proposed to examine the issue
of rock type and stratigraphy. Finally, the assumed groundwater compositions used to establish
parameter ranges for adsorption must be examined with respect to the compositions expected from
groundwater modeling. For fracture adsorption, a key issue is the relative importance of adsorption
in fractures for radionuclide transport compared with other transport processes. If adsorption in
fractures is important, then what mineralogic model is appropriate for fracture surfaces?

Repository-Perturbed Environment

Bruce Robinson indicated that models of dissolved chemical evolution at the mountain scale may be
needed to describe the effects of repository heat on radionuclide transport. To address this issue,
simulation the evolution of pH and total dissolved solids and examination of the sorptionlspeciation
database was proposed to evaluate the importance of these changes.

Dave Bish presented on the issue of mineral alteration due to repository heating. Minerals will
undergo changes in porosity, permeability, sorptive characteristics, and water content. A proposal
to investigate these phenomena is to incorporate the mineralogic reactions into a three-dimensional
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mineralogic model to define the mineral transformations and then incorporate these effects into a
flow and transport model through correlations between mineralogic characteristics and hydrogeologic
and sorptive properties.

Bruce Robinson presented a hypothesis that mountain-scale thermohydrologic models should be
coupled to rock-water interaction models to asses the potential effects on flow and transport. This
hypothesis could be tested through mountain-scale thermohydrologic and reactive transport
simulations jn which the changes to hydrogeologic properties are assumed to be negligible. If
redistribution of minerals is significant, then the redistribution could be used to update porosity,
permeability and compare transport in the altered environment with the unaltered case.

3.4.3 Final Issue List and Ranking

The initial and final list of issues are given in Appendix 11. Four of the issues as originally written
were modified (issues 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6), one issue was added (issue 2.8) and one issue was deleted
(2.2). These modifications rephrased the question on minimum Kd from a bounding approach to an
appropriate model for unsaturated zone radionuclide transport (issue 2.3), deleted the reference to
"surface" for fracture.adsorption (issue 2.4), changed thermal alteration to thermal-chemical alteration
(issue 2.5), and rephrased the issue concerning "carrier plume" to address the more general aqueous
geochemical evolution due to the repository-pertubed environment (issue 2.6). Issue 2.2, concerning
colloid transport models, was deleted and issue 2.8, addressing natural geochernical evolution, was
added.

Ranking information by group is given in Appendix 12. As for issue Category 1, the overall
rankings indicate that the independent groups found a very similar order of importance for the issues.
For example, the top three ranked issues were the same among the different groups, with the
exception the third ranked issue for group 1. Three of the four groups found the same top-ranked
issue concerning the minimum Kd method for modeling adsorption in matrix.

3.5 CATEGORY 3: HETEROGENEITY

This issue category deals with the influence of heterogeneous properties in the geosphere on
radionuclide transport. There were seven presentations by participants under this issue category that
can be grouped under the classifications of lateral diversion, stratigraphy, and areal heterogeneity.
Note that model calibration was originally carried under this category, but during the workshop was
split into a separate Category 4. Copies of the presentation viewgraphs for Category 3 are given in
Appendix 13.
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3.5.1 TSPA Perspective

The current treatment of Category 3 issues in TSPA were presented by Jim Houseworth.

Lateral Diversion

Lateral diversion of flow, and hence potential radionuclide pathways, have been postulated to exist
due to changes in hydrogeologic properties along stratigraphic boundaries. The effects of such lateral
diversion of radionuclide transport pathways may reduce or increase radionuclide travel times to the
water table. A reduction in travel time, particularly for radionuclides that preferentially adsorb onto
zeolites, could occur if the diverted pathway to the water table would bypass zeolitic zones. On the
other hand, a laterally diverted pathway is a longer pathway to the water table than a vertical
pathway and also has a reduced dynamic gradient for flow. Therefore, in certain cases lateral
diversion may increase radionuclide travel time to the water table. Detailed two-dimensional flow
calculations based on the LBL-USGS site-scale model were performed for TSPA-1995 (M&O,
1995a) to investigate the sensitivity of arrival times to flow dimensionality. Stochastic one-
dimensional calculations were performed with the total-system performance assessment code. A
comparison of travel times for the deterministic two-dimensional calculation and the stochastic one-
dimension calculation found that arrival times for the two-dimensional case were bounded by the
one-dimensional abstraction.

Stratigraphy

The stratigraphy used for flow and transport calculations plays a role in the ability to resolve spatial
variations in hydrogeologic and transport properties. The detail at which these properties are
captured in a flow and transport model affects the results of physical and chemical transport
mechanisms that, in turn, influences water flux, radionuclide concentration and velocity. A five-layer
stratigraphy was used in TSPA-1995 (M&O, 1995a) to define the transport property variations
between potential repository and the water table. The stratigraphic definitions were based primarily
on variations in the degree of welding of the volcanic tuffs.

Areal Heterogeneity

The treatment of areal heterogeneity affects the ability to represent lateral variations in properties
within hydrogeologic units. Similar to stratigraphy, the detail at which these properties are captured
in a flow and transport model affects the results of physical and chemical transport mechanisms that,
in turn, influences water flux, radionuclide concentration and velocity. An abstraction of the effects
of areal heterogeneity was used in TSPA-1995 (M&O, 1995a), in which six, one-dimensional
columns were used to represent the areal heterogeneity of the geologic system between the potential
repository and the water table. The identification of these six columns was based on areal variations
in thickness of the Calico Hills nonwelded hydrogeologic unit (CHn), the percent of the vertical path
between the potential repository and the water table occupied by the CHn, and the depth to the water
table.
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35.2 Participant Presentations

Lateral Diversion

Albert Yang gave a presentation on some of the environmental tracer and geochernical data that may
be used to interpret whether lateral diversion occurs under existing conditions at Yucca Mountain.
The evidence from data on chloride and strontium isotopes indicates that lateral flow is likely in the
PTn and CHn.

Yvonne Tsang linked the possibility of lateral diversion to known occurrences of perched water,
which occurs where there are large permeability contrasts between the vitric and zeolitic units. This
is also a likely location for lateral diversion. The occurrence of lateral diversion is dependent on the
level of percolation flux. One approach to address this issue is to use the calibrated site-scale model
as a starting point for sensitivity analyses.

June Fabryka-Martin presented the likely stratigraphic interfaces at which lateral diversion may occur.
The geochemical data on Cl and isotopic data on 36CI may be used to interpret if lateral diversion
is present under existing conditions. Collection of applicable data at the USGS South Ramp study
is under way. Collection of 36CI at PTn subcontacts, sampling of Cl and S04 in the ESF North and
South Ramps, and an analysis of structural controls on bomb-pulse 36CI distribution is also being
done, which could be used to help address the question of lateral diversion.

Stratigraphy

Dave Vaniman has found that a minimum of 30 stratigraphic units are needed to represent
mineralogic variability at Yucca Mountain. In addition to classification of hydrogeologic units, the
mineralogic evidence may be used show where water and metals have moved in the past. At this
point, fracture and trace minerals have not been effectively treated in transport calculations and the
linkage between mineralogic and hydrogeologic properties is poor. Finally, flow and transport
beneath the host rock have not been field tested. To resolve the issues relating to stratigraphy, the
three-dimensional mineralogic model should be completed. Quantitative micro autoradiography and
fracture-flow sample analyses should also be completed. A flow and transport field test at one or
more of the Calico sites accessible through minimal excavation would provide data where there is
little now available. Correlations should be performed to link mineralogy with the mechanical and
hydrogeologic sample sets. In this way, the mineralogic model can be more effectively combined
with flow and transport modeling.

Bruce Robinson presented the idea that mineral abundances should be taken from the three-
dimensional mineralogic model, with surrogate identification of mineral abundances used only to fill
out available mineralogic data. One of the particularly important mineralogic distributions for
unsaturated zone radionuclide transport is zeolite thicknesses.
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Areal Heterogeneity

Bill Arnold presented information indicating that stratigraphic and areal heterogeneities exist for
zeolitic alteration, and that these alterations should be incorporated into TSPA-VA. Information from
the three-dimensional site-scale geostatistical models can quantitatively account for this heterogeneity.
Sensitivity studies for unsaturated zone radionuclide transport should consider: a single, averaged
representation of zeolitic alteration and a fine-scale representation of heterogeneity in zeolitic
alteration. If transport calculations are found to be sensitive to fine-scale heterogeneity, simulation-
type geostatistical realizations of the spatial distribution of zeolites should be used for further
sensitivity analyses.

Bruce Robinson presented the hypothesis that the spatial dependence of infiltration is the most
important spatially varying parameter for unsaturated zone radionuclide transport. A proposal to test
this hypothesis uses a series of two-dimensional cross-sections or a three-dimensional model to
capture the spatially varying infiltration and the resulting effects on transport. A useful sensitivity
analysis would be to compare the two and three-dimensional behavior to see if the use of two-
dimensional cross-sections may be used to represent the three-dimensional system.

3.5.3 Final Issue List and Ranking

The initial and final list of issues are given in Appendix 14. Two of the original issues were deleted
(issues 3.2 and 3.8), one issue was added (3.9), and one issue was reworded and reassigned to a new
issue category (issue 3.7 into Category 4). Issue 3.7 was reworded to be more general concerning
model calibration. Furthermore, participants did not believe that this issue was comparable to the
other issues raised. Nevertheless, the issue was believed to be important and therefore was placed
in its own category. Issue 3.2, concerning spatial dimensionality for models that treat lateral
diversion and transport, and issue 3.8, concerning calibration for multiple TSPA realizations, were
deleted. Issue 3.9, concerning the spatial distribution of infiltration, was added.

Ranking information by group is given in Appendix 15. Unlike issue Categories 1 and 2, the overall
rankings among the independent groups are not as similar in terms of the order of importance for
the issues. However, the variation in overall score across the issues was relatively small, indicating
an opinion that the importance of the different issues in this category were similar. The overall score
for one issue (issue 3.3) was substantially different from the other overall scores. This issue,
concerning stratigraphy above the potential repository, received a low overall score.

3.6 CATEGORY 4: MODEL CALIBRATION

This issue category deals with the criteria and methods for model calibration. In fact, there is only
one issue in this category. There were two presentations by participants under this issue category.
Note that this issue was originally carried under Category 3, but during the workshop was split into
a separate Category 4. Copies of the presentation viewgraphs for Category 4 are given in Appendix
16.
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3.6.1 TISPA Perspective

The current treatment of Category 4 issues in TSPA was presented by Jim Houseworth.

The use of model abstractions for TSPA leads to the issue of model calibration. A model abstraction
will not give the same results as a more detailed process-level model. Therefore, it is important to
know what data or process-model results should be used for calibration. Furthermore, what range
of conditions for model calibration are considered sufficient. The application of model calibration
to a large number of stochastic realizations adds further to the complexity. In TSPA-1995 (M&O,
1995a), only a limited amount of what may be called model calibration was employed for the
unsaturated zone radionuclide transport calculations. One-dimensional calculations of radionuclide
breakthrough curves using a process-model, FEHM (LANL, 1997b), were qualitatively compared
with breakthrough curves calculated using the total-system model abstraction in RIP to establish the
fracture/matrix interaction parameter in RIP (M&O, 1995a; M&O, 1995b).

3.6.2 Participant Presentations

June Fabryka-Martin indicated that geochemical and isotopic data may be used to help establish
bounds on key parameters controlling transport rates and pathways. The data may also be used to
increase confidence in the PA model calculations by showing the extent to which alternative
conceptual process models are compatible with observed geochemical and isotopic data. To address
this issue, the collection of geochemical and isotopic data for Cl, SO4, tC, 36C, 991'C, and "'I should
continue. In addition, the collection of data on Pu profiles in neutron boreholes should be taken with

< " 36Cl data. Some of these analyses are under way or planned for next fiscal year. Transport
simulations should be used to test conceptual models concerning transport pathways, formation of
secondary minerals, fracture/matrix interactions, gas/water exchange, sorption, persistence of transient
flow variations, and the significance of colloids for transport.

Bruce Robinson presented the concept that the correct conceptual model is more important than
calibrating the parameters of a particular model. Use of the process model directly in TSPA is
preferred, but if model abstractions are used they should be calibrated against process-model
predictions and not data. A proposal for model calibration is that a robust set of transport criteria
be developed for judging TSPA model abstractions. The suite of comparisons may include: strongly
sorbing, weakly sorbing, and nonsorbing radionuclides;
dissolution limited and solubility limited radionuclides; a three-dimensional, dual-permeability, flow
and transport calculation including the effects of repository heating.

3.6.3 Final Issue List

This issue category contains only one issue, which was reworded from an initial issue given under
Category 3. The initial and final wordings are given in Appendix 17. No ranking was carried out
for this issue.
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3.7 RANKING OF ISSUES ACROSS MAJOR CATEGORIES

I/" In section 3.3 through 3.5, the ranking of issues was compared only within issue categories. The use
of common ranking criteria for all categories, however, allows comparison of the rankings across the
issue categories. A summary table of the highest ranking issues overall is given in Appendix 18.
The highest ranking issues are part of Category I issues on physical transport processes. In
particular, fracture/matrix interaction and long-term transient flow and.transport were identified at
top issues. The top issue from Category 2, chemical interactions and repository-perturbed
environment, is the use of a minimum Kd model for adsorption. Three issues from Category 3,
heterogeneity, ranked similarly. These issues concerned lateral diversion, stratigraphy, and areal
heterogeneity.

3.8 INTRODUCTORY PRESENTATIONS FOR ABSTRACTION DEVELOPMENT

A set of presentations were given on the second day of the workshop to provide a more in-depth
introduction to the abstraction methods and requirements, existing plans from previous workshops,
and relevant work that is ongoing outside of performance assessment. Copies of the viewgraphs for
these presentations are available in Appendix 19.

3.8.1 Abstraction Strategy and Methods

Dave Sevougian gave a presentation on abstraction strategies and methods for TSPA. The key
features of TSPA were summarized with respect to the need for model abstractions. Several types
of abstractions were defined and detailed examples of three of these abstraction types were given.
The key aspects of unsaturated zone radionuclide transport as determined from past TSPAs were
discussed as important information for model abstraction development.

3.8.2 Computational Limitations for TSPA

Jim Houseworth gave a presentation to discuss the perceived computational limitations that may be
imposed on any model used (process or abstraction) for unsaturated zone radionuclide transport in
TSPA. Computational efficiency is the key reason for the use of model abstractions in TSPA.
However, the question may be raised as to how fast these calculations must be for TSPA
calculations. Estimates for TSPA-VA resources, time and calculation needs suggest that single-
realization transport calculations need to be performed in roughly 10 CPU minutes.

3.8.3 Abstraction Plans/Products from Unsaturated Zone Flow and Thermohydrology

Unsaturated Zone Flow

Susan Altman presented the plans and products expected from the post-workshop activities generated
by the unsaturated zone flow workshop held on December 11-13, 1996. The main analysis plans
cover calibration and abstraction of the Unsaturated Zone Site-Scale Model; seepage into drifts under
pre-waste emplacement conditions; testing of -perched water concepts and their implications for
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TSPA-VA calculations; sub-grid scale fractures: lump with matrix of fractures?; and the impact of
long-term variability in infiltration rate on repository performance.

Thermohydrology

Nick Francis presented the plans and products expected from the post-workshop activities generated
by the thermohydrology workshop held on January 21-23, 1997. Thi main analysis plans cover
thermohydrologic modeling of seepage into drifts; mountain-scale thermohydrologic models; drift-
scale tiermnohydrologic models; and thermohydrologic/thermochemical and
thermohydrologic/thermomechanical coupled processes at the drift and mountain scales.

3.8A Relevant Work In Existing Workscopes (outside of PA)

LBNL Workscope

Bo Bodvarsson presented the ongoing or planned projects under LBNL's workscope. These projects
are: unsaturated zone flow, including calibration; development of parameter values, and
prediction/sensitivity studies; unsaturated zone flow model abstraction; unsaturated zone flow expert
elicitation; and characterization of ambient conditions around the ESF heater test.

USGS Workscone

Albert Yang presented the ongoing or planned projects under the USGS's workscope. These projects
are: lateral diversion at the PTn; hydrogeology of the Ghost Dance Fault; ESF drift-scale flux and
niche study; time-space variations in flux through the repository block; and matrix water sources and
fracture/matrix interaction.

LANL WorkscgM

Giles Bussod presented the ongoing or planned projects under LANL's workscope. These projects
address: microradiography studies to link adsorption on pure minerals to whole rock samples;
reversibility of radionuclide adsorption, particularly as applied to colloids; identification of optimum
models dealing with sorption and transport for performance assessment; mechanistic sorption model;
retardation of radionuclide transport through natural fractures; basis for use of linear sorption model
as conservative approximation; colloid generation, stability, and tranport; diffusion of radionuclides
in unsaturated rock; and documentation of transport codes to support TSPA-VA.

3.9 SUMMARY OF THE INITIAL ABSTRACTION PROPOSALS

3.9.1 Abstraction/Testing Proposal Development at the Workshop

Development of abstraction/testing proposals at the workshop were initiated by first dividing the
participants into abstraction/testing development groups. During a whole group brainstorming
session, the participants choose to divide the abstraction/testing development along the lines of the
issue categories as given below, with exceptions noted:
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Group 1:
i Group 2:
'-' Group 3:

Group 4:

. Category I issues, minus the transient flow and transport issues
Category 2 issues
Category 3 issues, plus the transient flow and transport issues
Category 4 issue.

Appendix 20 gives the names of participants that participated in each abstraction/testing development
group. The participants were then given a format for the abstraction/testing proposals, given in
Appendix 21, which was to be followed in the development of each proposal.

3.9.2 Summary of the Initial Proposals

Eight proposals were drafted at the workshop. The eight proposals addressed 12 of the 21 issues
identified. Subsequent integration with the proposals from the unsaturated zone- flow and
thermohydrology workshops, and additional development following the workshop have resulted in
changes to the number and content of the original proposals (see Section 4). Copies of the initial
proposals developed at the workshop are given in Appendix 22. The following table gives the title
for each initial proposal and the issues covered.
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Proposal Title Issues Covered

Fracture/Matrix Interaction 1.1 What conceptual models should be
used for fracture/matrix
interactions?.

1.2 What range and dependencies
should be used for the
fracture/matrix interaction
parameter?

2.4 Do we expect adsorption in
fractures to be important to
unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport?

Transient Flow and Transport 1.3 How should short-term transients
be included in unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport?

1.4 How should long-term transient
flow be included in unsaturated
zone radionuclide transport?

Colloid-Facilitated Radionuclide Transport 2.1 Do we expect colloids to play an
important role in unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport?

Sorption Models for Radionuclide Transport 2.3 Is the minimum Kd approach an
appropriate modeling approach for
unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport?

Effects of Mineral Alteration on 2.5 Do we expect thermal-chemical
Radionuclide Transport alteration of existing minerals to

be important for unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport?

Effects of Lateral Diversion on Radionuclide 3.1 Do we expect lateral diversion of
Transport radionuclide pathways to be

important for unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport?
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Proposal Title Issues Covered

Effects of Mineralogy and Heterogeneity on 3.4 Do we expect that a more detailed
Radionuclide Transport stratigraphy (than the TSw,

TSv,CHnv, CHnz, PPn) below the
repository to be important for
unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport?

3.5 Do we expect areal variations in
abundance and composition of
zeolites to be important for
unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport?

Use of Environmental Data for Unsaturated 4.1 What methods and criteria should
Zone Flow and Radionuclide Transport be used for unsaturated zone

radionuclide transport?
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4. POST-WORKSHOP DEVELOPMENT OF ABSTRACTION/TESTING PLANS

4.1 COORDINATION OF ABSTRACMON/TESTING PROPOSALS

The subject of unsaturated zone radionuclide transport has close ties with unsaturated zone flow and
thermohydrology. These subjects were treated in separate workshops as part of a process abstraction
used by performance assessment to decouple and simplify their treatment. A meeting was held on
February 20 to integrate the post-workshop work plans. The meeting was attended by Susan Altman,
lead for unsaturated zone flow, Nick Francis and Cliff Ho, lead and core team member for
thermohydrology, and Jim Houseworth, lead for unsaturated zone radionuclide transport.

4.1.1 Integration with Unsaturated zone Flow Proposals

Several areas of overlap were identified between unsaturated zone flow and unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport. A number of different areas are under investigation for unsaturated zone flow
that clearly could also impact unsaturated zone radionuclide transport. In these areas, however, the
strategy employed is to develop the understanding of unsaturated zone flow first, which will provide
information relevant to decisions to pursue the subject further for unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport.

Fracture/Matrix Interaction

One of the items identified in the unsaturated zone radionuclide transport proposal for fracture/matrix
interaction was the treatment of inter-hydrogeologic unit exchange and fracture connectivity. This
subject, however, is primarily a question for unsaturated zone flow. Therefore, the investigation of
this sensitivity will be performed under the unsaturated zone flow work plan "Sensitivity Studies
Conducted on the Site-Scale Model to Determine Abstraction Methods for Unsaturated Zone Flow."

Transient Flow and Transport

The general opinion voiced on the subject of short-term transient flow and transport at the workshop
is that the short-term transient flow (initiated at the surface) will be damped out in the PTn. This
subject was also raised at the unsaturated zone flow workshop and incorporated into the unsaturated
zone flow work plan "Sensitivity Studies Conducted on the Site-Scale Model to Determine
Abstraction Methods for Unsaturated Zone Flow." Therefore, the initial sensitivity work on this
subject will be performed for unsaturated zone flow.

The Effects of Mineralogy and Heterogeneity on Radionuclide Transport

The question of zeolite distributions at various length scales (lOm, lOOm, lOOOm) was the principle
concern in this proposal. Larger-scale (lOOOm) studies of heterogeneity are also planed for
sensitivity analyses in the unsaturated zone flow work plan "Sensitivity Studies Conducted on the
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Site-Scale Model to Determine Abstraction Methods for Unsaturated Zone Flow." Therefore, the
transport work plan will focus on smaller-scale (l0m, lOm) variations in mineralogy.

The Effects of Lateral Diversion on Radionuclide Transport

A very similar study on lateral diversion is part of the unsaturated zone flow work plan "Testing of
Perched-Water Concepts and their Implications for TSPA-VA Calculations." Because lateral
diversion is primarily a flow phenomenon, with associated effects on radionuclide transport, the
initial work on this subject will be carried out under the unsaturated zone flow work plan.

4.1.2 Integration with Thermohydrology Proposals

The Effects of Mineral Alteration on Radionuclide Transport

This proposal addresses the effects of heat and the associated mineral transformations due to heat
on changes to the hydrogeologic and transport parameters. The problem with regard to flow is part
of two work plans from the thermohydrology workshop titled "Mountain-Scale THC Coupled
Processes" and "Drift-Scale THC Coupled Processes." Both of these work plans include the effects
of coupled reactive transport processes on thermohydrologic behavior. Therefore, the effects of
mineral alterations will be considered first under the thermohydrology work plans to define the
effects on flow. Subsequent analyses may be performed to consider transport, including changes to
the sorptive character of the altered minerals.

4.2 OTHER POST-WORKSHOP MODIFICATION OF PROPOSALS

Other refinements have also been made to the original abstraction/testing proposals. A meeting to
finalize the analysis plans was held at LANL with Bruce Robinson (LANL), Andy Wolfsberg
(LANL), Dave Sevougian (INTERA), Chunhong Li (INTERA), and Jim Houseworth (INTERA) on
March 13, 1997. Changes to proposals "Transient Flow and Transport," "Sorption Models for
Radionuclide Transport," and "The Effects of Mineralogy and Heterogeneity on Radionuclide
Transport," discussed below in sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2.3, respectively, were identified at this
meeting. The changes to the analysis plan "The Use of Environmental Data for Unsaturated Zone
Flow and Radionuclide Transport" were identified in communications between Dwight Hoxie, Ardyth
Simmons, Roger Henning, June Fabryka-Martin, and Robert Andrews.

4.2.1 Transient Flow and Transport

The proposal for long-term transient flow and transport included a hypothesis that the transient flow
effects could be bounded by a steady-flow system having an infiltration rate equal to the highest
infiltration rate experienced by the transient system. Although this hypothesis may be true, it is not
believed to be a reasonable bounding scenario. A modified hypothesis is that the transient flow and
transport process for long-term flow transients may be reasonably approximated by a quasi-steady
flow system, in which steady-flow is achieved instantaneously and follows the transient infiltration
rate boundary condition.
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42.2 Sorption Models for Radionuclide Transport

Although the original proposal from the workshop called for sensitivity calculations using different
chemical interactions models to compare with the minimum Kd model, further consideration of this
topic suggests that existing analysis and technical arguments may be sufficient to justify the
minimum KY, model for use in TSPA. Therefore, the emphasis of this proposal switched from a
series of calculations to a review and summary of existing work on the.subject. If this review finds
that justificaion of the minimum Kd approach is not sufficient, then additional analyses to investigate
this problem will be identified.

4.23 The Effects of Mineralogy and Heterogeneity on Radionuclide Transport

As discussed in Section 4.1.1, the focus for this topic under the unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport analysis plans will be fine-scale mineralogy and heterogeneity. The larger-scale
heterogeneity issues are to be covered in the unsaturated zone flow analysis plans. The investigation
of fine-scale heterogeneity (lOm to lOOm scale) means that a fine-gridded model will be needed.
The development of such a model for this sensitivity study is also valuable for investigating the
potential effects of physical dispersion on unsaturated zone radionuclide transport. In coarse-gridded
models, the effects of numerical dispersion tend to overwhelm physical dispersion. Therefore, this
analysis plan is also well-suited to consider the effects of physical dispersion. In the final analysis
plan described below, the effects of physical dispersion are included in the sensitivity study.

4.2.4 Use of Environmental Data for Unsaturated Zone Flow and Radionuclide Transport

This proposal is similar to a USGS deliverable SP23KM3 "Distribution and Analyses of
Geochronological Age Determinations" due 03-30-98. Although the subject was proposed at the
workshop to provide information on environmental data before this date to support TSPA-VA, further
consideration has led to the conclusion that this is not feasible. The cut-off date for data input to the
site-scale unsaturated zone flow model to support TSPA-VA is 14 March 1997 and somewhat later for
the unsaturated zone transport model to support TSPA-VA. An accelerated schedule to meet these
earlier dates is not practical. The existing date for the USGS deliverable on this subject, 03-30-98, is
expected to be adequate to support confirmation of TSPA-VA models and concepts, and TSPA-LA.
Therefore, this analysis plan has been deleted.

4.3 SUMMARY OF FINAL ABSTRACTION PLANS

43.1 Fracture/Matrix Interaction

Sensitivity studies investigating the effects of fracture/matrix interaction on unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport will be conducted. This will be used to provide input on the significance of
fracture/matrix interaction for unsaturated zone transport under differing transport conditions, and the
parameter ranges that are important to capture in TSPA in order to minimize the number of
performance assessment calculations.
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The parameter sensitivities to be investigated are the matrix sorption parameter (K;, fracture sorption
parameter, (K.), and matrix diffusion coefficient (D.) within each unit. Variations in the flow field
will be investigated through variations in infiltration and the fracture/matrix interaction parameter.
The transport calculations will be performed using particle tracking in FEHM (LANL, 1997b) for
sorbing (f.Np) and nonsorbing ("17c) radionuclides. The radionuclide source term will be spatially
distributed throughout the potential waste emplacement drifts represented in the model. The
sensitivity calculations will be performed for cases in which the radionuclide inventory is released
over 1000, 10,000, and 100,000 years.

Comparisons between 3D and 2D models will be made for base-case infiltration and the
fracture/matrix interaction parameter. This exercise will help "calibrate" our interpretations of results
from two-dimensional models for the real system. Breakthrough curves and peak mass flux at the
water table will be used to compare the results of different transport calculations. Relationships
between the chemical transport parameters, peak mass flux value, and the time to peak mass will be
developed. This may be done in the form of a response surface between the five parameters and
peak mass flux and time of peak mass flux arrival.

43.2 Transient Flow and Transport

This analysis plan will consider an abstraction approach for treating the effects of longer-term
transient flow and transport using a quasi-steady flow and transport calculation. A quasi-steady flow
field is assumed to respond instantaneously to changes in infiltration rate to the applicable steady-
flow field.

This analysis will be carried out using the 3D site-scale model for simulations of unsaturated zone
flow and radionuclide transport with longer-term transient flow resulting from the effects of climate
change on infiltration. The calculations will be performed using FEHM (LANL, 1997b), dual
permeability mode without the effects of repository heating. A spatially variable infiltration rate that
is scaled temporally will be used as the upper boundary condition. Temporal scaling of the
infiltration rate will be based on coupled climate change/infiltration models as suggested by Jack
Gauthier at the unsaturated zone flow workshop. Sensitivities will be conducted by varying the base
infiltration rate between I and 10 mm/year. The simulations will be run for 10,000 years. A quasi-
steady flow field that tracks with changes in infiltration rate will be tested as a model abstraction for
simplifying and bounding the effects of fully transient flow and transport. The lateral boundaries
will be modeled as impermeable to flow and transport. The lower boundary is defined by the water
table. Both the present water table and 100 m above the present day water table (under wetter future
climates) will be used. The ranges of radionuclide release rates from the potential repository will
be based on TSPA-95 analyses (M&O, 1995a), unless additional information is available. The
calculations will consider sorbing (237Np) and nonsorbing ("TJc) radionuclides.

43.3 Colloid-Facllitated Radionuclide Transport

The objective of this analysis plan is to assess the role of colloids in facilitating radionuclide
transport, and if significant, attempt to provide a model abstraction for TSPA-VA. The subject of
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colloid transport will be studied for Pu colloids. Plutonium colloids are known to exist and have
been observed to migrate large distances in the subsurface.

Two flow/transport models will be tested: a one-dimensional, WEEPS-like (SNL, 1994) calculation
in which fracture transport of colloids is unaffected by matrix interactions, and a detailed, two-
dimensional transport calculation using FEHM (LANL, 1997b). The detailed flow and transport
models will use base-case hydrogeologic parameters and boundary conditions. Special conditions
for colloid transport, such as restricting colloid transport to fractures, will be developed and included
in the transport model. Pu will be tracked in four forms: Pu in solution (in the groundwater); Pu
sorbed onto host rock minerals (matrix and fracture);intrinsic Pu colloids (e.g., Pu hydrous oxide
polymers); Pu pseudo colloids formed by the interaction of Pu (aq) plus nonradioactive colloids and
Pu (intrinsic colloid) plus nonradioactive colloids.

To simulate sorption on pseudo colloids, forward and reverse rate constants will be used. These
parameters will be estimated, considering the available sorption sites on colloids. The concentration
of non-radioactive colloids (based on stability arguments and limited measurements), estimates for
forward and backward rate constants for Pu sorption onto non-radioactive colloids, and sorption
information for interaction of Pu with host rock will also be provided. Stability information is
available for some colloids, including iron oxides, clays, and silica. This sensitivity analysis will be
performed using iron oxide as the non-radioactive colloid. The source term for Pu concentrations
in solution and as intrinsic colloids will be developed as well as an estimate of Pu associated with
iron oxides in the engineered barrier system.

4.3A Sorption Models for Radionuclide Transport

The objective of this analysis plan is to assess the effects of using Kds vs. more complex sorption
models on radionuclide transport through the unsaturated zone. The Kdmodel has been utilized for
previous TSPA calculations. However, more complete documentation is required to support the
model abstraction that a linear Kd model bounds the effects of more complex chemical interactions
between radionuclides and rock that are known to occur.

Relatively simple arguments are available to demonstrate that the use of a linear Kdnmodel bounds
the possible effects of nonlinear isotherms such as Freundlich and Langmuir. Furthermore, existing
work using ion exchange and reactive transport modeling with FEHM may be sufficient to
demonstrate that the linear Kd model is reasonable and conservative abstraction for chemical
interactions between radionuclides and rock. Therefore, existing work will be reviewed and
summarized to see if further analysis on this subject is warranted.

4.3.5 Effects of Dispersion and Fine-Scale Heterogeneity on Radionuclide Transport

The objective of this analysis plan is to test the impact of fine-scale heterogeneous mineral
distributions and physical dispersion on models of radionuclide transport. This modeling effort will
help define the relative importance of these fine-scale features, the use of effective properties, and
physical dispersion on unsaturated zone radionuclide transport.
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Flow and transport calculations will use the base-case unsaturated zone flow parameters and
boundary conditions and base-case transport properties in a 2D model domain. The hydrogeologic
model domain may consist of a relatively narrow cross-section that includes a few waste
emplacement. In this case a no-flow/transport lateral boundary condition would be used. If this
boundary condition is perceived to strongly bias the results, then a narrow section of finer spatial.
discretization between the potential repository and the water table embedded in a coarse-grid model
may be a useful alternative. Either approach will allow for higher-resolution gridding to capture fine-
scale heterogeneity and to more accurately represent physical dispersion. Heterogeneous property
distributions will be derived from information available from the 3-D mineralogic model combined
with geostatistical realizations. Comparisons with the coarse-gridded model will be made. The model
will be used to simulate transport for nonsorbing (9JIc) and poorly sorbing (2"Np) species. The
radionuclide source term will be spatially distributed throughout the potential waste emplacement
drifts represented in the model. The sensitivity calculations will be performed for cases in which
the radionuclide inventory is released over 1000, 10,000, and 100,000 years. Breakthrough curves
for conservative ( '9 Tc) and poorly sorbing (237Np) radionuclides can be used to distinguish the
effects on transport. The distribution of mean travel time for alternative representations of the
heterogeneous case will be compared with each other and homogeneous stratigraphic case.

4A ISSUES ADDRESSED BY THE FINAL ABSTRACTION/TESTING PLANS

The summary table given below gives the relationship between the final analysis plans and the issues
to be addressed. The work plans address ten issues raised at the workshop.
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Work Plan Title Issues Covered

Fracture/Matrix Interaction 1.1 What conceptual models should be used for
fracture/matrix interactions?

1.2 What range and dependencies should be used
for the fracture/matrix interaction parameter?

2.4 Do we expect adsorption in fractures to be
important to unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport?

Transient Flow and Transport 1.4 How should long-term transient flow be
included in unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport?

Colloid-Facilitated Radionuclide 2.1 Do we expect colloids to play an important role
Transport in unsaturated zone radionuclide transport?

Sorption Models for Radionuclide 2.3 Is the minimum Kd approach an appropriate
Transport modeling approach for unsaturated zone

radionuclide transport?

Effects of Mineralogy and 3.4 Do we expect that a more detailed stratigraphy
Heterogeneity on.Radionuclide (than the TSw, TSv,CHnv, CHnz, PPn) below
Transport the repository to be important for unsaturated

zone radionuclide transport?

3.5 Do we expect areal variations in abundance and
composition of zeolites to be important for
unsaturated zone radionuclide transport?

1.5 Do we expect longitudinal dispersion within
fractures and/or matrix to be important for
unsaturated zone radionuclide transport if
fracture/matrix exchange is explicitly modeled?

1.6 Do we expect lateral dispersion to be important
to unsaturated zone radionuclide transport? Can
a smeared source term be used?
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4.5 ISSUES NOT DIRECTLY ADDRESSED BY THE FINAL
ABSTRACTION/TESTING PLANS

The work plans do not directly address eleven of the issues raised at the workshop. Four of these
issues were included in the coverage of the original proposals. However, all of these issues not
directly addressed are being investigated, in terms of flow, under work plans associated with the
unsaturated zone flow and thermohydrology workshops, or as deliverables under existing workscopes.

Issue Issue Status
Number

1.3 How should short-term transients To be initially investigated under the
be included in unsaturated zone unsaturated zone flow workshop
radionuclide transport? proposal "sensitivity studies conducted

on the site-scale model to determine
abstraction methods for unsaturated
zone flow"

1.7 What are the key fracture and To be initially investigated under the
matrix properties to consider (i.e., unsaturated zone flow workshop
fracture porosity)? proposal "sensitivity studies conducted

on the site-scale model to determine
abstraction methods for unsaturated
zone flow."

2.5 Do we expect thermal-chemical To be initially investigated under the
alteration of existing minerals to thermohydrology workshop proposal
be important for unsaturated zone "coupled processes abstraction and
radionuclide transport? testing plan."

2.6 Do we expect aqueous To be initially investigated under the
geochemical evolution due to the thermohydrology workshop proposal
repository to be important for "coupled processes abstraction and
unsaturated zone radionuclide testing plan."
transport?

2.7 Do we expect thermohydrologic To be initially investigated under the
/mechanical effects on flow to be thermohydrology workshop proposal
important for unsaturated zone "'coupled processes abstraction and
radionuclide transport? testing plan"
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Issue Issue Status
Number

2.8 Do we expect natural geochemical This subject was ranked low because it
evolution to be important to is expected to be a minor effect
unsaturated zone radionuclide compared to geochernical evolution
transport? under repository-perturbed conditions.

It is assumed that the investigation
under the thermohydrology workshop
proposal "coupled processes abstraction
and testing plan" covers any effects that
may be important for this issue.

3.1 Do we expect lateral diversion of To be initially investigated under the
radionuclide pathways to be unsaturated zone flow workshop
important for unsaturated zone proposal "testing of perched-water
radionuclide transport? concepts and their implications for

TSPA-VA calculations."

3.3 How should the stratigraphy (and To be initially investigated under the
flow field) above the repository be unsaturated zone flow workshop
treated for unsaturated zone proposal "sensitivity studies conducted
radionuclide transport models? on the site-scale model to determine

abstraction methods for unsaturated
zone flow"

3.6 Are 1, 2, or 3D models needed for To be initially investigated under the
modeling the effects of areal unsaturated zone flow workshop
heterogeneity on unsaturated zone proposal "sensitivity studies conducted
radionuclide transport? (Does the on the site-scale model to determine
dimensionality of the models for abstraction methods for unsaturated
areal heterogeneity affect zone flow"
performance?)

3.9 Spatial distribution of infiltration To be initially investigated under the
unsaturated zone flow workshop
proposal "sensitivity studies conducted
on the site-scale model to determine
abstraction methods for unsaturated
zone flow"

4.1 What methods and criteria should To be covered by the USGS
be used for unsaturated zone deliverableSP23KM3 "Distribution and
radionuclide transport? Analyses of Geochronological Age

Determinations"
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5. SPECIFICS OF THE FINAL ABSTRACTION/TESTING PLANS

5.1 FRACTURE/MATRIX INTERACTION

5.1.1 Objectives

Conduct sensitivity studies investigating the effects of fracture/matrix interaction on unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport. The significant ranges of fracture/matrix interaction and transport parameters
that will be used in TSPA calculations can be identified in order to minimize the number of
performance assessment calculations.

5.1.2 Hypothesis

Radionuclide transport is sensitive to chemical and physical fracture/matrix interaction parameters.

5.1.3 Workshop Issues Addressed

Issue 1.1: What conceptual models should be used for fracture/matrix interactions?

Issue 1.2: What range and dependencies should be used for the fracture/matrix interaction
parameter?

Issue 2.4 Do we expect adsorption in fractures to be important to unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport?

5.1A Approach

The base case parameter set derived for unsaturated zone flow will be used, and different flow fields
will be generated by varying the fracture/matrix interaction parameter and the infiltration rate. Then,
for each flow field, transport calculations will be performed in which the matrix sorption parameter
(Kd), fracture sorption parameter, (K), and matrix diffusion coefficient (D ,J are varied for each unit.
The transport calculations will be performed using particle tracking in FEHM for sorbing (2 3Np) and
nonsorbing ("Tc) radionuclides. The radionuclide source term will be spatially distributed
throughout the potential waste emplacement drifts represented in the model. The sensitivity
calculations will be performed for cases in which the radionuclide inventory is released over 1000,
10,000, and 100,000 years.

This exercise will be performed for flow and transport in three dimensions using the base-case
infiltration and fracture/matrix connection area. These results will be compared with selected two-
dimensional cross-sectional models. Sensitivity calculations with variations in Kd, K. and D. for
the two and three-dimensional models will be made. Bounds for varying Kd, K, and D. will come
from LANL and USGS. This exercise will help "calibrate" our interpretations of results from two-
dimensional models for the real system. Calculations for other infiltration and fracture/matrix
connection area choices will be performed using two and/or three-dimensional models. Three-
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dimensional models may be needed for cases in which substantial lateral diversion is found for two-
dimensional model calculations.

Breakthrough curves and peak mass flux at the water table will be used to compare the results of
different transport calculations. Relationships between the chemical transport parameters, peak mass
flux value, and the time to peak mass will be developed. This may be done in the form of a
response surface between the five parameters and peak mass flux value. and time of peak mass flux
arrival.

The task will be complete when the calculations using the defined bounds of flow and transport
parameters are finished and have determined the ranges of the peak mass flux value and time of peak
mass flux arrival. Ranges of parameters will be reported in which the n-space derivatives are greater
than a value to be determined.

5.1.5 Assumptions and Uncertainties

I) The dual-permeability model is assumed to be appropriate.
2) The bounds on parameter ranges are uncertain.
3) It is assumed that a valid range of fracture/matrix interactions will be provided.
4) Variations in base-case fracture and matrix properties are not important.

5.1.6 Outputs for TSPA-VA

This sensitivity study will investigate the effects of variations in infiltration rate, fracture/matrix
interaction parameters, diffusion, and adsorption in matrix and fractures using a dual permeability
model. This will be used to provide input on the significance of fracture/matrix interaction for
unsaturated zone transport under differing transport conditions, and the parameter ranges that are
important to capture in TSPA.

5.1.7 Potential Follow-Up Work

This may be a feed for providing parameter ranges and a modeling methodology for additional PA
transport calculations, e.g. transient flow and transport, transport under conditions of lateral diversion,
transport through heterogeneous mineral assemblages. The effects on transport (and fracture/matrix
interactions) resulting from the variation of base-case hydrogeologic parameters may also require
investigation.

5.1.8 InputslFeedbacks to Other WBS Elements

This work may provide input on the level of site characterization detail required for performance
predictions.
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5.1.9 Potential Problems

Establishing definitive bounds for the fracture/matrix interaction parameter which affects advective
and diffusive transport may be a problem.

5.2 TRANSIENT FLOW AND TRANSPORT

5.2.1 Objectives

Prove or disprove the model abstraction hypothesis presented below. A secondary objective is to
consider the impact of water table rise during wetter climates.

5.2.2 Hypothesis

Longer-term transient flow and transport may be adequately approximated by a quasi-steady flow
and transport calculation. The quasi-steady flow field is assumed to respond instantaneously to
changes in infiltration rate.

5.2.3 Workshop Issues Addressed

Issue 1.4 How should long-term transient flow be included in unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport?

5.2.4 Approach

Use 3D site-scale simulations of unsaturated zone flow and radionuclide transport for long-term
transients. The calculations will be performed using FEHM, dual permeability mode without the
effects of repository heating.

A spatially variable infiltration rate that is scaled temporally will be used at the upper boundary.
Temporal scaling of the infiltration rate will be based on coupled climate change/infiltration models
as suggested by Jack Gauthier at the unsaturated zone flow workshop. Sensitivities will be
conducted by varying the base infiltration rate between 1 and 10 mm/year. The simulations will be
run for 10,000 years. A quasi-steady flow field that tracks with changes in infiltration rate will be
tested as a model abstraction for simplifying and bounding the effects of fully transient flow and
transport.

The lateral boundaries will be modeled as impermeable to flow and transport. The lower boundary
is defined by the water table. Both the present water table and 100 m above the present day water
table (wetter future climates) will be used.

The ranges of radionuclide release rates from the potential repository will be based on TSPA-95
analyses, unless additional information is available. The calculations will consider sorbing (237Np)
and nonsorbing ('9Tc) radionuclides.
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The metrics used to evaluate the effects of long-term transients are the peak mass flux of the
radionuclide entering the saturated zone and the time associated with this peak.

5.2.5 Assumptions and Uncertainties

1) The projection for climate change and its impact on infiltration is uncertain.
2) The base case hydrogeologic and transport parameters are assumed to be representative.
3) The radionuclide release rates from TSPA-1995 or elsewhere are assumed to be

representative.

5.2.6 Outputs for TSPA-VA

If the hypothesis is proven correct, this calculation would allow for a simplified TSPA model.

5.2.7 Potential Follow-Up Work

Updates of this study may be needed when new ideas/studies are included in our models. Repository
heat effects could be included in a future iteration of this study. Saturated zone modeling studies are
needed to compare the climate cycles employed in this study to the estimated 100 m water table rise
assumed for wetter climates. Sensitivity calculations concerning hydrogeologic and transport
parameters may be needed.

5.2.8 Inputs/Feedbacks to Other WBS Elements

This study will provide guidance on the importance of climate to repository performance (for WBS
1.2.3).

52.9 Potential Problems

Model parameters at the time the study must be performed for TSPA-VA may not be "good enough".
Choice of radionuclides, transport parameters, and release rate from the near-field are uncertain, and
an inappropriate choice could bias the study.

5.3 COLLOID-FACILITATED RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT

5.3.1 Objectives

To assess the role of colloids in facilitating radionuclide transport and if significant, attempt to
provide an abstract model for TSPA-VA.

5.3.2 Hypothesis

Colloids significantly increase the mass of radionuclides transported through the unsaturated zone.
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5.3.3 Workshop Issues Addressed

Issue 2.1 Do we expect colloids to play an important role in unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport?

$.3.4 Approach

This analysis plan is limited to calculations for Pu colloids. Plutonium colloids are known to exist
and have been observed to migrate large distances in the subsurface. We will ignore all other
potential colloids in this calculation due to limited resources.

Two flow/transport models will be tested:

a) one-dimensional, WEEPS-like calculation
b) detailed, two-dimensional transport calculation using FEHM

The detailed flow and transport models will use base-case hydrogeologic parameters and boundary
conditions. Special conditions for colloid transport, such as restricting colloid transport to fractures,
will be developed and included in the transport model.

Pu will be tracked in four forms:

a) Pu in solution (in the groundwater)
b) Pu sorbed onto host rock minerals (matrix and fracture)
c) intrinsic Pu colloids (e.g., Pu hydrous oxide polymers)
d) Pu pseudo colloids formed by the interaction of:

I) Pu (aq) + nonradioactive colloids
ii) Pu (intrinsic colloid) + nonradioactive colloids

To simulate sorption on pseudo colloids, forward and reverse rate constants will be used. These
parameters will be estimated, considering the available sorption sites on colloids. The concentration
of non-radioactive colloids (based on stability arguments and limited measurements), estimates for
forward and backward rate constants for Pu sorption onto non-radioactive colloids, and sorption
information for interaction of Pu with host rock will also be provided. Stability information is
available for some colloids, including iron oxides, clays, silica. This sensitivity analysis will be
performed using iron oxide as the non-radioactive colloid. The source term for Pu concentrations
in solution and as intrinsic colloids will be developed as well as an estimate of Pu associated with
iron oxides in the EBS.

Results will be compared using integrated breakthrough curves over time (from 0 to 100,000 years).
The cumulative amount released to the saturated zone, peak concentrations at the water table, and
time of first arrival (1 to 5% of the peak concentration) with colloids and in the absence of colloids
will be compared.
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5.3.5 Assumptions and Uncertainties

K> Limited knowledge and data are available concerning colloids.

5.3.6 Outputs for TSPA-VA

This sensitivity analysis will be used to determine if colloid-facilitated radionuclide transport should
be included in TSPA. If colloid transport is found to be important, then appropriate model
abstractions for TSPA calculations will need to be developed.

5.3.7 Potential Follow-Up Work

FY 98 work scope will take into account the results of this analysis.

5.3.8 Inputs/Feedbacks to Other WBS Elements

Data to be input from 1.2.2. (Stout) and 1.2.3 (Triay) to 1.2.3 (Robinson).

Sensitivity Analysis Results to be input from 1.2.3 (Robinson) to 1.2.5 (Gauthier and Sevougian).

5.3.9 Potential Problems

The scarcity of data available in this area makes it difficult to develop models and evaluate
parameters.

Resources are limited and this effort is outside the currently planned work scope of the investigators
listed.

5A SORPTION MODELS FOR RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT

5A.1 Objectives

To assess the effects of using Kds vs. more sophisticated sorption models on radionuclide transport
through the unsaturated zone.

5.4.2 Hypothesis

Utilizing more sophisticated sorption models other than the Kd approach will not result in greater
releases of radionuclides to the accessible environment.

5.43 Workshop Issues Addressed

Issue 2.3 Is the minimum Kd approach an appropriate modeling approach for unsaturated zone
radionuclide transport?
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SA.4 Approach

Relatively simple arguments are available to demonstrate that the use of a linear Kd model bounds
the possible effects of nonlinear isotherms such as Freundlich and Langmuir. Furthermore, existing
work using ion exchange and reactive transport modeling with FEHM may be sufficient to
demonstrate that the linear Kd model is a reasonable and conservative abstraction for chemical
interactions between radionuclides and rock. Therefore, existing work will be reviewed and
summarized to see if further analysis on this subject is warranted.

5A.5 Assumptions and Uncertainties

The decision as to what constitutes "sufficient" information to justify the use of a minimum Kd
model for radionuclide/rock interaction is uncertain.

5.4.6 Outputs for TSPA-VA

This review will be used to document the basis for using a minimum Kd model as a conservative
approximation for other radionuclide/rock interactions. If the basis for this assumption is not found
to be sufficient, then additional analyses will be identified.

5A.7 Potential Follow-Up Work

Additional analyses may be needed depending on the results of this review of existing information.

SA.8 Inputs/Feedbacks to Other WBS Elements

Depending on the results of the reveiw, additional work from WBS 1.2.3 may be required to
parameterize other sorption models for senstivity studies.

5.4.9 Potential Problems

The decision as to what constitutes "sufficient" information to justify the use of a minimum Kd
model for radionuclide/rock interaction is subjective.

5.5 EFFECTS OF DISPERSION AND FINE-SCALE HETEROGENEITY ON
RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT

5.5.1 Objectives

To test the impact of fine-scale heterogeneous mineral distributions and dispersion on models of
radionuclide transport.
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.552 Hypotheses

1) The 3-D representation of mineralogic variation has a significant impact on flow and
radionuclide transport relative to a homogeneous stratigraphic representation.

2) The effects of sub-grid-scale mineralogic heterogeneity and rock fabric (on a scale that
cannot be captured by gridding) could be captured through the use of effective properties
for 1, 2, or 3 dimensions.

3) The effects of hydrodynamic dispersion on transport through the fracture and/or matrix
continuum are negligible.

5.5.3 Workshop Issues Addressed

Issue 1.5 Do we expect longitudinal dispersion within fractures and/or matrix to be important for
unsaturated zone radionuclide transport if fracture/matrix exchange is explicitly modeled?

Issue 1.6 Do we expect lateral dispersion to be important to unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport? Can a smeared source term be used?

Issue 3.4 Do we expect that a more detailed stratigraphy (than the TSw, TSvCHnv, CHnz, PPn)
below the repository to be important for unsaturated zone radionuclide transport?

Issue 3.5 Do we expect areal variations in abundance and composition of zeolites to be important
for unsaturated zone radionuclide transport?

5.5A Approach

The first step is to make a qualitative comparison of the homogeneous stratigraphic model with the
3-D mineralogic model (LANL, 1997a) and the geostatistical model (M&O, 1996) in terms of
mineralogic heterogeneity. Ways to incorporate these models of mineralogic variations into flow and
transport models will be defined. These comparisons may be performed on two cross-sections; a
north-south cross-section through the SD boreholes and an east-west cross section through Antler
Ridge. A base case set of hydrogeologic and geochemical properties will be used. The model will
be used to simulate transport for nonsorbing (9"c) and poorly sorbing (237 Np) species. The
radionuclide source term will be spatially distributed throughout the potential waste emplacement
drifts represented in the model and released at a single point in time.

Flow and transport calculations will use the base-case unsaturated zone flow parameters and
boundary conditions and base-case transport properties. The hydrogeologic model domain may
consist of a relatively narrow cross-sections that include a few waste emplacement. In this case a
no-flow/transport lateral boundary condition would be used. If this boundary condition is perceived
to strongly bias the results, then a narrow section of finer spatial discretization between the potential
repository and the water table embedded in a coarse-grid model may be a useful alternative. Either
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approach will allow for higher-resolution gridding to capture fine-scale heterogeneity and to more
accurately represent physical dispersion. Comparisons with a coarser-gridded model will be made.
This modeling effort will help define the relative importance of these fine-scale features, the use of
effective properties, and physical dispersion on unsaturated zone radionuclide transport.

Breakthrough curves for conservative ( 9̀Tc) and poorly sorbing (237Np) radionuclides can be used
to distinguish the effects on transport. The distribution of mean travel time for alternative
representations of the heterogeneous case will be compared with each other and homogeneous
stratigraphic case.

5.5.5 Assumptions and Uncertainties

I) Extrapolation from geophysical logs and physical properties to mineralogic properties.
2) Use of base case hydrogeologic and geochemical properties.
3) The effects of the range of uncertainty in property values on transport.

5.5.6 Outputs for TSPA-VA

A sensitivity study to determine the need for multi-dimensional transport calculations in the presence
of fine-scale heterogeneity and dispersion processes as compared with coarser representations using
effective properties.

5.5.7 Potential Follow-Up Work

K..> Field scale experiment to test the models.

5.5.8 . Inputs/Feedbacks to Other WBS Elements

Identify PA requirements for level of mineralogical description for WBS 1.2.3.

5.5.9 Potential Problems

There may be technical difficulties converting geostatistical descriptions into data sets suitable for
flow and transport calculations in FEHM.
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6. RESPONSIBILITIES AND SCHEDULE FOR CONDUCTING ANALYSIS PLANS

6.1 ESTABLISHING THE BASE CASE

Task Task Task Teani Scheduled
Number Completion

Date

6.1.1 incorporate 3D base-case. Andy Wolfsberg (LANL) 04-30-97
hydrogeologic parameters and Carl Gable (LANL)
boundary conditions into the Mark Banduraga (LBNL)
unsaturated zone transport model _

6.1.2 incorporate any new functional George Zyvoloski 05-30-97
relationships (e.g. relative (LANL)
permeability, fracture/matrix Cliff Ho (SNL)
interactions) that may' be included
in the base-case unsaturated flow
model

6.1.3 identify transport model Bruce Robinson (LANL) 04-30-97
parameter ranges and base case Ines Triay (LANL)
values

6.2 FRACTURE/MATRIX INTERACTION

Task Task Task team Scheduled
Number Completion

Date

6.2.1 set-up 2D cross-sections for Chunhong Li (INTERA) 04-30-97
comparison with 3D Bruce Robinson (LANL)

6.2.2 perform initial calculations for
comparison of results from the
3D and 2D domains using base-
case hydrogeologic parameters
and variable transport parameters

Chunhong Li (INTERA)
Andy Wolfsberg (LANL)

07-30-97

1 4
6.2.3 perform calculations with varying

infiltration, fracture/matrix
coupling parameter, and transport
parameters

Chunhong Li (INTERA)
Andy Wolfsberg (LANL)
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6.3 TRANSIENT FLOW AND TRANSPORT

Task Task Task Team Scheduled
Number Completion

Date

6.3.1 establish appropriate spatially Jack Gauthier (SNL) 04-30-97
variable infiltration rate based on Alan Flint (USGS)
coupled climate/infiltration model

6.3.2 establish appropriate source term Dave Sevougian 04-30-97
release rates / spatial distribution (INTERA)
for 23'Np and 99Tc Bruce Robinson (LANL)

6.3.3 establish method for translating Bruce Robinson (LANL) 06-30-97
output from each step of the Chunhong Li (INTERA)
quasi-steady model into an initial
condition for the next step of the
model

6.3.4 perform fully transient and quasi- Bruce Robinson (LANL) 08-30-97
steady flow/transport calculations Chunhong Li (INTERA)

6.3.5 investigate sensitivity to lower, Andy Wolfsberg (LANL) 10-30-97
higher scaled infiltration rates Chunhong Li (INTERA)

6A COLLOID-FACILITATED RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT

Task Task Task Team Scheduled
Number Completion

Date

6.4.1 develop colloid transport option Bruce Robinson (LANL) 06-30-97
in FEHM to address any special
conditions associated with
colloids

6.4.2 develop WEEPS model for Jack Gauthier (SNL) 06-30-97
performing colloid transport
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Task Task Task Team Scheduled
Number Completion

Date

6.4.3 provide source term Pu Ray Stout (LLNL) 06-30-97
concentrations (in solution and as
intrinsic colloids) and an estimate
of Pu associated with iron oxides
in the EBS

6.4.4 provide concentration of non- Ines Triay (LANL) 06-30-97
radioactive colloids, estimates for
forward and backward rate
constants for Pu sorption onto
non-radioactive colloids, and
sorption information for
interaction of Pu with host rock

6.4.5 perform Pu transport calculations Jack Gauthier (SNL) 10-30-97
using WEEPS model

6.4.6 perform Pu transport calculations Bruce Robinson (LANL) 10-30-97
with and without colloids using a
2D model domain and base-case
hydrogeologic parameters,
boundary conditions, and
transport parameters

6.5 SORPTION MODELS FOR RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT

Task Task Task Team Scheduled
Number Completion

Date

6.5.1 obtain and review existing Dave Sevougian 06-30-97
information to review concerning (INTERA)
the effects of alternative sorption Jim Houseworth
models (Langmuir, Freundlich, (INTERA)
surface complexation, others) on
unsaturated zone radionuclide
transport for comparison with
existing Kd approach
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Task Task Task Team Scheduled
Number Completion

Date

6.5.2 document results of review and Dave Sevougian 06-30-97
make recommendations (INTERA)
concerning additional analyses Jim Houseworth .

, needed (INTERA)

6.6 EFFECTS OF DISPERSION AND
RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT

FINE-SCALE HETEROGENEITY ON

Task Task Task Team Scheduled
Number Completion

Date

6.6.1 make qualitative comparison Dave Vaniman (LANL) 05-30-97
between homogeneous Bill Arnold (SNL)
stratigraphic model, 3D
mineralogic model, and
geostatistical model

6.6.2 select and grid (fine and coarse) Chunhong Li (INTERA) 07-30-97
2D cross-sections for transport Bill Arnold (SNL)
calculations based on Andy Wolfsberg (LANL)
geostatistical and base-case
(homogeneous layer) model

6.6.3 parameterize fine-grid model Chunhong Li (INTERA) 07-30-97
using extrapolation from Dave Vaniman (LANL)
mineralogic properties to Bill Arnold (SNL)
hydrogeologic properties

6.6.4 perform transport calculations Chunhong Li (INTIERA) 10-30-97
using base-case boundary Hari Viswnanthan
conditions; investigate sensitivity (LANL)
to fine-scale heterogeneity and
dispersion coefficients
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Attendees: UZ Transport Workshop
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Appendix 3. Workshop Invitation Letter with Issues and
Strawman Proposals
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vRW Environmental 1180 Town Center Drive
l fety Systems Inc. Las Vegas, NV 89134

702.295.540O

WBS 1.2.5.4.2
QA: N/A

Contract #: DE-ACOI-91RWO0134
LV.PA.JEH.01/97-004

January 15, 1997

To: Distribution

From: Jim Houseworth - INTERA
Dave Sevougian -JNTERAD
Bruce Robinson - LANL

Subject: Invitation to the TSPA-VA Unsaturated Zone
Radionuclide Transport Abstraction/Testing Workshop

We would like to invite you to a three day Abstraction/Testing Workshop on
Unsaturated Zone Radionuclide Transport to be held in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, February 5-7, 1997. More detailed information on the workshop
location and schedule will be sent to the participants and observers on a later date.
The workshop is the fourth of a series conducted by the Performance Assessment
(PA) group on abstractions and testing of important aspects of the Total System
Performance Assessment-Viability Assessment (TSPA-VA).

The workshop is intended to be a working meeting, therefore the number of
participants is limited to keep the meeting as productive as possible. In addition to
the participants a small number of observers is also invited. Their role is to
observe, not to participate in the presentations, discussion, and planning that will
take place during the workshop. In contrast, all participants will have to do
preparation work prior to the workshop. Many will be asked to give short
presentations during the workshop, and small working groups will be writing
proposals during the workshop for abstraction/testing activities. This letter defines
the goals and describes the process of the unsaturated zone (UZ) radionuclide
transport workshop.

TRW Inc.
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Introduction

This workshop is the fourth in a series often which have the ultimate goal of
helping to develop a valid, defensible TSPA-VA using the most complete and
current information available. In order to achieve these goals we need to
incorporate reasonable models that reproduce the essential behavior of key
processes important to long-term performance in a computationally efficient
manner. In addition, we need to describe alternative conceptualizations and
parameter sets that reflect the variability and uncertainty of the system. The
TSPA-VA schedule calls for completion of all calculations and documentation by
June, 1998. During the 1997 fiscal year it is therefore necessary to completely
define how TSPA calculations will be made, what input parameters will be used,
and the uncertainty associated with these input parameters. The UZ radionuclide
transport workshop is intended to bring together data collectors, process
modelers, subsystem modelers, and TSPA modelers in order to address issues seen
as important for TSPA-VA. The primary goal ofthe workshop is to provide
technical guidance to Performance Assessment for developing UZ radionuclide
transport models and the associated parameter distributions that are to be used in
TSPA-VA. A list of activities and products for both the workshop and post-
workshop is presented in Attachment A.

All participants in the workshop must stay focused on the goal of the workshop. It
is important to remember that we are deciding strategies for improving TSPA-VA
calculations, not necessarily trying to establish these improvements at the
workshop.

To assist those who are not used to thinkdng with a TSPA perspective, an
introduction to TSPA is attached (Attachment B). It is critical for all the
workshop participants to read this carefully and keep what is said in mind while
preparing for the workshop.

Overall Workshop Structure

This workshop is part of a series of workshops for TSPA-VA that address
different uparts" of the TSPA model. These parts (see Attachment C) have been
selected, partly along boundaries in the calculation that make the pieces relatively
independent, but also to reduce the complexity of any one part so that it could be
effectively treated in a workshop format. The subject of this workshop, UZ
radionuclide transport, is very intimately related to the subject of a previous
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workshop, UZ flow. These issues have been separated due to their complexity and
because UZ flow impacts other workshops as well. UZ radionuclide transport is
also expected to be coupled with certain aspects of thermal-hydrology and near-
field environment. The coupling of UZ radionuclide transport to processes treated
in other workshop areas will be part of the workshop discussions.

Abstractions

The physical size, complexity, and time domain of the complete radioactive waste
disposal system to be evaluated for TSPA is too computationally demanding to be
performed with a set of fully integrated, fundamental, process-level models.
Furthermore, the uncertainty in system characteristics, both at present and in the
future, lead to the requirement for multiple probabilistic TSPA calculations in
order to explore the potential range of system performance. The need for multiple
calculations places an even greater emphasis on computational efficiency for
TSPA. Therefore, approximations (also called abstractions) to the more
commonly used models and parameters for processes that affect system
performance are needed for TSPA. A more detailed discussion to help clarify the
meaning and use of abstractions is given in Attachment D.

Description of the UZ Radionuclide Transport Workshop

The UZ radionuclide transport workshop will concentrate on the model
assumptions and parameters that may be used for TSPA-VA calculations.
Strategies for improving TSPA-VA calculations will be evaluated in terms of
perceived significance to long-term performance and the prospect that a proposed
improvement or refinement could be accomplished this fiscal year for incorporation
into TSPA-VA. In preparation for this workshop, TSPA and subsystem modelers
have put together a list of the issues that need to be addressed to develop and
conduct UZ radionuclide transport calculations for TSPA-VA (Attachment E).
The workshop will address all of the issues listed in Attachment E. Areas that are
not easily resolved or for which there is some disagreement between participants
(herein referred to as problem areas) will be noted and methods of resolving these
problem eas will be proposed and assessed.

Prior to Workshop

In order to make the workshop successful, much work has gone into the planning
and it is asked that the participants also conduct some work prior to the workshop.
Attachment F contains complete instructions for the workshop participants. As a
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mechanism to begin the discussion, and to start participants thinking about the
issues involved in UZ radionuclide transport at Yucca Mountain, we present a
series of "strawman" proposals for improving TSPA calculations in Attachment G.
The proposals represent current ideas in the TSPA group for improving the TSPA
model of UZ radionuclide transport. Examination of the proposals shows that
there are a variety of potential methods being considered to improve the UZ
radionuclide transport calculations for TSPA-VA. Strategies to define the
appropriate modeling methods for TSPA-VA during this fiscal year need to be
resolved at the workshop. Workshop participants are asked to review the
strawman proposals and comment as appropriate. As a minimum, panel members
(see below) should send in responses on their panel issues. A short written
summary on what each person can contribute to answering the questions is
requested in advance of the workshop (see Attachment F for instructions). These
summaries will be compiled and distributed to all of the participants. If a proposal
is not controversial then it will be assumed to be acceptable for TSPA calculations.
The pre-workshop preparation will allow the participants at the workshop to
concentrate on the more complicated issues and arrive at plans on how to resolve
them. It should be noted that if participants do not comment on a proposal it is
assumed that they either agree with the method or do not believe they have the
background to comment. Also, as pre-workshop work, many participants will be
asked to prepare short presentations, described below.

A draft agenda for the workshop is presented in Attachment H This agenda may
change based on the results of the comments we receive on the issues list and
strawman proposals. For example, if general agreement is found on a particular
issue, less time will be devoted to that issue. At the workshop, panels will be
convened to discuss each question listed in Attachment E. The panel format will
consist of brief presentations by panel members followed by discussion by the
whole group. The panel (Attachment I) will consist of people with site
characterization, process-level modeling, subsytem modeling, and TSPA modeling
experience who are best suited to discuss the questions. At the end of the panel
presentations and whole-group discussions, the hope is to identify problem areas
that need to be finrther discussed during the workshop. In addition to identifying
the problem areas, another outcome of the workshop will be a proposal on how to
address these problem areas in analyses after the workshop.

Note that the agenda is still subject to change, thus the exact time the panel
discussions will end has not been determined. The goal of the small-group
discussions will be to develop and document a suite of proposals on how to
address the problem areas. The benefits and drawbacks for each proposal will also
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be documented. As it might not be possible to address all proposals during the
fiscal year, the problem areas will need to be ranked in the order of importance of
resolving before the TSPA-VA calculations begin.
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Schedule of Workshop

The overall schedule of the workshop is as follows:
Wednesday, February 5, 1997 Day 1 of Workshop (all day) 8:00 am -

5:00 pm
Thursday, February 6, 1997 Day 2 of Workshop (all day) 8:00 am -

4:30 pm
Friday, February 7, 1997 Day 3 of Workshop (part day) 8:00 am -

2:15 pm
Friday, February 7, 1997 Core Team Wrap-up Meeting 2:15 pm -

5:00 pm
List Of Participants:

Core Team:
mun Houseworth, INTERA

Dave Sevougian, NTERA
Bruce Robinson, LANL

Other Participants:
Susan Altman, SNL
Bill Arnold, SNL
Jack Gauthier, SNL
Mike Wilson, SNL
Chunhong Li, IN1ERA
Jerry McNeish, INTERA
Andy Wolfiberg, LANL
Ines Triay, LANL
Arend Meijer, LANL
June Fabryka-Martin, LANL
Dave Bish, LANL
Gilles Bussod, LANL
Bo Bodvarsson, LBNL
Jerry Fairley, LBNL
Yvonne Tsang, LBNL
William Glassley, LLNL
Brian Viani, LLNL
Al Yang, USGS
Brian Marshall, USGS
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Facilitator:
Cliff Ho, SNL

List of Observers:
Larry Rickertsen, TRW
Steve Hanauer, DOE
Abe Van Luik, DOE
Eric Smistad, DOE
Russ Patterson, DOE
Ardyth Simmons, LBNL
NWTRB Designee
NRC Designee
EIS/NEPA Designee

List of Attachments:
Attachment A: Specific Activities and Products of the Abstraction/Testing

Workshop
Attachment B: Introduction to Total System Performance Assessment
Attachment C: List of TSPA-VA Abstraction/Testing Workshops
Attachment D: Meaning and Use of Abstractions
Attachment E: Important Issues for UZ Radionuclide Transport
Attachment F: Preparation for the Workshop
Attachment G: Strawman Proposals
Attachment H: UZ Radionuclide Transport Abstraction/Testing Workshop

Draft Agenda
Attachment I: Proposed Panel Members for Important Issues on UZ

Radionuclide Transport
Attachment J: References

Distribution:

All participants/observers

cc:
H. A. Dockery, SNL
S. J. Brocoumn, DOE
R W. Andrews, INTERA
A. J. Smith, INTERA
J. A. Canepa, LANL

R. W. Barnard, SNL
R. L. Patterson, DOE
1. T. Sullivan, DOE
J. L. Younker, TRW
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Attachment A
Specific Activities and Products of the Abstraction/Testing Workshop

1) Identification of Issues: Identify and group the important issues (e.g., processes and
parameters) of the given abstraction/testing topic with respect to long-term performance. The
suggesting grouping is as follows based on the relative priority: essential, important, not
critical, and to be determined.

2) Prioritization of Issues: Prioritize the 'to be determined" issues as to which are most
important to be evaluated as a post-workshop activity. Develop alternative methods for
evaluating 'to be determined" issues and document strengths and weaknesses of each
alternative.

3) Presentation of Previous TSPAs: Present how the important issues and associated
uncertainties have been incorporated in previous TSPAs. Discuss appropriateness of these
methods and possible alternatives.

4) Treatment of Uncertainty: Decide upon a method for addressing and quantifying
uncertainty in alternative process models and parameters of the abstraction/testing topic. (The
eventual outcome of this method during post-workshop activities should be probabilities
and/or probability distributions.)

5) Plan for Abstraction/Testing: Create a plan for developing and testing appropriate model
abstractions of the most important processes. The plan should resolve(or outline a procedure
to resolve) the following important issues:
a) Which type of abstraction is most appropriate: response surface, lower-dimensional

process model, analytical model/algorithm, etc. (or a combination of these)?
I) The abstraction must be sufficiently accurate.
ii) The abstraction must be capable of interfacing with TSPA software in a

computationally efficient manner; i.e., we must be able to use it in a multi-realization
probabilistic mode.

b) How should spatial and temporal variability be represented in the abstraction?
I) How is heterogeneity affected or represented if dimensionality is reduced?
ii) What degree of spatial/temporal discretization is acceptable in the abstracted model?

6) Coupling of UZ Radionuclide Transport Workshop with Other Workshops: Discuss
and, if possible, define how the above abstractions will interface with other abstraction/testing
topics in a consistent fashion: with respect to time, space, processes, and parameters.
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7) Post Workshop Activity Scheduling: Discuss how available resources and scheduling will
affect post-workshop activities:
a) How much time/personnelfunds is required and available to conduct post-workshop

abstraction/testing activities?
b) How do abstraction/testing activities fit into both overall PA schedule and overall Design

schedule?
c) Can some activities be performed that will satisfy both Design and PA deliverables?
d) Develop a tentative schedule for completion and delivery of post-workshop products.

Specific Outcomes and Products of Post-Workshop Abstraction/Testing Activities

1) Workshop Report: Write workshop deliverable, which reports upon the activities and
decisions of the workshop and the plans for post-workshop abstraction/testing activities that
feed TSPA-VA.

2) Abstraction/Testing Activities: Develop and test abstraction methods proposed by the
workshop. Compare abstracted models to more detailed models (if available) to determine
accuracy (acceptability) of abstractions. Errors in abstractions should be on the conservative
side.
a) Decide upon the degree of dimensionality reduction.
b) Determine how to incorporate spatial and temporal variability.
c) Test the interface with TSPA software and see if it is feasible to use the given abstraction

in multi-realization fashion.
d) Examine predictions of the abstraction compared to the process model. Does the

abstraction represent variability and uncertainty appropriately?
e) Determine if the abstraction can be coupled with other abstractions such that coupled

processes and synergistic effects are still accurately captured by the abstraction(s).

3) TSPA-VA Report Sections: Write a section for the TSPA-VA report detailing the models
and abstractions to be used for TSPA-VA. All decisions made should be documented, along
with the sensitivity analyses and abstraction-testing that were performed. The workshop
deliverable should serve as a starting point.
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Attachment B
Introduction to Total System Performance Assessment

Purpose. The purpose of total-system performance assessment (TSPA) is to calculate various
measures of repository safety, such as peak individual radiation dose, and to estimate the
uncertainty in the calculations. Essentially, we want to estimate the radiation dose and put error
bars around the estimate, just as any experimental result should always be accompanied by an
error estimate. (There are other "performance measures" of interest as well, but for the rest of
this discussion well just speak of peak doses.)

Uncertainty. The uncertainty estimate complicates the problem and increases the difficulty of the
task considerably. Suppose for the sake of discussion that we need to consider four design cases
(e.g., with and without backfill, high and low thermal load). If we were confident enough of our
models and their input parameters, we would just need to make four deterministic model
calculations, and it might be feasible to use models so complicated that they take several weeks to
run.

However, because of the uncertainty in models and input parameters, we must conduct a
probabilistic assessment with multiple runs for each design case in order to look at the probability
distribution of peak doses. Uncertainty in peak dose is usually expressed as a CCDF, or
complementary cumulative distribution function. Such a distribution is equivalent to the more
familiar probability density function, but it shows more explicitly what we really want to know:
the probability of calculated doses being high.

The importance of examining system performance probabilistically is illustrated by the fact that
the mean dose is often dominated by low-probability occurrences-that is, by 'realizations' with
one or more input parameters from the tails of their probability distributions. (incidentally, the
measure of risk that the National Academy of Sciences recommended using (National Research
Council, 1995] is calculated from the mean of the peak-dose distribution.)

Computational Requirements. The need for multiple performance calculations leads to
performance assessment requirements for computational efficiency and reliability in the process
calculations. An estimate of the number of performance calculations, schedule requirements, and
computer resources for TSPA-VA provides a rough quantitative idea of the computational
efficiency and reliability needed. Uncertainty in TSPA calculations may be broken into two
pieces: 1) discrete scenarios, e.g. repository design options, waste package/EBS design
options, geochemical environments, future climate; and 2) uncertainty in hydrologic and
geochemical process parameters. We expect on the order of 30 discrete scenarios for TSPA-VA.
For each discrete scenario, a suite of about 100 realizations may be needed to capture the effects
of parameter uncertainty. Therefore, a complete TSPA will involve approximately 3000
calculations of the system performance. Due to possible problems arising during the course of
these calculations, it is assumed that the actual number of calculations required for final use is
about double, or 6,000 calculations of the system performance.
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TSPA calculations are scheduled for a period of about three months (beginning in January of 1998
and ending in March of 1998), which is about 2200 hours. The computer resources available for
these calculations are estimated to be about the equivalent of five dedicated workstations. This
gives a total of about 11,000 hours of processortime. Therefore, the processor time available for
each realization is about 110 minutes. (For comparison, this is about an order of magnitude
-slower than the computation speed for an average realization in TSPA-95.) There are roughly
nine separate processes in the TSPA calculations, corresponding to the dine workshops: UZ flow,
waste package degradation, thermal hydrology, UZ radionuclide transport, waste form
degradation, waste form mobilization, near field environment, saturated zone radionuclide
transport, and biosphere. It is likely that some (if not all) of these processes will be captured in a
very simple way for TSPA such that computation times for these items are small. If we
conservatively assume four detailed process calculations are performed per realization, then the
average time available for each detailed process calculation is on the order of 30 minutes. This
estimate is based on continuous, round-the-clock, end-to-end, performance assessment
calculations over a six month period. A variety of inefficiencies will likely reduce this by another
factor of three. Therefore, we may expect process calculations in TSPA to be limited to an
average of about 10 minutes of processor time. Furthermore, the process calculations must be
reliable in the sense that they will nearly always converge to the correct solution without special
adjustments to the calculations.

Previous TSPA's. The most recent performance assessment (TSPA-1995: M&O, 1995) found
the following items related to UZ transport to have the most influence on calculated peak doses
(1) the matrix flow velocity in the CHnv, (2) the proportion of water flux through fractures in the
CHnv, (3) the Np adsorption in the UZ. Previous TSPAs (TSPA-1993: Andrews et al., 1994;
Wilson et al., 1994) had also identified longitudinal dispersion for UZ transport as a sensitive
factor, however, these transport calculations were performed using single-porosity models which
did not explicitly consider transport in fractures and matrix. The dependence on fracture and
matrix flow velocities indicates that coupling between fracture/matrix flow and transport are
important. The most sensitive parameters were found to depend on the simulation time-frame.
For TSPA 1995, the time period simulated was for both 10,000 years and 1,000,000 years
because applicable regulatory standards had not been established. For TSPA-VA, we expect that
the majority will probably be for 10,000 years, but that some of the calculations will cover
1,000,000 years.

TSPA-VA Requirements. Our needs for TSPA-VA can be summarized as follows:

1) We must be able to run thousands of model calculations of the entire disposal system,
including waste container corrosion, waste-form degradation and radionuclide release,
unsaturated-zone flow and radionuclide transport, saturated-zone fiow and transport, and
biosphere transport and dose to individuals.

2) The calculations must cover at least 10,000 years, and some of them will cover 1,000,000
years-
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3) The model(s) we use for TSPA-VA will have to be defensible in terms of how well they fit the
available experimental and field data.

Please keep the above criteria in mind when considering which models are appropriate for use in
TSPA. The simplest choice would be a detailed process model for UZ radionuclide transport that
would explicitly model all the relevant processes. In practice, however, it is doubtfil that such a
model could meet the computational performance requirements for speed and reliability that are
needed for TSPA-VA calculations. Given this constraint, we must decide on the best approach
for 'abstraction,' which is to say an appropriate set of approximations or simplifications that will
allow the calculations to be completed within the time available and at the same time represent the
essential behavior of the system. Abstraction is discussed further in Attachment D.
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Attachment C

List of TSPA-VA Abstraction/Testing Workshops

Workshop Subject

Unsaturated Zone Flow
Waste Package Degradation
Thermo-Hydrology
Unsaturated Zone Radionuclide Transport
Waste-Form Degradation and Mobilization
Near Field Environment
Criticality
Saturated Zone Flow and Transport
National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA)
Biosphere

Date

December 11-13, 1996
January 8-10, 1997
January21-23, 1997
February 5-7, 1997
February 18-21, 1997
March 4-6, 1997
March 18-20, 1997
April 1-3, 1997
May6-8, 1997
June 3-5, 1997
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Attachment D
Meaning and Use of Abstractions

Definition of Abstraction

As a first step, let us try to remove the "abstractness" from the terms "abstraction" and
"abstraction/testing", as used by Performance Assessment. The term abstraction is often used to
mean a "simplified model" or the procedure for developing such a simplified model. Perhaps a
clearer definition of abstraction is "moder'. All physical-chemical models are an abstraction of the
one reality to a greater or lesser degree. At the simplest level, the "abstraction/testing" procedure
would consider two models of a given physical-chemical process, a complex model and a simple
model (there may actually be a spectrum of models going from the most complex, and presumably
most accurate, to the most simple), and compare the system response predicted by the two
models. If the simple model response reasonably bounds (i.e., predicted peak concentration is
equal to or higher than) the complex model over the range of uncertainty of the model parameters
and boundary/initial conditions, then the simple TSPA model can be said to be validated viz-a-viz
the presumably "calibrated" complex model.

Calibration of Models and the Use of Reasonably Conservative Models

All models need to be calibrated and validated against experimental data. In many cases, the most
simplified (or most abstracted) TSPA model might just as well be calibrated against the available
data as the most complex (or process-level) 3-D model. However, often as a matter of preference
the simple model is calibrated against the complex model rather than against the data itself (For
some very simple models, such as the RIP TSPA model, certain state variables are not explicitly
used in the simple model, so the simple model cannot really be calibrated, per se.)

Even the most complex process-level models of Yucca Mountain cannot really be validated, due
to the lack of data. Thus, a reasonably conservative simple model seems a valid approach-for
example, 1-D vertical flow through portions of the mountain where this would result in
conservative estimations of the release and/or peak dose. An obvious caveat to this example is
that 1-D vertical flow does not consider the possibility of bypassing of zeolites by Np. Since this
lateral flow is not a possibility with a 1-D vertical model of transport, one would have to use a so-
called "alternative conceptual moder' for at least some of the PA calculations (realizations) in
order to incorporate the uncertainty associated with dimensionality reduction.

Definition of "Alternative Conceptual Models"

This brings us to a clarification of the often used phrase "alternative conceptual model". As used
in the previous paragraph, this just refers to a form of uncertainty and/or simplification in the
modeling of the system or process behavior. If there is a single agreed-upon TSPA model that
can allow for both vertical flow through the zeolites and bypassing of them, through the inclusion
of uncertainty in model parameters and/or boundary/initial conditions, then there is no need for a
so-called alternative conceptual model.
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The phrase "alternative conceptual model" often seems to imply that two or more "alternative"
models are equally good representations of the underlying reality. However, this is rarely the
case, because as mentioned in the opening paragraph, all models are abstractions or simplifications
of varying degree of the underlying physical-chemical processes (we don't use quantum
mechanics to describe unsaturated groundwater flow). Thus, one of these two or more
alternatives is more of a simplification than the other. For example, the equivalent continuum
model (ECM) of fracture/matrix flow and the dual permeability model (DKM) of fracture/matrix
flow are often referred to as alternative conceptual models. However, these two models are really
just different levels of simplification (with the ECM being the simplest, since it is based on the
additional assumption of capillary equilibrium between the two continua). As such, we do n=
necessarily need both of these models for TSPA calculations. In particular, if the desired degree
of uncertainty (and accuracy) in the system response can be adequately represented in either one
or the other model, through variations in boundary/mitial conditions and phenomenological
coefficients, then that model alone is sufficient. There are some likely situations where this is not
the case for the ECM and DKM, for example, the case of transient flow and/or transient boundary
conditions. This would argue for the DKM model (the more complex of the two) as being more
appropriate. However, that brings us back to one of the primary reasons for using simplified
models: computational resources and efficiency when running calculations in a multiple
realization format. This in turn brings us to the question of how to ascertain whether a TSPA
model provides "an adequate representation" of the system response over a wide range of
uncertainty in boundary/initial conditions and phenomenological coefficients. In this context, one
important workshop task is to identify how to validate the simple models against the complex
model. Criteria for validation must include metrics for how "well" the various processes are
captured or addressed in the simpler model. (See below.)

Model Validation/Calibration as a Function of Process Simplification

To prevent the workshop from becoming mired in an endless and largely fruitless discussion of
currently unresolvable "issues", it is important to classify issues as to how they relate to both
model abstraction and total system performance. Broadly speaking there is really only one issue:
model validation. For the purposes of attacking this issue from a performance-assessment (and
also "abstraction") perspective, it is convenient to discuss it in two parts: (1) how model
validation is a function of (or is affected by) process simplification and (2) how model validation
is a function of uncertainty. With regard to the former, the important point is to quantify how
accurately the key physical-chemical processes and boundary/initial conditions are represented in
the various models. To this end, a large part of the workshop discussions will revolve around the
components of the various models themselves (rather than around "issues"): processes included
in the models, boundary and initial conditions, coupling to other models, methods for
calibration/validation of the models and submodels (both "process-lever' and simplified TSPA
models). For UZ transport the appropriate processes to discuss are matrix diffusion, mechanical
dispersion, sorption, precipitation/dissolution, radionuclide decay, flow in 3-D, etc. Boundary
conditions include the infiltration rate and water table height. Initial conditions include all the
initial parameter values. For example, perched water is not an issue per se, nor is it a process. It
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is an initial condition of the fluid saturation in the pores (or it could be a later state condition of
the fluid saturation, for some realizations of the phenomenological coefficients and
boundary/initial conditions). Coupling to other models would include the coupling to
thermohydrological processes, to the near-field source term, to the saturated-zone flow and
transport model, and perhaps to the UZ far-field flow model, if it is deemed possible to separate
that from the transport model.

Presentations should discuss how both the most complex and simple models include or account
for the various processes and boundarylinitial conditions. This requires a definite proposal for a
simple TSPA model. Furthermore, there should be a presentation/discussion of processes and
boundary/initial conditions n=t adequately addressed in the complex and simple models, and a
ranking of if/how/which processes need to be included in complex and TSPA models. This should
be done in light of the effect of these things on system performance (and also keeping in mind the
limitations on computer resources). First, the absent processes need to be addressed in the
process models. Then the absent processes need to be addressed in the TSPA models. For TSPA
models, some processes may have been intentionally left out, or represented by a simpler model.
The effect of this omission or simplification of an important process needs to be quantified. If the
workshop decides that some of these omitted processes need to be included, or simplified
processes need to be represented more thoroughly (in either the complex or simple UZ transport
models), then a discussion of time/personnel/resources is required to decide the feasibility of this
for TSPA-VA.

Some time in the workshop will be devoted to a discussion of model calibration of the moreK..> complex models, primarily to educate all participants so that everyone can help decide the validity
of the simpler TSPA models.

Model Validation/Calibration as a Function of Uncertainty

Regarding uncertainty, which is caused by lack of data for parameters (phenomenological
coefficients) and boundary/initial conditions, and lack of knowledge of the appropriate
mathematical representation of the process(es), the workshop must address the major sources of
this model uncertainty and how to include the uncertainty in both the complex model and the
simple model. Parameter uncertainty seems somewhat more quantifiable than so-called
conceptual-model uncertainty, which is really uncertainty regarding the level of detail needed to
represent certain processes, such as fracture/matrix interaction, for the purposes of predicting
peak dose to humans. Specifically, one must address how parameter uncertainty translates to
process uncertainty, i.e., how input uncertainty translates to uncertainty in the system response,
which is a function of the particular process model.

The uncertainty in some model parameters, such as matrix permeability, seems straightforward to
quantify, based on the sample space of the lab-measured data for the given parameter(s). On the
other hand, the uncertainty in other model parameters is very difficult or impossible to quantify,
since these model parameters represent abstractions of reality that are not directly measurable by
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experiments (or, also that there are too many parameters in the model to assign unique values to
the various parameters). One example is the so-called matrix/fracture connection area in the
DKM.

Inherent in validating a simple TSPA model against a complex process-level model is to validate it
over the entire uncertain range of the parameters and boundary/initial conditions, or equivalently,
over the entire range of likely system response. This would seem to require as many runs of the
complex model as the simple model for the purposes of calibration.' Deciding upon the necessary
number of runs is a post-workshop activity, and proposing criteria for making this decision is a
useful outcome of the workshop itself As with any physical model of reality (e.g., Newton's 2nd
law), we can only validate the model at a few values of the parameters with a few experiments,
and then use the model to predict the system response at other values of the parameters. Ideally,
this should be done in an interpolation sense, rather than an extrapolation sense, but that may not
always be possible. As mentioned previously, in the case of simple TSPA models, the model
validation will generally consist of comparison to the more complex "process-level" models,
rather than comparison to the experimental data themselves. In this validation process, it is clear
that the simple model response will not be the same as the complex model response.
Theoretically, the complex model response should be more accurate, but given the lack of data,
that is not necessarily so. In any case, since we believe the more complex models to be more
accurate (or at least that they have a higher degree of spatial-temporal resolution), we want the
simple model responses to "bound" the more complex model responses, i.e., to always give equal
or higher values for the doses. We need to build confidence that significant dose peaks (i.e., those
that occur temporally on the order of human behavior and human life span) are captured
adequately by the simple models.

To summarize, the workshop participants should identify those values of the model parameters at
which to compare/validate the simple models against the "calibrated" complex models. In
conjunction with this, the workshop should identify/quantify uncertainty ranges for the parameters
and boundaryfinitial conditions of the complex and simple models.

Discussion of Response Surfaces

It may be decided during post-workshop analyses that the proposed simple models are
inadequate. Perhaps they have so few measurable parameters, or the dimensionality and
discretization have been reduced so much, that they cannot adequately predict system response
over the supposed uncertainty range. Or perhaps, they do not allow a high enough degree of
coupling to other workshop models, such as thermohydrologic models. In this case, the only
possible abstraction or simplification alternative may be to develop response surfaces based
on the complex model. Here we mean that the complex model is run relatively few times to
develop a curve fit of the nonlinear system response as a function of time, space, and the key

' Since the simple model is the one to be used as the final predictive tool for future peak
doses, it would eventually be run many more times.
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model input parameters. Then, the system response for other values of the input parameters is
interpolated from the response function. (Ideally, extrapolation would never be attempted.) This
method is in contrast to running the simple model at any and all values of the input parameters.

However, the use of response surfaces seems more amenable to processes other than transport,
such as thermohydrology. In the latter, the response surface is a function relationship or table
lookup of temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) as a function of time, space, and certain
system parameters, such as percolation rate. Temperature and relative humidity from the
response surface are then used directly in a waste-package degradation model. Furthermore,
these T and RH response surfaces are based directly upon a set of initial/boundary conditions
specific to the desired repository system, for example, a specific areal heat loading (or
emplacement density of the waste packages). Transport response surfaces would be represented
as mass concentration or rate at the water table as a function of time, space, and various system
parameters (again, for example, percolation rate). However, in the context of the real time
allowable for TSPA-VA, it may not be possible to base these response surfaces on a specific set
of inputs applicable to the repository, i.e., to a specific mass source term representing degradation
of the waste form. This is because the waste-package models and UZ transport models are being
developed in parallel. If it is not possible to use an exact source term, then unit source terms
would have to be developed and then linear convolution would have to be applied to the resulting
unit response surfaces in order to make them applicable to the actual time-varying source term
and flow field. This is considered to be impractical and will not be attempted for TSPA-VA
(unless workshop participants can show that it would be feasible).

K....> Based on the above discussion, the only "response surface" to be developed from a UZ transport
model will be a functional relationship or table look-up of mass concentration or rate at the water
table versus time, space, and system parameters, but based upon some actual time-varying source
term from the waste-package/waste-form degradation models and some actual time-varying flow
field from the UZ flow model. This response surface will then be fed as the input to the saturated-
zone transport model. The only remaining question, then, is which model to use for the UZ
transport model, i.e., what level of simplification is allowable in terms of dimensionality, spatial-
temporal discretization, and representation of physical-chemical processes (see Attachment G).
This again brings us back to the validation procedure for comparing simple UZ transport models
against complex models, and deciding in the workshop (or post-workshop) on appropriate metrics
for measuring the validation.

Variability

Another, possibly separate issue is spatial-temporal variability, which is related to (1) the
probabilistic versus deterministic nature of the physical-chemical processes themselves; (2)
simplification of the spatial-temporal domain due to lack of knowledge (uncertainty) about the
boundary/initial conditions; (3) simplification of the spatial-temporal domain due to constraints on
computational resources. When validating the various models, the necessary or desired degree of
variability must always be considered in the calibration process.
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Summary of Possible Abstractions

Most of the possible abstractions of simple models have been discussed above. Here we
summarize these and give examples from previous TSPAs.

Dimensionality reduction and/or spatial-temporal averaging

A commonly used simplification in past TSPAs was to represent UZ transport as 1 -D with the
transport pathways being strictly vertical. The justification was that flow at Yucca Mountain is
presumed to be primarily gravity driven with little dip in the formations. This simplification
clearly ignores lateral dispersion. For TSPA-VA, the possibility of 2-D (or even 3-D) transport
should be considered. Regarding spatial temporal averaging, in past TSPAs the lateral domain
was usually represented at a very coarse level of discretization, for example, six or eight vertical
columns and. perhaps four or five hydrostratigraphic layers.

More specifically, in TSPA-1993 (Wilson et al., 1994), eight 1-D vertical columns were defined.
Probability distributions were defined for matrix and fracture hydrologic properties and
percolation flux. In the probabilistic TSPA calculations, percolation and all matrix and fracture
hydrologic properties were sampled from the defined distributions, and steady-state flow from the
repository down to the water table was calculated using the equivalent-continuum flow model and
the computer code TOSPAC. The calculated velocity and saturation fields were then used by
TOSPAC to calculate UZ radionuclide transport. This is an example of abstraction by
dimensionality reduction. Each model realization had a full process-based flow and transport
calculation, but only in l-D, rather than 2-D or 3-D. A weakness of this approach is that
individual realizations were not calibrated, leading to some combinations of input variables that
were probably not realistic.

Simplified process models

As described earlier, all models are abstractions of one degree or another. However, the term
abstraction is often reserved for the simplest of these models. In TSPA-1995, the simple
abstraction used for fracturelmatrix interaction was the Markovian particle transition model
incorporated in the RIP TSPA code (Golder, 1994). In this modeL fracture/matrix flux is
constant over the vertical extent of each hydrogeologic unit. Radionuclide particles from an
upstream hydrogeologic unit are apportioned to the immediate downstream unit according to the
constant (steady-state) fraction of the total liquid flux that is flowing in the fractures and matrix of
that unit. Then as the particles traverse the unit, the interaction between the fractures and matrix
is assumed to occur as a random Markov process, wherein a particle will randomly transition from
one continuum to the other based on a Poisson distribution for the travel length. (The so-called
lambda parameter is the inverse of the average travel length, or equivalently, the average rate of
an exponential decay function.) This simple model of fracture/matrix interaction was not
calibrated to a more "sophisticated" model such as DKM, but given the several free parameters in
the DKMK it still may be a valid approach.
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As described above, response surfaces have been used frequently in TSPAs. One example, that is
applicable to UZ transport is the representation of the UZ flow field as a response surfaces, which
was used in TSPA-1995. This method required that flow by itself was run separately from
transport, which required the approximation of the flow field as a steady state (not transient)
process. To validate this approach for TSPA-VA would require severalcomparisons of steady
state flow effects to transient flow effects, for combined flow and transport, i.e., it would require
at least a few multi-dimensional runs of the couple flow and transport model.

Specifically, in TSPA-1995 (M&O, 1995), six 1-D vertical columns were used to represent
unsaturated-zone flow beneath the repository, based upon stratigraphy from the LBNL UZ-flow
model (Wittwer et al., 1995). Steady-state flow from the repository down to the water table was
calculated in each of the columns using the "generalized equivalent-continuum model" (GECM)
and the computer code TOUGH2, over a range of randomly sampled input parameters. For
example, the probability distributions for input matrix/fracture properties were taken from
Schenker et al. (1995), while the percolation flux was taken from an assumed range of infiltration
flux. (In the GECM, a matrix-satiation threshold for fracture flow is introduced in order to allow
fracture flow at less than full matrix saturation.) Based on the many realizations of the input
parameters, the calculated ranges of matrix velocity and fraction of flow in fractures were plotted
for each stratigraphic layer as a function of percolation. This is an example of what is termed a
"response surface". In a response-surface abstraction, one or more model parameters (in this
case, matrix-water velocity and fracture-flow fraction) are determined as a function of one or

K.> more independent parameters (in this case, percolation flux). The function can be defined by an
equation, such as from a linear regression, or by a table. In this particular response surface (used
in TSPA-1995), both the independent and dependent parameters are stochastic. In other words,
corresponding to each value of the random independent parameter (the percolation flux), is a
distribution of matrix velocity and a distribution of fracture flux. Thus, once a value of
percolation flux is sampled, then another random sampling is used to determine a value of the
corresponding matrix velocity and/or fracture flux. (Actually, only fracture flux was sampled
independently, and then matrix velocity was sampled using I minus the random fraction chosen
for the fracture flux.) These latter quantities were then combined with the radionuclide transport
algorithm in the RIP TSPA code, i.e., they represented the steady state flow field in the transport
equations. (In TSPA-1995, the 1-D flow abstractions were compared with 2-D results for a few
cases and found to agree reasonably well.)

Summary

All of the above abstraction options have potential drawbacks. It might take too many model
runs to develop an acceptable response surface (the discussion in Attachment B about the number
of runs needed to determine the uncertainty caused by the key parameters applies as well to
development of a response surface). In reducing the dimensionality we could miss important
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effects related to the dimension, such as lateral flow that bypasses the zeolites; And the danger of
developing simple models to explore particular effects is that other important effects may be left
out, such as coupling to other physical-chemical processes. Additional discussion of abstraction
issues may be found in Chapter 3 of the TSPA-VA Plan (M&O, 1996).

Clearly, in the abstraction process there must be a balance between the complexity of the
abstracted models and the number of times they can be run. A very complex model such as a 3-D
UZ-thermohydrology model can be used either directly or to generate response surfaces, but
because of the limited number of runs possible, the uncertainty might not be represented well. A
simpler model or a reduced-dimensionality version of the complex model can be run enough times
to cover the range of uncertainty, but the flow might not be represented properly. Part of the
abstraction process is to test or validate the abstractions to assure that they are acceptable. For
example, if a reduction in dimension to l-D is the abstraction method chosen, a selection of cases
with a variety of input parameters must be run in both l-D and 3-D to find out whether the
predicted doses are acceptably similar.

In both the development and the testing of abstractions for TSPA-VA, performance assessment
needs the support of site-characterization personnel and process modelers so that we can optimize
their models in a realistic fashion for TSPA calculations.
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Attachment E
Important Issues for UZ Radionuclide Transport

We have identified nine issues we would like the workshop participants to think about prior to the
workshop. The issues are listed below in the form of questions. These issues will be addressed in
the workshop in the form of panel presentations and discussions as described in the main body of
this letter. Workshop participants are also requested to prepare statements on how they feel the
issues should be addressed and what they can contribute to resolving the issues. As a starting
point, strawman proposals are included in Attachment H for some of the issues.

1. How should fracture/matrix interactions be modeled (both flow and transport)?

a) Is a dual-permeability or other dual-continuum conceptual model necessary?
b) How do considerations of steady or transient flow affect this issue?
c) How should fracture/matrix exchange be modeled for transport (e.g. matrix diffusion)?
d) How can the appropriate range of fracture/matrix exchange parameters be determined

(e.g. fracture/matrix connection area and diffusion coefficients)?
e) How should fracture/matrix exchange be treated at hydrogeologic unit boundaries?

2. How should the effects of transient flow be addressed?

a) How can the possibility of short-term transient flow processes (tens of years or less) be
addressed?

b) How important are longer-term transient effects due to climate change? Can these be
modeled as a quasi-steady advective flow and transport process?

c) What are the TSPA modeling alternatives for radionuclide transport under transient flow
(i.e. what abstractions are possible)?

3. How should the effects of lateral diversion be addressed?

a) Where is lateral diversion most likely?

b) Could lateral diversion result in radionuclide pathways that bypass the Calico Hills
hydrogeologic unit to the saturated zone and how much impact would this have on
performance?

c) Could lateral diversion be treated by a generalized one-dimensional (streaxntube) transport
model or are multi-dimensional models required?

4. How should the effect of colloids on radionuclide transport be addressed?

a) Are the effects of natural colloids negligible?
b) What information will be available concerning the expected characteristics and

concentration of radioactive-waste-derived colloids and colloids generated from other
introduced materials such as concrete and iron?
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c) Should colloid transport modeling limit colloid movement to fractures?
d) What is the expected interaction of colloids transported in water flowing through fractures

with the fracture walls?
e) What is the expected sorption interaction of radionuclides with colloids?
f) How important is colloid stability?
g) How important is colloid transport along air/water interfaces?

5. What art the appropriate ranges of distribution coefficients for radionuclide adsorption under
ambient conditions?

a) Is the dependence on rock type consistent with hydrogeologic unit definitions?
b) Is it important to include radionuclide adsorption on fracture surfaces?
c) What information will be available concerning the appropriate ranges of matrix and

fracture distribution coefficients?

6. How should the effects of a repository-perturbed environment be addressed?

a) Could thermo-mechanical damage significantly alter flow patterns (e.g. fracturing of the
PTn)?

b) What are the potential effects of thermal alteration of vitric zones on lateral diversion?
c) What are the potential effects of thermo-geochemical interactions and introduced materials

on adsorption characteristics?
d) Are the effects of thermo-hydrologic processes expected to have a significant overlap with

radionuclide transport processes? If so, how should these be treated?

7. How should hydrodynamic dispersion be treated?

a) Is longitudinal dispersion negligible if fracture/matrix flow is explicitly modeled?
b) How should lateral dispersion be treated? Does a smeared repository source term versus a

discrete source term have a significant effect on transport?

8. What stratigraphic and areal features are important?

a) Are the five hydrogeologic units used for TSPA-1995 sufficient (TSw, TSv, CHnv, CHnz,
PPn)?

b) Is it appropriate to average results from detailed process models to a coarser description?
For example, is harmonic averaging of fluxes and velocities across hydrogeologic units
appropriate?

c) What areal features are important to capture if one-dimensional or two-dimensional
models are used (e.g. thickness of hydrogeologic units, height of water table, distribution
of zeolites)?

9. How should TSPA model calibration be implemented?
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a) What data should be used, e.g. environmental tracers, water chemistry, matrix saturation
mineral precipitates, pneumatic data?

b) Which model parameters should be used for calibration?
c) How can model calibration be performed for a large set of different TSPA realizations?
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AITACHMENT F
Preparation for Workshop

-1) Check Attachment I to see if you are listed as a panel member.

2) Prepare write-up for issues for which you are a panel member and any other issue of
significance to you. We strongly request that all panel members send us a short write-up on
the issues that they will discuss. The write-ups should contain the following items
(approximately 1 page or less per item):

Item A - TSPA Issues

- your technical opinions about the issue (why the issue may or may not be important to UZ
radionuclide transport)

Item B - Issue Resolution Strategy for TSPA

- potential method(s) to address the issue in TSPA (probably some approximate, bounding
method)

- how the method(s) might be validated against field data, experiments, more refined model
calculations, etc.

- your opinion about whether (or how much of) the potential method(s) could be developed
during the remainder of fiscal year 1997

These write-ups will be collected and compiled before the workshop and redistributed to all
the workshop participants, also before the workshop. This will allow the workshop
organizers to ascertain where the most discussion will be necessary and plan accordingly. It
will also allow all of the workshop participants to come to the workshop thinking about the
important issues and aware of the other participants! opinions. We welcome comments from
all of the workshop participants on any issue of their interest.

3) Send write-ups by Tuesday, January 28, 1997. Write-ups can be faxed to (702) 295-4730
(attention: Jim Houseworth) or e-mailed to houseworthnotes.ymp.gov, preferably in ASCII
format.

4) Prepare for panel presentations. Presentations should be short. We have a lot to cover in a
small amount of time. As a guideline, keep each presentation to 5 minutes and 2 viewgraphs.
Separate presentations are to be given covering items A and B above. If you feel it is not
possible to cover what is necessary in that amount of time call Jim Houseworth at (702) 295-
4638 by January 28, 1996.
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ATTACHMENT G
Strawman Proposals

G.1 Strawman Proposals for UZ Radionuclide Transport IsuYes for TSPA-VA

As a mechanism to begin the discussion, and to get all participants started thinking about the
issues for TSPA modeling of UZ transport, we present strawman proposals for some of the
questions listed in Attachment E. The proposals represent current ideas in the TSPA group and
how we would go about modeling UZ transport at this time. Other questions do not have
strawman proposals because none have been developed at this time.

Question 1: How should fracture/matrix interactions be modeled (both flow and
transport)?

a) Is a dual-permeability or other dual-continuum conceptual model
necessary?

b) How do considerations of steady or transient flow affect this issue?
c) How should fracture/matrix exchange be modeled for transport (erg.

matrix diffusion)?
d) How can the appropriate range of fracture/matrix exchange parameters

be determined (e.g. fracture/matrix connection area and diffusion
coefficients)?

e) How should fracture/matrix exchange be treated at hydrogeologic unit
boundaries?

Advection is a key element of radionuclide transport through the UZ. Therefore any radionuclide
transport model must compute or be given the flow field. In a fracturelmatrix system, the
calculation of unsaturated flow is generally performed assuming either that capillary pressure is
locally equilibrated (typically the equivalent continuum model or ECM) between fractures and
matrix or that local differences in capillary pressure drive the exchange between fractures and
matrix (typically the dual-permeability model or DKM). The equilibrium concept is a good
approximation if the equilibration time is small compared with other applicable flow and transport
time scales. The nonequilibrium concept is less restrictive, but requires the introduction of at least
one additional parameter relating to the exchange.

For radionuclide transport, an important feature of the flow that needs to be captured is the
amount of fracture flow that may be possible. Flow velocities through fractures can be
significantly higher than in the matrix and, therefore, are potentially fast transport pathways for
radionuclide movement through the UZ. The amount of fiow carried in the fractures is generally
larger under nonequilibrium flow conditions, leading to faster transport velocities and greater
transport capacity. Furthermore, a nonequilibrium flow model is essential to capture the effects of
certain kinds of flow transients on radionuclide transport. Therefore, UZ radionuclide transport
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models will need UZ flow fields derived from nonequilibrium flow models (Robinson, 1996;
Bodvarsson, et al., 1996).

Fracture matrix exchange may be modeled at the process level using standard expressions for
advective transport driven by differences in capillary forces in the fractures and matrix and
diffusive transport driven by concentration differences. The exchange process also depends on
the contact area of fracture water with the matrix. One possible modeling approach is to let the
contact area-be proportional to the fracture water saturation. This type of effect might be
expected qualitatively for partially saturated fractures having a distribution of firture apertures.
One result of this model will be to reduce fracture matrix interactions at low fracture saturations
and allow water and radionuclides to persist for longer periods in the fractures.

Fracture/matrix exchange parameters for water and radionuclides are good candidates for
calibration parameters because these they are relatively unconstrained by independent
observations or measurements.

TSPA-1995 (M&O, 1995) assumed fracture/matrix exchange at hydrogeologic unit boundaries to
be a random process weighted by the proportion of total flow in the fracture and matrix continua
of the downstream hydrogeologic unit. Thus, the fracture flow in the upstream hydrogeolgic unit
is divided between fracture and matrix flow in the downstream unit according to the proportion of
fracture/matrix flow in that unit. The matrix flow in the upstream unit is divided similarly in the
downstream unit. This is based on an assumption of poor fracture connectivity across
hydrogeologic unit boundaries. However, this modeling strategy has not been tested against a
process-level model, which relies on physical processes to compute fracture/matrix exchange.

Question 2: How should the effects of transient flow be addressed?

a) How can the possibility of short-term transient flow processes (tens of
years or less) be addressed?

b) How important are longer-term transient effects due to climate change?
Can these be modeled as a quasi-steady advective flow and transport
process?

c) What are the TSPA modeling alternatives for radionuclide transport
under transient flow (ie. what abstractions are possible)?

The assumption of steady flow greatly simplifies TSPA calculations, not only because of the
simpler flow process, but because it reduces the range of different flow scenarios that need to be
explored. For very-long-term transients, the quasi-steady flow method is a good approximation.
However, changes in surface infiltration must be small over time periods required for equilibration
to steady flow within the UZ. All previous TSPAs have been based on an assumption of steady
flow.

Different conceptual models of transient flow may apply to the UZ flow process. Long-period
transient variations in the unsaturated flow field due to changes in average infiltration (e.g.
shorter-term climate changes) will drive transient flow behavior in both the fractures and matrix.
Short-period transient fracture flow in response to infiltration events may penetrate the UZ under
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nonequilibrium conditions, if these flows have limited interaction with the matrix. Field evidence
to support or refute a particular flow conceptual model is inconclusive. Similarly, theoretical
models are not able to distinguish the appropriate conceptual model due to parameter
uncertainties. Therefore, UZ transport in the presence of various steady and transient flow fields
will have to be treated.

Modeling alternative for radionuclide transport with a transient flow field are limited by the need
for direct coupling of the flow field with the radionuclide transport calculation. At present, the
only model akternatives are process-level models. Treatment of short-term transient flow is
expected to be particularly demanding for computation time in a process-model. Other options
for TSPA are to develop arguments that refute short-term transient flow or develop simplified
process models.

Question 3: How should the effects of lateral diversion be addressed?

a) Where is lateral diversion most likely?
b) Could lateral diversion result in radionuclide pathways that bypass the

Calico Hills hydrogeologic unit to the saturated zone and how much
impact would this have on performance?

c) Could lateral diversion be treated by a generalized one-dimensional
(streamtube) transport model or are multi-dimensional models required?

The geometry and dimensionality of the UZ transport is fundamentally driven by the UZ flow
i field. The influence of lateral flow on UZ transport may be significant if the lateral movement is a

f..- relatively high-velocity pathway due to flow velocity and/or adsorption characteristics.

Theoretical predictions to quantify lateral diversion under existing conditions are highly variable
due to poorly constrained hydrologic parameters. Furthermore, there are no direct observations
of lateral flow. The leading indicator of potential lateral flow from site observations is the
presence of perched water at several locations along CHnvICHnz interfaces. Therefore, this
interface is a primary suspect for lateral diversion. Lateral diversion could create a pathway for
radionuclides to the saturated zone that by-passes the CHnz if the Ghost Dance Fault is not a
barrier to this flow (Bodvarsson, et al., 1996).

If a one-dimensional flow model is used, the effects of lateral flow could be incorporated using
discrete scenarios for both vertical flow and lateral diversion at the vitrophyre and/or zeolitic
units. Multi-dimensional flow and transport models could compute the effects of lateral diversion
directly, using parameter distributions or discrete parameter scenarios.

Question 4: How should the effect of colloids on radionudide transport be addressed?

a) Are the effects of natural colloids negligible?
b) What information will be available concerning the expected

characteristics and concentration of radioactive-waste-derived colloids
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and colloids generated from other introduced materials such as concrete
and iron?

c) Should colloid transport modeling limit colloid movement to fractures?
d) What is the expected interaction of colloids transported in water flowing

through fractures with the fracture walls?
e) What is the expected sorption interaction of radionuclides with colloids?
f) How important is colloid stability?
g) How important is colloid transport along air/water interfaces?

Colloids are expected to exist in the UZ environment. These colloids may be generated by the
undisturbed system (natural colloids), by the radioactive waste (waste-form colloids), or by other
introduced materials in the repository (introduced colloids). Radionuclides may be adsorbed by
these colloids or be part of the colloid structure (waste form colloids). Measurements of natural
colloids in water samples from the saturated zone suggest that their concentrations are too small
to have much effect on radionuclide transport (M&O, 1995; Ogard, 1987).

Little is known about the magnitude of UZ radionuclide transport possible through introduced or
waste-form colloids. Pu and Am released from waste glass are expected to exist largely as a
waste-form colloid (Bates, et al., 1992). Colloids are expected to be generated from concrete and
iron used for the potential repository (M&O, 1995). However the quantitative characteristics and
transport behavior of these colloids have not been studied.

There is currently no transport model for colloids being developed for use in TSPA calculations,
KJ> although a process-based model has been proposed (Gauthier, 1995). Simplifying process

assumptions for modeling colloidal-facilitated radionuclide transport have been proposed (Triay,
et al., 1996).

Question 5: What are the appropriate ranges of distribution coefficients for radionuclide
adsorption under ambient conditions?

a) Is the dependence on rock type consistent with hydrogeologic unit
definitions?

b) Is it important to include radionuclide adsorption on fracture surfaces?
c) What information will be available concerning the appropriate ranges of

matrix and fracture distribution coefficients?

Previous ranges of values for distribution coefficients used in TSPA-1995 were obtained by
expert elicitation. These coefficients covered 12 radionuclides (Am, Pu, U, Np, Ra, Cs, Sr, Ni,
Pb, Sn, Pa, Se) in devitrified, vitric, and zeolitic tuffnmatrix (M&O, 1995). Distribution
coefficients for four radionuclides (Cl, I, Tc, C) were assigned a value of zero. Given the
dependence on rock type, a question that arises is whether the five hydrogeologic units used for
TSPA-1995 (TSw, TSv, CHnv, CHnz, PPn) provide sufficient resolution to capture variations
adsorption characteristics between the potential repository and the water table. Is it necessary
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to use the more detailed stratigraphy of the LBNL and/or LANL process-level models?

Another issue concerns the adsorption of radionuclides moving through fractures on the fracture
walls. This was not included in TSPA-1995, which is a conservative assumption. However, the
results of transport experiments for Np (sorbing) and Tritium and Tc (nonsorbing) through
fractured tuff (Triay, 1996) suggest that adsorption onto minerals coating the fractures combined
with matrix diffusion can significantly retard migration.

Question 6: How should the effects of a repository-perturbed environment be addressed?

a) Could thermo-mechanical damage significantly alter flow patterns (e.g.
fracturing of the PTn)?

b) What are the potential effects of thermal alteration of vitric zones on
lateral diversion?

c) What are the potential effects of thermo-geochemical interactions and
introduced materials on adsorption characteristics?

d) Are the effects of thermo-hydrologic processes expected to have a
significant overlap with radionuclide transport processes? If so, how
should these be treated?

Introduced concrete and thermo-geochemical interactions may result in pH plumes that could
alter UZ adsorption characteristics. Thermo-geomechanical and -geochemical interactions could
also significantly affect hydrologic properties through fracturing under thermal expansion and

\.t-' plugging of flow paths due to precipitation/dissolution reactions. Thermal expansion and
fracturing of the PTn may alter the characteristic of flow deep into the UZ. Thermal alteration of
the Topopah Spring basal vitrophyre may result in a less permeable condition due to glass
alteration. Perturbations to the ambient saturation distribution will be present at some level
resulting from the major changes caused by thermo-hydrologic effects. In TSPA-1995 (M&O,
1995), the thermal-hydrologic interface with transport was to simply define the time when water,
driven off by heating, returned to the repository environment, initiating waste package
degradation and radionuclide releases to the UZ.

The current approach to bound these effects is to investigate a wide range of possible flow
conditions (e.g. transient flow, lateral diversion, etc.) and allow adsorption to be modulated
according to the potential effects of pH or temperature. Nevertheless, the appropriate ranges of
these effects remain to be defined. (Should other state variables besides pH and temperature be
considered?)

Question 7: How should hydrodynamic dispersion be treated?

a) Is longitudinal dispersion negligible if fracture/matrix flow is explicitly
modeled?
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b) How should lateral dispersion be treated? Does a smeared repository

source term versus a discrete source term have a significant effect on
transport?

Dispersion of the dissolved radionuclides during advective transport through the fractures and
matrix will occur. Longitudinal dispersion (i.e. dispersion in the direction of the mean flow) is
driven by longitudinal velocity differences and correlation times over which the velocity changes.
The dominant longitudinal dispersion process in a fracture/matrix system is likely to be the
exchange between flow in fractures and matrix. Therefore, if the effects of fracture/matrix
interactions are explicitly modeled, any other effects of longitudinal dispersion may be assumed to
be negligible.

Lateral dispersion results from the effects of random, small-scale flow path variations as well as
molecular diffusion. The rate of lateral dispersion in the matrix is expected to be dominated by
molecular diffusion, while lateral dispersion for transport through fractures is probably dominated
by flow path variations. Lateral dispersion may be important with respect to the treatment of the
source term. Process-level models for UZ transport (Robinson, et al., 1996) and TSPA-1995
(M&O, 1995) assume that discrete releases from waste packages may be modeled as a source
smeared over the areal extent of the repository. This assumption is non-conservative primarily
because it provides greater access for radionuclide interaction with the entire UZ matrix between
the potential repository and the water table. The greater access to matrix results in a greater
potential delay of radionuclide transport, which is the primary function of the UZ for total system
performance. Studies to check the sensitivity of UZ transport to this assumption are needed. The

KJi assumption also results in greater dilution for the released radionuclides, but this is probably a
second-order effect with respect to UZ transport and total system performance.

Question 8: What stratigraphic and areal features are important?

a) Are the five hydrogeologic units used for TSPA-1995 sufficient (TSw,
TSv, CHnv, CHnz, PPn)?

b) Is it appropriate to average results from detailed process models to a
coarser description? For example, is harmonic averaging of fluxes and
velocities across hydrogeologic units appropriates

c) What areal features are important to capture if one-dimensional or two-
dimensional models are used (e.g. thickness of hydrogeologic units, height
of water table, distribution of zeolites)?

The question concerning stratigraphic resolution was already mentioned in Question 5 with regard
to adsorption characteristics, but is also potentially important for capturing hydrologic properties.
The five hydrogeologic units used in TSPA-1995 only cover the portion of the UZ between the
potential repository and the water table. Of course, these five units may not be sufficient if the
transport model contains a flow model of the entire UZ (e.g. for transient flow). The stratigraphic
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units will be assumed to be uniformly defined for both the UZ flow and UZ transport modeling
work.

An effective way to capture areal heterogeneities will need to be considered if one or two-
dimensional models are used. Areal discretization was modeled in TSPA-1995 using six columns
for one-dimensional transport calculations. If a two-dimensional model is used, the appropriate
cross-sections to represent key areal heterogeneity will need to be defined. Most previous two-
dimensional maodel calculations for UZ transport have used east-west cross-sections that
approximately follow the stratigraphic dip.

Question 9: How should TSPA model calibration be implemented?

a) What data should be used, e g. environmental tracers, water chemistry,
matrix saturation mineral precipitates, pneumatic data?

b) Which model parameters should be used for calibration?
c) How can model calibration be performed for a large set of different TSPA

realizations?

Models used for UZ transport (and the associated flow) should be calibrated. The calibration
should be performed for all ambient flow and transport conditions so that the model predictions
for present day conditions are consistent with observations. The principal observations available
for calibration are hydrologic conditions (water saturation and potential) in the matrix, perched
water, gas flow, temperature profiles, and environmental tracer distributions (3Cl, tritium, etc.).
Water chemistry may also be a calibration tool to help define fracture/matrix interactions.
Calibrations should focus on the fracture/matrix exchange parameters for water and radionuclides
and the unsaturated flow parameters for fractures because these parameters are virtually
unconstrained by independent observations or measurements. However, a fast, automated
method to calibrate a large number of stochastic TSPA realizations for present-day conditions is
not available. Therefore, calibration short-cuts, such as response surfaces, may be needed.

G.2 Strawman Proposals for UZ Radionuclide Transport Models in TSPA-VA

The following describes potential ways to improve the TSPA calculations for UZ radionuclide
transport from that described above for TSPA-95. The proposals are tentative, and are intended
to stimulate thought and discussion about how to do UZ transport modeling for TSPA-VA. A
simplified process model that is still at the conceptual stage is described as an example of this
approach. If computational limitations are not too severe, the TSPA calculations may be
performed directly using a more complex, numerical UZ flow and transport model. Other options
include the use of empirical (response-surface) models and various combinations of simplified
process models, empirical models, and numerical models.
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A Simplified Process Model for UZ Radionuclide Transport

A simplified process model may be an option to consider for TSPA. The model should capture
the key processes in an approximate way that retains a connection to the more detailed process-
model representation and yet also be computationally economical. A possible example, briefly
described below, is for one-dimensional, nonequilibrium, steady flow and radionuclide transport.

An approximate model for a steady flow field may assume that the flow in the fractures is imbibed
into the matrix at a rate proportional to the matrix capillary pressure times the effective hydraulic
conductivity. The exchange may also include proportionality to fracture saturation as an
approximate model for the relationship between fracture saturation and fracture/matrix contact
area. This simplified model for an exchange process assumes, among other things, that capillary
pressure in the fractures is negligible and that local matrix conditions may be represented by a
average saturation, capillary pressure, and effective hydraulic conductivity. The flow calculations
are finrther simplified by assuming that flow in the vertical direction for both the fractures and
matrix is gravity driven (no capillary pressure effects) under a unit hydraulic gradient. At
hydrogeologic unit boundaries, the matrix capillary pressure is assumed to be equilibrated,
establishing the matrix flow rate at the upper boundary in the next unit, with the remainder of the
flow allocated to the fractures in the next unit. The fracture saturation profile is obtained from the
fracture flux distribution and the effective fracture hydraulic conductivity - fracture saturation
relationship. The flow field from this model could be calculated from either an analytic expression
or a simple numerical calculation.

Transport calculations have the additional complexity of a transient source term requiring a
transient transport model. A one-dimensional transport equation for radionuclide concentration
may be derived for both the fractures and matrix, with coupling terms that represent exchange of
radionuclides due to advection and diffusion. Diffusive exchange may be approximated as a linear
exchange process proportional to the local concentration difference in the fractures and matrix,
again modulating the exchange rate with the fracture saturation. Linear adsorption is easily
included in the model, but hydrodynamic dispersion is assumed to be negligible. The coefficients
of the transport equations are functions of saturation, which are known functions of position from
the flow calculation. To simplify the transport calculation further, the coefficients may be depth-
averaged over each unit, which results in a pair of coupled, linear, first-order partial differential
equations with constant coefficients. Implementation of this model has not been tested.

A model for UZ radionuclide transport with transient flow could be developed in a similar way.
The advantage of the simplified process model compared with a descriptive transport model (such
as the transport module in RIP (Repository Integration Program)) is that it retains, in an
approximate form, the causal links between the "state" conditions, i.e. water saturation and
radionuclide concentration, and known physical transport processes.
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Numerical UZ Transport-Only Models with Steady Flow

If computational speed and reliability can be shown to meet TSPA requirements, it may be
possible to use a discretized numerical UZ transport model directly. This involves fewer
approximations than a simplified process model, although the selection of grid dimensions and
assignment of properties becomes more complex. A numerical UZ transport model may be
utilized for one, two, or three dimensional processes. The UZ transport model must interface
with a flow mnodel to establish the flow field. The flow model is likely to be a simplified process
model or empirical response surface model. Otherwise, the flow and transport models will
probably be coupled directly, as discussed below. It is difficult to conceive of an effective way to
combine an externally-derived, transient flow field with a numerical UZ transport-only model.

Numerical UZ Flow and Transport Models for Steady or Transient Flow

Similar considerations apply to the combined numerical UZ flow and transport model as for the
numerical UZ transport-only model. The choice of separate UZ flow and transport models or a
combined model is likely to be a matter of computational convenience. In the past, flow and
transport have always been combined for process-level model calculations, but separate for some
TSPA model applications (e.g. TSPA-1995). Similar to the numerical UZ transport model, the
numerical UZ flow and transport model may be utilized for one, two, or three dimensional
processes. Numerical modeling for UZ transport in a transient flow field will probably require a
combined UZ flow and transport model.

Response Surface Models for UZ Transport

To use this method for UZ radionuclide transport in TSPA, the radionuclide release to the
saturated zone would be calculated for a range of parameters covering the expected range in
TSPA. The "table of results" could then be used to calculate the specific response for a specific
parameter set in any given TSPA realization using some type of interpolation strategy. A
significant obstacle is establishing the response surface in sufficient generality to predict the
radionuclide flux at the water table versus time for a particular parameter set. Radionuclides with
different adsorption characteristics may have to be treated separately if the differences in
adsorption for the different rock types do not scale according to a fixed multiplicative factor.
Furthermore, the response at the water table will be a convolution of responses based on
variations in the source term. Therefore, at any given time the response surface will have to be
queried for a series of source-term releases from the initial release up to releases at the current
time. This may not be too difficult for a steady flow field, but if the flow field changes either in a
quasi-steady or transient process, the response surface will also be a function of the flow history.
Due to these problems, a response surface model for UZ radionuclide transport is not
recommended.
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Potential Combinations of UZ Flow and UZ Transport Models

Due to the very close connection between UZ transport and UZ flow, and the complicated nature
of both calculations, different combinations of models (e.g. simplified process models, response
surfaces, numerical models) may be needed in TSPA-VA. The discussions of UZ flow and UZ
transport lead to the following table of likely combinations.
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Table of Likely Flow and Transport Model Combinations

FLOW SPM RS-ID RS-2D RS-3D NM-ID NM-2D NM-3D

TRANSPORT

SPM X X

NM-ID . X X X .

NM-2D X I X

NM-3D I I_ X I _ _ _ X

SPM - SIMPLIFIED PROCESS MODEL
RS - RESPONSE SURFACE
NM - NUMERICAL MODEL

ID - ONE DIMENSIONAL
2D- TWO DIMENSIONAL
3D- THREE DIMENSIONAL
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ATTACHMENT H
UZ Radionuclide Transport Abstraction/Testing Draft Agenda

The proposed agenda for the workshop follows. The agenda may change based on the comments
received from workshop participants prior to the workshop.

February 5

8:00 Workshop overview

8:15
8:35
8:50
9:00
10:00
10:15

12:00
1:00
1:45
3:00
3:15

3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00

Process model status
TSPA introduction
Introduction to major abstraction issues
Presentation/discussion of all major abstraction issues
Break
Presentation/discussion of all major abstraction issues
(continued)
Lunch
Summary of specific abstraction issues by ACT
Ranking of specific abstraction'issues by panels
Break
Ranking of specific abstraction issues by panels
(continued)
Panel I presentation/whole group discussion of rankings
Panel 2 presentation/whole group discussion of rankings
Panel 3 presentation/whole group discussion of rankings
Retire for day

Jim Houseworth/
Cliff Ho
Bruce Robinson
Dave Sevougian
Jim Houseworth

February 6

8:00 Introduction to TSPA abstraction strategy Dave Sevougian/
Jm Houseworth

8:30
10:00
10:15
12:00
1:00
2:00
2:45
3:00

Presentations of all abstraction strategies for the issues
Break
Smaller group abstraction strategy sessions
Lunch
Smaller group abstraction strategy sessions (continued)
Present abstraction strategies for panel 1; full group discussion
Break
Present abstraction strategies for panel 2; fill group discussion
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3:45 Present abstraction strategies for panel 3; full group discussion
4:30 Retire for day

February 7

8:00 Introduction to TSPA abstraction-testing plans and schedules; Dave Sevougian!
consolidation of developed abstraction strategies Jim Houseworth

8:30 Develop abstraction/testing plans and schedules by panel
10:00 Break
10:15 Develop abstraction/testing plans and schedules by panel

(continued)
11:00 Present abstraction/testing plans and schedules for panel 1;

full group discussion
11:45 Lunch
12:45 Present abstraction/testing plans and schedules for panel 2;

full group discussion
1:30 Present abstraction/testing plans and schedules for panel 3;

full group discussion
2:15 End of workshop for participants other than core team;

Break for core team
2:30 Core team wrap-up
5:00 End of workshop for core team
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AITACHMENT I
Proposed Panel Members for Important Issues

Panel Number Issue Abbreviation Panel Members
and
[Corresponding
Issue Numbers]

1 [1,2,7] Fracture/Matrix Jim Houseworth; Susan Altman; Mike Wilson;
Interaction, Chunhong Li; Andy Wolfsberg; Bo Bodvarsson;
Transient Flow, Jerry Fairley
Hydrodynamic
Dispersion

2 [4,5,6] Colloids, Dave Sevougian; Jack Gauthier; Ines Triay;
Adsorption, Arend Meijer; Yvonne Tsang; Brian Viani;
Repository-Perturbed William Glassley; Gilles Bussod
Environment

3 [3,8,9] Lateral Diversion, Bruce Robinson; June Fabryka-Martin; Al
Stratigraphy and Areal Yang; Brian Marshall; Dave Bish; Jerry
Heterogeneity, McNeish; Bill Arnold
Model Calibration
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Attachment C

Unsaturated Zone Radionuclide Transport Workshop
Participant Submittals

1.1 Fracture/Matrix Interaction
Al Yang, USGS

The dual-permeability model (DKM) is needed to account for the observed stable isotopic
compositions (6D and O"0) of pore water in the Topopah Spring Tuff. Stable isotopic
compositions of pore waters from Topopah Spring Tuffof UZ-14, SD-7, -9, and -12 boreholes
are greater than -400%o(with respect to SMOW) which are typical of the Holocene (less than
9000 years) water. If mixing of the last ice-age waters (more than 10,000 year old) are involved
in the matrix water, 6D values will periodically be shifted toward more negative values of less
than -105%o which are not observed except near the Tsv unit. In addition, gas '4C02 data from
UZ-I in the Topopah Spring Tuff suggest ages between 2,000 and 10,000 years. If the gas and
liquid phases in the Topopah Spring Tuff are at equilibrium the '4CO2 gas ages will reflect the
pore-water ' 4C ages (between 2,000 and 10,000 years). This is also consistent with the observed
6D and 610 values.

1.1 Fracture/Matrix Interaction
Bruce Robinson, LANL

Dual permeability is the most desirable model for transport. The peak dose is probably going to
be caused by fracture transport at infiltration rates greater than about 5 mm/y, accordingly to
current models and parameter values. Thus, we need to account for fractures. In principal, an
ECM model solution can be split into a fracture and matrix component, and the transport could
be performed in dual permeability mode thereafter. I see no reason to do this, however, unless
the ECM is deemed necessary in TH calculations, and furthermore the full TH solution is
deemed necessary to capture the transport behavior.

Transient flow make DP even more necessary. However, as stated in above, DP is needed for
transport even in steady state flow to capture the large difference in travel times through
fractures versus matrix.

In DP, the issue of fiacture/matrix exchange at hydrogeologic unit boundaries is addressed
automatically.

The fracture/matrix interaction parameter and/or the characteristic curve for the fractured
continuum must be varied parametrically over a wide range, since we don't know these
parameters well. Modeling of the ambient system may provide some constraints, but a wide
range will still have to be carried forth into the TSPA analyses. For diffusion, the
fracture/matrix connection area should be proportional to the fracture saturation. For diffusion
coefficients, we should take the diffusion coefficients measured for saturated conditions and
correct them for unsaturated conditions using the correlation developed by Conca.
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y> 1.1 Fracture/Matrix Interaction
Andy Wolsberg, LANL

It is important and appropriate to use the dual permeability formulation for the PA UZ
transport simulations for several reasons:

a) The range of conditions (uncertain) spanning between complete pressure equilibrium
and complete disconnect between fractures and matrix can be explored in the monte
carlo simulations. This will encompass the case approximated with ECM as well as the
nonequilibrium case. The DKM model allows the processes both in the fractures and
in the matrix as well as their coupled behavior to be considered, particularly in a
system for which spatial variation in relative permeabilities and fracture/matrix
coupling need to be considered. The bi-modal distribution of arrival rates due to
fracture and matrix processes can only be simulated with a model that explicitly
distinguishes between fractured and matrix material. Other simplifications will end up
over- or underemphasizing the roles of the matrix and fractures in the coupled system.

b) The significant processes of diffusion, dispersion, decay, advective transport
between fractures and matrix as well as within each of those domains, and sorption
(abstracted as a Kd model for PA from complex speciation reaction process models)
can be simulated very efficiently with existing Project capabilities (e.g. the LANL
particle tracking method).

c) Computing transport in DKM is much faster than computing flow. Multiple
transport parameter variations can be computed on an individual flow field when
steady state assumption is warranted.

PA should use steady state flow except for the cases that where transients are significant.
Using current Project hydrologic parameters, simulations predict that short term transients
(episodic infiltration) will not be sustained at the repository horizon. Exceptions to this
approach may/will/should include fault zones where increased permeability in the PTn
fractures may sustain transients to the top of the TSw which will remain transients at the
repository. Also, to investigate the hypothesis that fracture flow in the PTn is sustained
throughout the model domain (e.g. Kwicklis) transients would need to be considered.

For steady-state flow, the DKM model partitions the flow between fractures and matrix
domains depending on the flow rate and the hydrologic properties. The transport solvers,
likewise, move the solutes between the fractures and the matrix appropriately. I am not
completely clear on what the previous PA model did for fiacture/matrix exchange at
hydrogeologic unit boundaries, but a DKM model should provide reasonable results, even at
unit boundaries.

Fracture/matrix exchange for transport should be entirely consistent with simulated flow
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between fractures and matrix as well as diffusive processes. These parameters can all be
varied to capture uncertainty in the DKM model. There are several proposals for what that
range should cover including different models ranging from wetted area to simple length
between center of fracture and center of matrix block. This entire range should probably be
spanned to some degree in the PA calculation for a parameter sensitivity analysis. Diffusion
from fracture to matrix is currently modeled for both the particle tracking and for the finite
element transport solvers in FEHM. The coefficients, however have some uncertainty due to
the lack of direct UZ diffusion measurements. Therefore, parameter sensitivity studies should
span the range from saturated diffusion coefficients to a couple of orders of magnitude less to
no diffusion. Attention should be given to Conca's measurements if they can be interpreted to,
be representative to the field conditions at Yucca Mtn. Also, geochemical data should be
considered for assessing diffusion.

1.1 Fracture/Matrix Interaction
Jerry Fairley, LBNL

The main difficulty in using an ECM approach arises in the representation of fracture flow.
DKM can capture fracture flow processes accurately in theory, but requires knowledge of
parameters about which we have little or no information. Although it is possible to treat these
additional parameters as calibration values, we already have a large number of parameters which
must be calibrated for. The GECM approach also suffers from the necessity of having additional
calibration parameters (i.e., the satiation value of the matrix).

.> J A partial solution to this problem may be the Enhanced-ECM approach (LBNL, 1996). The
Enhanced-ECM approach has been found to provide comparable results to DKM, with
computational demands similar to ordinary ECM models. Although the Enhanced-ECM
approach assumes thermodynamic equilibrium between fractures and matrix (in common with
other ECM models, but unnecessary with DKM), it requires no additional calibration parameters.
The Enhanced-ECM model could be-used to obtain flow-fields; once these have been
determined, a MINC-type model (or semi-analytical fracture-matrix model, see c, below) could
be used for transport calculations.

While single, inherently non-equilibrium events cannot be reliably represented using an ECM
approximation, many non-equilibrium events could be conceptualized as periodic, and treated in
a quasi-steady state fashion. Examples might be fast-pathway percolation flux, or periodic
releases of flux contacting the waste-packages.

One promising approach to address fracture/matrix interaction would be an extension of Robert
Zimmerman's semi-analytical fracture/matrix model to cover transport. Because of the large
number of grid-blocks which would be necessary for explicit representation of matrix
(particularly if a MINC-type model were used, which would be important for accurate process
representation), the use of a fractures-only model with matrix interaction modeled semi-
analytically would be computationally attractive.
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Using liquid saturation as a surrogate for fracture/matrix connection area is a reasonable idea.
Otherwise, this parameter must be inverted for (see above)

1.1 Fracture/Matrix Interaction
Bo Bodvarsson, LBNL

A dual permeability model is needed for any transport calculations because the ECM model
mixes concentrations in fractures and matrices. One important question is how many matrix grid
blocks are needed for accurate calculation of transport processes such as diffusion advection. It
is likely that a single matrix grid block which is the conventional dual-permeability model is not
sufficient for accurate calculations.

In the calibration of the UZ Flow model we have decided to use a direct correlation between
fracture saturations and the fracture matrix surface area. This is only appropriate for flow but not
for heat exchange. It may be appropriate to use a similar approach with some of the transport
calculations such as for advection and diffusion.

1.1 Fracture/Matrix Interaction
Mike Wilson, SNL

I believe fracture/matrix interaction to be one of the key issues for Yucca Mountain TSPA.

The approaches mentioned in the "Strawman" of using f/m exchange parameters (for flow) for
calibration and of making them dependent on fracture saturation are good ones. I would like to
amplify on the latter point a little bit.

We have found that for the "Weeps" conceptualization of UZ flow, the average spacing of flow
channels is proportional to q"2 (M&O report BOOOOOOO-0 1717-2200-00177, "Description of
Performance Allocation", Eq. 6.2-2). The wetted contact area for a flow channel is assumed to
have random variations, but not depend on fracture flux or saturation. Thus, the wetted
area per "unit cell" is a constant but the size of the unit cell increases as flux decreases. The
phenomenon of flow channelization could be taken into account (at least partially) by making a
(f/m distance; e.g., the distance to the center of a matrix block) inversely proportional to the
square root of fracture flux (a e ql"') and A (fin connection area) a constant (A - const.). Note
that the fraction of f/m area that is wetted is directly proportional to q1in this formulation. If
fracture hydrologic behavior is represented by the van Genuchten method, this formulation is
different from making the f/in conductance term proportional to fracture saturation. For van
Genuchten characteristic curves, the amount of flow declines rapidly at low saturation, so
malking f/m connection area dependent on fracture flux would make it smaller than if it is
proportional to fracture saturation.
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1.1 Fracture/Matrix Interaction
Jack Gauthier, SNL

I am specifically interested in the degree of matrix diffusion that we can expect. This issue is
key because-the difference in transport velocity between the complete m/f coupling case and
the only-fracture-flow case could be 5 orders of magnitude. Site data are equivocal: the Cl-
36 background in the ESF suggests that matrix diffusion is operative, although perhaps
constricted;-perched water chemistry, as well as some H-3 observations, suggest no diffusion
(no diffusion is perplexing).

To address this issue, I propose modifying the weeps model to include flow tortuosity and
some crude transport capability, in particular a diffusion sink term. (The model already
computes flow volumes and velocities and path spacings.) The modified model could then be
used to investigate CI-36 background and perched-water chemistry (as well as calcite
deposition), as a function of infiltration and initial concentrations. Output would be some
measure of the m/f coupling, perhaps in the form of diffusion coefficients. Also, the model
might be used directly in TSPA calculations.

1.1 Fracture/Matrix Interaction
Chun Li, INTERA

Fracture-matrix interaction is one of the most important mechanism determining flow and
transport inside fractured media. Factors that affect the estimated strength of the
fracture-matrix interaction include: conceptual models, the infiltration rate, and fracture and
matrix properties (permeabilities, capillary pressure-saturation characteristic curves, matrix
diffusion coefficient, and f-m contact area, etc.).

From conceptual point of view, currently there are three models: the weeps model (pseudo
discrete) which assumes no f-m interaction, the dual permeability model which represents the
non-equilibrium (pressure) f-m interaction, and the ECM model which assumes a equilibrium
between fractures and the matrix. Among the three models, the weeps model (may need some
improvements) can be used to determine the upper limit of fracture flow region, while the
ECM can be used to determine the lower bound of the fracture flow region. The dual
permeability model can be used to carry out the sensitivity analysis to determine the

. importance of each parameter (I am running numerical simulations to address this question).
We then can use the upper and lower limits of the selected rock parameters to bound the
predicted system performance.

Once we determines the importance of different parameters on the system performance, we
can carry out more detailed study (do Monte Carlo simulations) to estimate the probabilistic
distribution of the dose release event.
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1.2 Transient Flow and Transport
Bruce Robinson, LANL

I believe that a comprehensive series of analyses could and should be devised to show that
short-term, transients have little impact on performance. Infiltration transients have been
shown to be quite effectively dampened by the PTn. Even if they are not fully dampened, for
them to be important they would have to remain as pulses through the CHn. Modeling
analyses are apt to show that this is very unlikely.

Long-term transients due to climate change are definitely important. For example, for a
change in percolation flux from 4 to 10 mm/y, the hydrologic system is predicted to adjust to
the higher rate within a few thousand years. The rapidness of this transition suggests that a
quasi-steady state model could be used as an abstraction, but this must be proved.

The following is my assessment of what is possible in a multiple-realization TSPA calculation
exercise. Assumption: TH effects of waste heat are handled externally through bounding
analyses, rather than included in each realization.

- Full transient, including short-term and long-term: impossible for TSPA except perhaps in
lD.

- Long-term transients only: definitely possible in lD, probably doable in 2D or 3D.

- Steady state flow: Possible in ID, 2D, or 3D.

Final note: If particle tracking is used for the radionuclide transport simulations, the
computational burden tends to be dominated by the flow calculations rather than the transport.
We can demonstrate this at the workshop if it is of interest.

1.2 Transient Flow and Transport
Andy Wolfsberg, LANL

Assuming the current Project hydrologic parameters for the PTn are reasonable, short term
transients tend to be damped out before they reach the top of the TSw. The exception may be
in faults. Therefore, in the repository below faults in the PTn, transient processes may need to
be considered. But, steady state should (over short time frames) should be reasonable at most
locations in and below the potential repository.

Flow and transport modeling show that a reasonable explanation for lower chloride in the
perched water than is in the PTn is due to lower concentrations in infiltrating water during
wetter past climates. Another is that lateral flow in the perched water is bringing lower
concentration chloride water from other locations of current higher infiltration. Although these
compelling hypotheses require transient (long time) models help investigate their validity,
reasonable PA abstraction models can be developed that utilized steady state flow models. For
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example, a future increase in infiltration will lead to faster travel times but more dilute
concentrations. The transition can be approximated with the source term dissolution rate or
source concentration term in the high (or a representative high) flux steady state flow field.

Do some fully coupled transient flow and transport. Especially in unique (but small) zones
such as fault zones. Develop abstracted steady-state models that capture both the general
damping of short term transients as well as the effects of long term transients through the
initial conditions and link to near field PA models.

1.2 Transient Flow and Transport
Bo Bodvarsson, LBNL

Both of these issues considered under 2.1 and 2.2 were discussed in the UZ flow Abstraction
Workshop. It would therefore be useful to review these before additional proposals are
considered.

1.2 Transient Flow and Transport
Jerry Fairley, LBNL

The possibility that short-term transient events can be treated as periodic, hence quasi-steady
state, is promising and should be investigated.

Long, slow changes in boundary conditions, while readily modeled as quasi-steady state over
shorter intervals of time, may not be good candidates for quasi-steady modeling on periods of
time comparable to their wavelength. These types of transients will probably need to be
modeled explicitly for accurate representation of flow and transport processes.

1.2 Transient Flow and Transport
Chun Li, INTERA

From numerical simulation perspective, the effect of transient flow due to the sudden
increases in infiltration on transport can be bounded by the corresponding transport results
under the steady state flow condition. Once the limit and the importance of such effects is
known, we may do a series of transient simulations to further study the influence of transient
flow on transport.

1.3 Dispersion
Mike Wilson, SNL

For an idealized fracture/matrix system, I have found that the effective dispersivity caused by
f/m coupling is given approximately by

aft - qfef rt. / (%AR,,o
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where qr is fracture flux, 6f is fracture moisture content, 60,, is matrix moisture content, R., is
matrix retardation coefficient, and t, is a "coupling time", given by t,= R., a21 3D,, for the
simplest case (a is fracture half-spacing and D,, is the matrix diffusion coefficient). If I put in
some numbers for all these quantities I find that af, is typically much less than 10 m, which
-might be a typical assumed value for dispersivity. Thus, it is not apparent that f/m transfer
dominates longitudinal dispersion. If, however, reductions in the f/in cobnection area for
unsaturated conditions are taken into account as discussed in Question 1, the coupling time
would be expected to increase substantially over the expression given above. In that case, it
may be true that f/m transfer dominates the dispersion.

In terms of individual dose, it is presumably conservative to neglect longitudinal hydrodynamic
dispersion. With a particle-tracking method it would be possible to do so, but for a continuum
transport-equation method numerical dispersion would be a significant factor. Is there an
estimate of how much peak concentrations increase if longitudinal dispersion is neglected?
(And is there any particular reason why we should neglect it?)

1.3 Dispersion
Yvonne Tsang, LBNL

Hydrodynamic dispersion is important to radionuclide transport from repository to water table
and cannot be ignored in transport or TSPA-VA calculations. This is because of (1) the long
traveling distance (300 m or more), and (2) highly heterogeneous fracture/matrix system in
CHn at any scale.

In the present UZ flow model, heterogeneity in the fracture and matrix properties are
explicitly modeled, that is, different fracture and matrix properties are assigned to different
grid blocks. Therefore the dispersion due to variation of flow paths in both the fracture and
matrix continuum is accounted for. However, the heterogeneity within each grid block still
need to be accounted for by a dispersion tensor. We at LBNL have developed a general
dispersion-diffusion tensor for tracer or radionuclide transport within the framework of an
irregular, 3-D, integral finite difference grid. This new scheme has been implemented and
benchmarked in the TOUGH2 code and it can handle effects of hydrodynamic dispersion
rigorously.

1.3 Dispersion
Andy Wolfsberg, LANL

Dispersion will result from a variety of processes ranging from micro-processes such as
tortuous flow paths in the matrix and velocity variations in the fractures, to lithologic
variations such as spatially varying zeolite abundance, to time variations in canister failure.
The uncertainty in all of these should be captured as dispersive processes. That can either be
done with a D parameter that accounts for all uncertainty or through monte-carlo type
simulations that actually account for all dispersive processes except those that actually are
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only due to sub grid scale velocity variations. To account for those, a simple set of changes in
D will provide the sensitivity study. It is likely that the larger scale processes will be much
more significant than the small scale processes. However, variations in D (long and lat) for
hydrodynamic dispersion will effect initial arrival and peak dose/arrival rate and hence should
be investigated. at least in a bounding sense.

The point source vs. smeared source issue is complex because it involves when rewetting
occurs and how waste is mobilized. This directly affects concentrations since both dilution
and how quikly' radionuclides that have come into solution can be carried away from the
near field differ significantly depending on whether point source or smeared source is
considered. Perhaps an appropriate PA abstraction is use output from a near-field model as a
range of inputs into the far-field transport simulations. The near-field model should capture
the effects of discrete canister locations and avoid the assumption of a smeared source.
In the far field model, lateral dispersion in the fracture domain of a DKM model will be
governed by how interconnected the fracture domain is presumed to be. One consideration is
that integration of rate or dose at the water table to generate a source for the saturated zone
transport model will effectively smear (laterally disperse) any prediction of spatially varying
arrival rates of radionuclides. However, to capture the most conservative case of radionuclides
migrating only vertically below the canisters from which they are released, a reduced porosity
or matrix connectivity can be specified for the fracture domain in the DKM model.

1.3 Dispersion
Bruce Robinson, LANL

i J Unsaturated zone hydrodynamic dispersion is probably insignificant in comparison to other
processes that increase the spread of radionuclide arrival times at the water table. The
fracture/matrix flow driven "dispersion" and matrix diffusion effects are mentioned in the
writeup you provided. In addition, macrodispersion occurs as a natural result of 2 and 3D
models, even if the flow is locally ID (vertical downward). This is caused by the distribution
of thicknesses of various units between the repository and the water table. For example, if the
CHnz is twice as thick in one location than another, Np travel times will be twice as great.
Finally, a wide distribution of canister failure rates, waste form dissolution rates, and
near-field source term rates is likely, especially given a spatially variable percolation flux
through the repository region. These effects are likely to be much more significant than UZ
hydrodynamic dispersion effects.

I do not think that lateral dispersion is important in the UZ, for essentially the same reasons
as given in my reply above. However, the writeup needs to be corrected as to a few details
that were not correct. Process level models for UZ transport do in fact capture the
radionuclide release as discrete source terms from each drift in two dimensions. The source is
not smeared, except in the third, unmodeled dimension. The argument that smearing the
source is non-conservative by providing too much contact with the matrix is also flawed.
Fracture transport in the TSw is explicitly handled in these simulations, and at current
percolation flux values, most of the flow is in the fractures. Therefore, the TSw provides
almost no barrier to radionuclide migration in these models. This is actually a conservative
assumption.
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13 Dispersion
Chun Li, INTERA

The importance of hydrodynamic dispersion in fractures depends on the magnitude of the
sustained fracture flow in the system and can be studied in the same way as for the f-m
interaction.

2.1 Colloid Types and Chemical Interactions
Dave Bish and Dave Vaniman, LANL

(Are Natural Colloids Negligible?) No. Limited data suggest that natural colloids been
transported at least 70 ft; data now being obtained from ESF samples will be used to test whether
colloid transport over even greater depths can occur. In addition, it appears that natural silica
colloids have acted as effective traps of U in Yucca Mountain tuffs. The natural evidence should
be modeled or used in calibration.

The potential is high for interaction of radionuclides with smectite colloids. Silica colloids may
serve as nuclei for coprecipitation.

2.1 Colloid Types and Chemical Interactions
Bruce Robinson, LANL

(Are Natural Colloids Negligible?) No one knows for sure, so for TSPA we should bound the
problem.

Colloids will become trapped physically and via electrostatic forces. Saturated experiments in
the laboratory by Reimus showed that transport is minimal even at the lab scale unless the
colloids are hydrophilic and negatively charged. The field scale results at the C-Wells show
that even when colloids are engineered in a manner favorable for transport, they do not
transport as readily as dissolved solutes.

2.1 Colloid Sources and Chemical Interactions
2.2 Colioid Transport Mechanisms
Jack Gauthier, SNL

Colloids are important to transport primarily as a mechanism to circumvent matrix diffusion and
sorption. Natural colloids might be negligible; however, introduced colloids will probably be
plentiful. What I consider to be a key issue is that plutonium is the major radionuclide in
the repository and it does not transport as a solute; therefore, if we are going to say that we
modeled plutonium transport, we must model colloidal transport

The simplest way to model colloids is to force a portion of a dissolved radionuclide to be
nonsorbing and nondiffusive. This method is probably too conservative and too arbitrary.
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I suggest that a continuum model be modified to include a separate equation describing
radionuclides sorbed onto colloids; a simple colloidal/solute transfer term can then be
constructed that is based on the colloid's distribution coefficient. Also needed is a filtration term.
At this time, filtration would probably have to be empirically based, e.g., from C-wells tests
(although sotne caution should be taken with results from a perturbed system). The colloid
-equation probably can be restricted to the fracture continuum. It should be possible to similarly
modify a particle-tracking method.

2.2 Colloid Transport Mechanisms
Bruce Robinson, LANL

We don't know whether transport at the air-water interface is important. We have some nice
theories and a few experimental observations in a flow regime totally unlike anything we will
see in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain. I suggest ignoring this issue for TSPA-VA.

Pore sizes in the matrix are likely to be too small to transmit colloidal sized particles.
Therefore, colloid movement should be restricted to the fractures. Furthermore, matrix
transport of colloids, if it could occur, would have little impact on performance since the
issue of colloids is really one of fast pathways anyway.

2.3 Matrix Adsorption
Dave Bish and Dave Vaniman, LANL

At present, the rock type is not consistent with hydrogeologic unit definitions. For example,
zeolites are known to occur within the TSw unit, both in the devitrified portions of the unit and
in the altered top of the basal vitrophyre.

2.3 Matrix Adsorption
Bruce Robinson, LANL

I am concerned that the hydrostratigraphic representation of the system does not explicitly
represent the zeolitic horizons below the repository. These must be adequately represented for
transport (and flow).

2.4 Adsorption on Fracture Surfaces
Dave Bish and Dave Vaninan, LANL

Yes (adsorption on fracture surfaces is important). A number of fracture-coating minerals are
important in radionuclide adsorption. Many sorption reactions involving fracture minerals are
essentially not kinetically limited and may occur during even short exposures. Furthermore,
trace-element data have shown that fracture minerals at Yucca Mountain can be highly effective
in a variety of interactions, especially redox, that lead to removal of metals from UZ waters.
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2.4 Adsorption on Fracture Surfaces
Bruce Robinson, LANL

It is difficult to address fracture sorption in general terms, but it is important to realize that
sorption on fracture surfaces must be very strong in order for it to have a significant impact
on performance, given the current range of hydrologic parameters being used in models. The
reason is that fracture sorption must "compete with" matrix flow in the CHnv. Fracture
transport times in the absence of sorption may be on the order of 10 years through one of
these units. Unless fracture sorption increases travel times to values similar to CHn matrix
travel times (a few thousand years) the effect on performance will be negligible. If the
hydrologic parameter variability results in conditions of fracture flow in all units below the
repository, fracture sorption would improve performance. Otherwise, it will not have much
impact.

2.4 Adsorption on Fracture Surfaces
Yvonne Tsang, LBNL

For saturated zone transport in a dual-continuum conceptualization of a fractured-porous
medium, radionuclide adsorption on fracture surfaces is a distinct retardation mechanism,
ranked equally with the other retardation mechanisms such as diffusion into the matrix and
adsorption in the matrix. It seems reasonable that it should be just as important in UZ
transport.

2.4 Adsorption on Fracture Surfaces
2.5 Thermo-Geachemical Effects
Jack Gauthier, SNL

Sorption can slow transport of some radionuclides by orders of magnitude and is therefore an
important effect. Some excellent work has been done, but some more might be beneficial. In
particular, we should investigate the following areas: (1) sorption onto corrosion products (esp.
colloids); (2) sorption onto undisturbed fracture coatings, e.g., calcite, opal, and surfaces
associated with perched water; (3) sorption onto clays that could be generated by repository
thermal effects; and (4) sorption in a repository-perturbed water chemistry, i.e., the "carrier
plume." For the most part, this information could be directly incorporated in existing

* transport models.

2.5 Thermo-Geochemical Effects
Bruce Robinson, LANL

Bounding calculations should be performed to assess permeability and porosity changes due
to rock-water interactions. This was addressed in the TH workshop, and a proposal is being
generated to study the issue.
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Radioactive waste heat and the introduction of man-made materials into the repository could
k y influence the geochemistry of the fluids entering the drifts via seepage, as well as the fluids

in which the radionuclides are traveling. Chemistry of the fluid seeping into the drift will
affect corrosion of the waste package, dissolution rate of the waste form, and the solubility of
key radionuclides. Chemistry of the fluid carrying radionuclides will influence the speciation
and sorption of radionuclides. These effects will be strongest during the first 1 to l0ky of
repository lifetime, a time period of critical importance to repository performance (indeed the
only time period that matters in a 10,000 year regulatory setting). A model of the evolution of
the pH and TDS of the fluid carrying radionuclides should be developed. Chemical
components needed to approximate the chemistry of the system include Na, Ca, S04, Cl
(assumed to be passive from the standpoint of controlling the pH, but essentially dominate the
TDS level); the carbonate system (dissolved C02, carbonate, and bicarbonate ions along with
hydrogen ion); an appropriate model compound for cementitious materials; and dissolved
silica. The "cement" would dissolved under different proposed scenarios, and the impact of
this dissolution on the pH of the fluid would be recorded. It is anticipated that an elevated pH
plume will travel some distance from the repository region before encountering enough
buffering from the natural geochemical system to return the pH to background values.

2.5 Thermo-Geochemical Effects
Dave Bish and Dave Vaniman, LANL

The primary thermal alteration events that may occur in vitric zones are silica mobilization and
precipitation and alteration of the vitric tuff to zeolites and/or smectite. Silica precipitation has

K)J been observed in laboratory and modeling studies to modify bulk permeabilities greatly.
Likewise, zeolite and smectite precipitation will greatly decrease bulk permeabilities.

The thermal reactions discussed above, primarily the precipitation of zeolites and smectite, will
provide important new sorptive phases where only vitric tuffs existed. LANL is now using
FEHM to address this problem.

2.6 Thermo-Hydrologic and Thermo-Mechanical Effects
Dave Bish and Dave Vaniman, LANL

Overlap could occur either during the thermal pulse, should waste be released at that time, or
following the thermal pulse, when wastes are released into a modified site mineralogy and
geochemistry. In either case, the effects could be significant and should be addressed by
modeling.

Although fracturing of the PTn due to thermal effects is unlikely, modification of thermo-
mechanical properties of most rock types is probable as a result of mineral and glass reactions.
The most significant possible thermal effect for the PTn should be dissolution of vitric tuff and
precipitation of secondary minerals, although the PTn is not in the region of rock that will be
significantly heated. The bulk of thermo-mechanical effects should be confined to the Topopah
Spring Tuff.
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2.6 Thermo-Hydrologic and Thermo-Mechanical Effects
Bruce Robinson, LANL

If it is not feasible to include TH effects directly in transport simulations in TSPA, then the
isothermal assumption must be justified. Recent work has shown that perturbations due to
repository heat effects do not significantly impact transport predictions as long as three
conditions are met:

- there are no irreversible changes to permeability and porosity;

- the temperature dependence of the radionuclide source term is included when assigning the
source term;

- TH flow transients do not result in enhanced fracture transport to the water table.

If these conditions are met, isothermal calculations can be employed for far field UZ
radionuclide transport, with a source term abstracted from a near-field model that includes
temperature effects. This simplification should be backed up with analyses addressing the
caveats listed above.

Fracturing of the PTn is a relevant issue for characterization of the ambient system, but is not
particularly important as a repository performance issue. Recent models do not predict
significant PTn lateral diversion, so increased fracturing would only serve to get fluid from
the surface to the repository more quickly, not at a greater flux. Therefore, performance is
unaffected. TCw fracturing by these mechanisms, if it occurs, could influence percolation rate,
since TCw fracture permeability is one parameter in shallow infiltration models. This effect
should be investigated in a bounding analysis.

2.6 Thermo-Hydrologic and Thermo-Mechanical Effects
Bo Bodvarsson, LBNL

One key parameter for transport seems to be the effective fracture porosity of all the different
units. Currently there are few, if any, values for this parameter, although there are plans to infer
fracture porosity from gas tracer tests in the heater test area. One questions if perturbations to
poorly known parameters-such as thermo-mechanical changes- can be addressed at the
present time.

3.1 Lateral Diversion
Yvonne Tsang, LBNL

One of the implications of existing perched water bodies below the repository horizon is the
effects on groundwater travel times, or lateral diversion, along CHnv/CHnz interfaces.
Significant lateral movement may occur at certain locations along the interfaces outside the
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perched water zones, because of the orders of magnitude contrast in permeability between the
overlying xitric and zeolitic units. The lateral movement, if exists, may cause water to
by-pass the zeolites to the water table. However, groundwater travel times from repository to
water table may not be short under significant lateral flow condition in CHn because of (1)
longer traveling distance, and (2) smaller gravity gradient along interface slopes. These effects
of lateral flow on radionuclide transport in CHn are difficult to catch using a l-D model.
Several 2-D models, or a 3-D model are preferable.

Previous and current modeling studies of perched water and UZ model calibrations have
provided much confidence in our understanding of perched water and lateral flow in CHn.
The calibrated UZ flow model parameters from UZ flow calculations can be used as starting
point in transport calculations and sensitivity analysis to investigate lateral flow in CHn.

3.1 Lateral Diversion
Dave Bish and Dave Vaniman, LANL

Lateral diversion is most likely in highly permeable units above rocks with markedly lower
permeabilities, such as the tops of vitrophyres. Such boundaries exist at the top and bottom of
the Topopah Spring Tuff. It is also important to recognize that significant variations in bulk
permeability occur within hydrogeologic units such as the TSw. Where there is a lack of
widespread alteration in bedded vitric zones, large-scale flow through these units for extended
times must not have occurred. Although the differences in permeability between CHnv and
CHnz are large, mineralogically the boundaries between these two hydrogeologic units are
usually very gradational. The impact of this has not been quantified but can be modeled.
Mineralogic evidence suggests that the bedded units, particularly the bedded tuffs at the base of
the Calico Hills Formation, have seen more transport than the ash flow tuffs. Modeling should
be used to determine whether these are still transmissive layers.

The Project requires information on highly fractured zones. The impact of radionuclide
pathways that bypass the CHn could be tested if appropriate samples are collected and analyzed
from the ESF.

3.1 Lateral Diversion
Al Yang, USGS

The lateral diversion occurs both in the PTn and CHn. This is evidenced from post-bomb tritium
found in the matrix of PTn unit in various boreholes. Chloride concentration in the pore waters
of CHn is between PTn (the largest concentration) and perched water (the smallest
concentration). Perched waters are derived mainly from fracture waters in the TSw. PTn matrix
waters are likely transported through matrix of TSw and flow down to CHn. Perched waters
resided on top of the CHn are diverted laterally and mixed with the TSw matrix waters in the
CHn unit.

As described above, the infiltrating water that passing through fractures in the Topopah Spring
Tuff are mixing with the matrix water in CHn. Therefore, not all infiltrating waters bypass the
Calico Hills hydrogeologic unit to the saturated zone.
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Kj 3.1 Lateral Diversion
Bruce Robinson, LANL

The most.likely regions for lateral flow are along the basal vitrophyre or along the top of the
CHnz. This would be caused by a permeability contrast between the upper unit and an
underlying unit of lower permeability. Some lateral flow is also possible above and within the
PTn. Giver the difficulties of estimating whether there is lateral diversion above the
repository horizon, the conservative approach would be to select PTn hydrologic properties
for which no lateral diversion occurs, unless field evidence emerges that establishes PTn
lateral diversion more definitively.

One could probably develop a ID streamtube approximation that captures the effect of lateral
flow, but 2D or 3D models would actually be easier to implement in TSPA. Lateral flow is*
not such a certainty that we will be able to pick a tortuous pathway a priori and develop a ID
streamtube model to approximate it. If multiple flow simulations are carried out with different
hydrologic properties, some runs will have lateral flow and some will not, and the pathway
itself might change from run to run. 2D or 3D simulations automatically capture this effect,
and thus would be much easier to implement in TSPA.

Lateral diversion is possible, given the perched water in the unsaturated zone. However, it is
not a given. It is unclear if the perching illustrates that lateral diversion is occurring, or if the
perching is due to the inability of the rock mass to fully transmit fluid at a higher past
percolation flux, say during the Pleistocene. The question of perching and/or lateral diversion
will influence performance. For conservative radionuclides, lateral flow might actually
improve performance by increasing the transport path length, but for U and Np, the impact is
negative, since in the UZ they exhibit sorption only to zeolitic rocks.

3.1 Lateral Diversion
Bill Arnold, SNL

Conclusions regarding lateral diversion of flow in the UZ rest primarily with the UZ flow
modeling task. These conclusions (which may consist of alternative representations of the flow
system) can be applied to simplified UZ transport models by defining streamtubes through the
UZ system. I agree that the most significant possibility of lateral diversion, from the perspective
of transport modeling, is that flow could bypass the zeolitized tuff below the repository.

3.1 Lateral Diversion
June Fabryka-Martin, Paul Dixon, Schon Levy, Andy Wolfsberg (LANL) and Don
Sweetkind (USGS)

In addition to diversion along the CHnv/CHnz interface, lateral diversion of flow probably also
occurs within the TSw unit. Lateral diversion of flow in the TSw is probably tied to the presence
of a combination of steeply dipping and gently dipping cooling joints, particularly where the
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steeply dipping joints have poor vertical continuity and dead-end downward into well developed,
gently dipping joints. These cooling joints are most common in the upper part of the middle
nonlithophysal zone of the Topopah Spring Tuff(Tptpmn). The upper lithophysal zone of the
Topopah Spring Tuff (Tptpul) does not have a well-connected fracture network. It is likely that
the flow path is down the plane of the fault until the top of Tptpmn, then diversion begins. It is
probably unlikely that significant rapid flow occurs through the upper lithophysal zone of the
Topopah Spring Tuff in the absence of a throughgoing fault. A point of discussion should be
whether or not this level of detail in the flow pattern is necessary to include in any.PA
abstraction.

3.1 Lateral Diversion
Bo Bodvarsson, LBNL

Many of the calculations using the UZ Flow Model and the presence of perched water suggest a
large potential for lateral flow above the zeolitic zones above the Calico Hills unit. It will be
extremely difficult -given the current data set and uncertainties regarding flow patterns below
the repository- to quantify the degree and magnitude of lateral flow, as well as the fraction of
flow that migrates down major faults and fracture pathways. A key approach to addressing this
issue is calibration with all of the perched water data including hydrogeological test and
geological signatures. This work is currently being performed as a part of the development of the
UZ Flow Model.

3.2 Stratigraphy
Dave Bish and Dave Vaniman, LANL

(Are the five hydrogeologic units used for TSPA-1995 sufficient (TSw, TSv, CHnv, CHnz,
PPn)?) No. Not only do important hydrogeologic subdivisions exist within these units, there are
other important units both above (PTn) and below (at through the Bullfrog Tuff) these five units.
The Project has a large amount of hydrogeologic data available, allowing us to model
performance more accurately than can be done with only five units.

Average results (for model calculations) may be appropriate as long as the hydrogeologic units
are accurate and sufficient. An example of inappropriate averaging would be the basal
vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring Tuff, which actually consists of a zeolite + clay layer above a
glass layer. Fluxes and velocities within the zeolite + clay layer will be very different than
within the vitrophyre.

3.2 Stratigraphy
Al Yang, USGS

PTn hydrogeologic unit should be considered in addition to the five hydrogeologic units (TSw,
TSv, CHnv, CHnz, PPn) used for TSPA-1995. This hydrogeologic unit played an important role
in lateral diversion of water above and within the PTn under past, present, and future
hydrologic/climate conditions. Detailed lithologic and stratigraphic analysis will help to
determine the role of microstratigraphy on controlling lateral and vertical flow.
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3.2 Stratigraphy
Bruce Robinson, LANL

The 5 units used for TSPA-95 (TSw, TSv, CHnv, CHnz, PPn) are not sufficient for two
reasons. First, they do not include any units above the repository. I believe the next TSPA can
and should include flow and transport simulations from the surface to the water table. Second,
the zeolitic horizons in the Prow Pass and Bullfrog members of the Ctater Flats tuffs should
be included; .The project has a pretty good mineralogic model describing these units, and,
given their importance to performance, this model should be used in TSPA-VA.

3.2 Stratigraphy
3.3 Areal Heterogeneity
Bill Arnold, SNL

The spatial distribution (both stratigraphic and areal) of zeolitic tuff in the region between the
repository and the water table is probably the most important heterogeneous feature to capture in
UZ transport simulations for TSPA calculations. Geostatistical modeling work on the spatial
distributions of rock properties on the site scale for the Calico Hills Formation and the Prow Pass
Tuff has recently been performed by Rautman and McKenna (in review). There are limited data
on the spatial distribution of zeolitic tuff in these deeper units and consequently there is
significant uncertainty regarding the presence or absence of zeolites in some areas. The
geostatistical models that have been produced include a single 3D "estimation-type" model and
multiple (100) "simulation-type" 3D realizations of matrix saturated hydraulic conductivity
(which can serve as a surrogate for zeolitization). The "estimation-type" model is a smoothed,
most likely representation of the distribution of zeolitization. The "simulation-type" realizations
are equally probable representations of zeolitization that more accurately capture the
smaller-scale variability of the system.

These models of the spatial distribution of zeolitization can be employed in either full 3D flow
and transport models for the UZ or in simplified models in 2D or ID. It may be acceptable to
use the single "estimation-type" model of zeolitization for all TSPA runs. However, if
performance is very sensitive to heterogeneity in the distribution of zeolitized tuff, it may be
necessary to use the individual "simulation-type" realizations of zeolitization in (he Monte Carlo
TSPA calculations.

Reference: Rautman, C.A. and S.A. McKenna. (in review). "3D, Site-Scale, Rock Properties
Modeling for the Calico Hills Formation and Prow Pass Tuff'?. SAND Report?. Sandia
Naticnal Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM.

3.3 Areal Heterogeneity
Bruce Robinson, LANL

All of the areal features listed are important to capture, along with the spatial dependence of
infiltration rate at the surface. The task of abstracting what we know from multi-dimensional
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models into 1 or 2D models seems to me to be a much more daunting task than including the
multi-dimensional models directly into TSPA. The limitations to using multi-dimensional
models in TSPA -appear to be mostly computational, i.e. the calculations take too long. My
suggestion is to determine the real computational bottlenecks and formulate suitable
abstractions to handle these problems, but keep the multi-dimensional models an integral part
of the TSPA calculations. For flow, short term transients and mountain-scale TH calculations
are the worst offenders, and therefore abstractions should be developed for these aspects of
the system.

A similar exercise of making hard choices needs to be carried out by hydrologists. In my
opinion, the resulting series of flow and transport simulations in TSPA would resemble the
following description: multidimensional (2 or 3D) with spatially variable infiltration. Steady
state flow would be assumed, with a range adequate to capture present and future climate
conditions. TH effects on near-field performance and radionuclide release would be
abstracted (radionuclide source rate versus time and repository position) and fed to isothermal
flow and transport models.

3.4 Calibration,
June Fabryka-Martin, Paul Dixon, Schon Levy, Andy Wolfsberg (LANL) and Don
Sweetkind (USGS)

A sound technical basis for the performance assessment necessitates an evaluation of the extent
to which alternative conceptual models and current estimates of hydrologic parameters can beK> J shown to be compatible with the observed distributions of various environmental geochemical
and isotopic parameters. This step is absolutely critical to provide a degree of confidence in the
calculations. Examples follow:

Chlorine-36 at background levels. Variations in the input signal for chlorine-36 provide
a means for comparing simulated groundwater travel times against those indicated by the
magnitude of the signals observed in subsurface samples. For example, site-scale
simulations of 36CVCi ratios by Wolfsberg using the FEHM code in conjunction with
Flint's infiltration estimates (average 4 mm/yr, ranging up to 30 mm/yr over the model
domain) are consistent with the measured 36CV/CI values, and indicate travel times from
the surface to the ESF level that are mostly between 1,000 and 20,000 years, ranging up
to 150,000 years.
Chlorine-36 indicating the presence of bomb-pulse water. The presence of a component
of bomb-pulse in subsurface samples is used to assess structural controls on fast paths
and to establish reasonable lower bounds on net infiltration rates. Wolfsberg's transport
simulations showed that average infiltration rates must be well above 0.1 mm/yr in order
to account for the bomb-pulse signals observed in ESF samples, and that a probable
conceptual model for such transport includes an increased degree of fracturing associated
with faults that cut through the PTn unit.
Chloride concentrations. The utility of porewater chloride concentrations as an indicator
of transport rates and paths has received less attention due to a paucity of data. The
chloride mass balance method is based on the premise that, under most conditions,
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porewater chloride concentrations provide a direct measure of the proportion of water
lost by evapotranspiration at the surface, thereby providing a quantitative and
independent estimate of the effective infiltration rate. At present, estimates of infiltration
rates over the repository block range from over 20 mm/yr down to 0.03 mm/yr,
corresponding to evaporative concentration factors of 10 to 6000, or chloride porewater
concentrations of 5 to 3000 mg/L. A larger, spatially distributed data base could provide
a validation test set for the site-scale flow and transport model. One question which
coul4 be addressed with such data would be the extent to which fast flow paths with low
Cl concentrations persist to depth, or whether these fluids become increasingly dispersed
with depth, or diluted by mixing with waters from other slower flow paths with higher Cl
concentrations.
Water chemistry and fracture mineralogy. Concentrations of sulfate in porewater, which
may be relatively non-reactive in the Yucca Mountain environment, could be used in a
manner similar to that for chloride. One advantage over chloride as a conservative tracer
is that its concentration in the rocks is negligible such that interpretation of porewater
data is not as complicated by considerations of water-rock interactions. Modeling of the
geochemical evolution and transport of other major ions is important to the Project not
only to ensure that we understand the geochemical environment into which waste would
be emplaced, but also as a data set to test conceptual models for the formation (or lack
thereof) of secondary minerals in fractures, such as calcite and opal. These latter
predictions of mineral formation locations and rates could then be compared to the calcite
distribution in the ESF. A demonstrated ability of models to predict existing distributions
of secondary minerals would provide greater confidence in our ability to predict changes
in a system's aqueous chemistry and transport characteristics following waste
emplacement.

* Iritium. Similar application to that of bomb-pulse chlorine-36 above. Valuable as
independent evidence for the interpretation of chlorine-36 data, and thereby providing a
potential means for estimating the relative flux involved in the bomb-pulse component.
More data are planned to be acquired by the USGS in FY97 from drillholes in the PTn in
the South Ramr, and from niches in the Main Drift.

* Carbon-14. Similar application to that of background chlorine-36 above, except the data
have the additional potential to test conceptual models about isotope exchange and the
role of fracture-matrix interactions in retarding radionuclide transport. More data are
planned to be acquired by the USGS in FY97 from drillholes in the PTn in the South
Ramp, and from niches in the Main Drift

* Technetium-99 and iodine-129 from global fallout. Analyses of ESF samples planned for
FY97 could provide data relevant for a validation test of the transport model, based upon
the magnitude of the signals for these bomb-pulse nuclides in the ESF at locations where
bomb-pulse 36CI has been shown to be present. For example, if no 99Tc is found at a
location containing bomb-pulse 36CI, then this might indicate that the assumption of a
sorption coefficient of zero is conservative.
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3.4 Calibration
Al Yang, USGS

TSPA model calibration should be calibrated against the observed values of environmental
isotopes ('H, 14C, 36CI, vSr, etc.), water chemistry (especially Cl concentration distributions), and
perched-water residence times.

3.5 Calibration Data and Parameters
Dave Bish and Dave Vaniman, LANL

Some naturally occurring environmental tracers, e.g., Sr and U, provide evidence of past
migration and interaction with the tuffs. In specific situations, these data could be used to test
transport models and concepts.

3.4 Calibration
Bo Bodvarsson, LBNL

The results of the UZ flow and thermo-mechanical abstraction workshops include the need for
simplified models that represent key features of the site as well as all relevant parameter values
and processes. These simplified models will be developed over the next few months and should,
if successful, give a valuable input to radionuclide transport calculations.

3.4 Calibration
Bruce Robinson, LANL

"Calibration" is an overused term on the Project, and to me it implies a greater degree of
precision than we actually have in mountain-scale modeling. That said, I believe that TSPA
models (if they are significantly abstracted versions of process level models) should be
"calibrated" against process level models, not against data. In other words, the way to judge
an abstraction is whether it gives you the same behavior as the more complex model. As for
the process level models, they should be "calibrated" against all available data. The problem
is not too much data to "calibrate" against, but that insufficient data and insufficient time to
carry out the right modeling studies will leave us with a variety of possible conceptual
models. It is likely that different conceptual models will do a better or worse job at
simulating some of the data (we have already seen this), and thus we will have to decide
which conceptual model is more appropriate. If a choice is to be made, information from
solutes (water chemistry, isotopes, etc.) should be favored over water saturation and moisture
tension data for selecting a transport conceptual model and setting parameter values.
Predicting the mobilization and migration of chemicals is the only reason we are studying the
hydrology and transport at this site. If the model does not reproduce the chemical information,
the degree of precision with which measurements such as matrix saturation arc simulated does
not matter much.

Note that flow modelers are not the only ones being asked to develop abstracted models for
TSPA. For transport, reactive transport simulations for Np have been performed with
chemically-based solubility, speciation and sorption included. Reactive transport modeling is
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acknowledged to be more rigorous than the Kd model for sorption. In fact, most papers on
<j reactive transport begin with an introductory statement to the effect that "everyone knows that

Kd models are incorrect." However, a minimum Kd approach such as that adopted by the
Project several years ago is a reasonable, scientifically defensible compromise given the lack
of data on.which to base the models as well as the computational burden associated with
multidimensional simulations.

3A Calibration
Bill Arnold, SNL

UZ flow model calibration can be explicitly performed to state variables, such as liquid
saturation or temperature, and to the transient response of the system to barometric variations..
Inversion to the pneumatic data results in a unique solution of bulk permeability that is valuable
as an estimate of the saturated conductivity of the fracture network in the welded units (Ahlers et
al., 1996). In contrast, calibration of a UZ flow model to matrix saturations produces an
inherently non-unique solution because of uncertainties in fracture-matrix flow interaction
processes. Altman et al. (1996), using a dual-permeability UZ flow model, showed that matrix
saturations can be matched by varying the average infiltration rate in an inverse relationship to
the fracture-matrix connectivity.

Environmental tracer and geochemical data have the potential to more tightly constrain models
of UZ flow, but probably only in a qualitative sense. 36CI and 3H data have established that
fast-path flow has occurred at some locations to the repository horizon. Interpretations of

\2> geochemical data are themselves conceptual models of the system and subject to alternative
interpretations and therefore represent non-unique calibration criteria.

Model calibration is the attempt to obtain a set of optimal model parameters, given a set of
calibration criteria in the form of site data. It is very important to remember that the set of
optimal parameters derived by model calibration is only valid within the context of the
conceptual model used and within the bounds of the interpretations of the site data. TSPA
calculations should not artificially restrict the range of uncertainty in the behavior of the system
based on model calibration founded on one conceptual model of UZ flow processes and a single
interpretation of some of the site data. In summary, model calibration is necessary, but not
necessarily sufficient, to model validity.

References:
Ahlers, C.F., T.M. Bandurraga, G.S. Bodvarsson, G. Chen, S. Finsterle, and Y-S. Wu.
1995. Summary of Model Calibration and Sensitivity Studies Using the LBNL/USGS
Three-Dimensional Unsaturated Zone Site-Scale Model, Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, Berkeley, CA.

Altman, SJ., B.W. Arnold, C.K.Ho, S.A. McKenna, R.W. Barnard, G.E. Barr, and R.R.
Eaton. 1996. Flow Calculations for Yucca Mountain Groundwater Travel Time,
SAND96-0819, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM.
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3.4 Calibration
Chun Li, INTERA

In order to make reliable model predictions for the performance of the proposed nuclear waste
repository., we have to address the uncertainty involved in the numerical model. Those
uncertainties can be categorized as: uncertainty in conceptual models, fracture and rock
parameters, boundary conditions, and the numerical models.

To attack the uncertainties we can (1) do detailed study to zeduce the uncertainties. This may
be very expensive and not so efficient due to the complexity of the field, in some case it is
almost impossible to do. (2) Carry out systematic analysis try to bound the uncertainties and
their effects on the system behavior.

Ideally, for the YMP, we should use the combination approaches of (1) and (2). But at current
stage, due to time and cost, we need to put our emphases on the (2) approach, that is based
on current data to do systematic analysis to bound the effects of uncertainties on the predicted
system performance.

The simplest way to carry out such task is to use the upper and lower limits of the selected
parameters as input for the model, then run the model to see the response of the system to
parameter variations. This step combined with sensitivity analysis will allow us to identify the
important parameters in system performance and to bound the effects of uncertainties.
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Revised Agenda
Unsaturated Zone Radionuclide Transport

Abstraction/Testing Workshop

Cooperative Monitoring Center
February 5-7

Albuquerque, NM

Wednesday, February 5, 1997

Introduction
Facilities/logistics
Introductions
Ground rules
Agenda

Cliff Ho
8:00-8:30

Overview introduction
Overview of workshop objectives
Discussion of resources for abstraction work

Holly Dockery
8:30-8:45

Workshop overview
Goals of UZRT workshop
Workshop Interfaces

Jim Houseworth
8:45-8:55

TSPA introduction Dave Sevougian
8:55-9:15

Criteria for prioritizing major abstraction issues
Categories for major issues
Rationale for criteria
Prioritization process

Jim Houseworth
9:15-9:20

Introduction to category 1 issues Jim Houseworth
9:20-9:30

Break 9:30-9:45



Wednesday, February 5,1997 (continued)

Presentation/discussion of category I issues/abstractions
Proposal-presentations (5 minutes per speaker)
Clarification questions (2 minutes per speaker)

Prioritization category I issues

Lunch

Introduction to category 2 issues

Presentation/discussion of category 2 issues/abstractions
Proposal presentations (5 minutes per speaker)
Clarification questions (2 minutes per speaker)

Prioritization of category 2 issues

Break

Introduction to category 3 issues

Presentation/discussion of category 3 issues/abstractions
Proposal presentations (5 minutes per speaker)
Clarification questions (2 minutes per speaker)

Prioritization of category 3 issues

9:45-11:15

11:15-11:45

11:45-12:30

Jim Houseworth
12:30-12:40

12:40-2:10

2:10-2:40

2:40-3:00

Jim Houseworth
3:00-3:10

3:10-4:40

4:40-5:10



Thursday, February 6,1997

Introduction to TSPA abstraction strategy
Discussion of abstraction methods
TSPA computational requirements

Dave Sevougian,
Jim Houseworth

8:00-8:30

Group brainstorming session to identify abstraction groups
and issue/criteria correlation exercise

8:30-9:30

Summary of previous workshops
abstraction plans/products

Susan Altman,
Nicholas Francis

9:30-9:50

Break 9:50-10:05

Presentations of relevant work covered
in existing workscopes

Gilles Bussod,
Brian Viani,

Bo Bodvarsson,
Al Yang

10:05-10:35

Small group abstraction strategy sessions;
'-' develop abstraction strategy product(s) for prioritized issues

10:35-11:45

Lunch 11:45-1:00

Small group abstraction strategy sessions; continue to develop
abstraction strategy product(s) for prioritized issues

and begin to outline approach

Breakout discussion of products - 30 minutes for each group;
comments from TSPA core team

Break

Small group sessions on abstraction approach;
develop metrics for abstraction/testing

Friday, February 7,1997

Continue small group sessions on abstraction approach;
t continue metrics for abstraction testing and determine roles,

~' responsibilities and schedule

1:00-1:50

1:50-3:20

3:20-3:35

3:35-5:00

8:00-9:30



Breakout discussion of abstraction approach/metrics -
20 minutes for each group

Schedule and status for workshop milestones;
workshop-and post-workshop outputs

Small group wrap-up sessions; prepare hardcopy of products

Observer comments and wrap-up

9:30-10:30

Jim Houseworth
10:30-10:40

10:40-11:30

11:30-12:00
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Viability Assessment Components

(1) the prwllmlnary design concept for the crtklal
elements tor the repository and waste package

(2) a total system performance assessment. based upon
the design concept and the scientific data and analysis
available by September30. 1988. describing the
probable behavior of the repository In te Yucca
Mountain geological setting relative to the overall
systam performance standards;

(3) a plan and cost estimate for the remaining work
required to complete a liense application; and

(4) an estimate of the costs to conetruct and operate the
repository In accordance with me design concept.'

(FY 1997 Enerov and Water Aoroorittlons Act)

Abstraction/Testing: Basis

* TSPA type analye are prohabilitlcitochtasc

- Coal Is to ntaln kay aspects of process modet
affecting post-closure pertormance whIle producing
results usable In multiple realizatIon probabillstic
models

- PA assumes th essential *lments (eg., eutput) of
some proem" models can be represented In a
simplified form. thus Increasing the computational
eff*ctency of the TSPA
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Goal of Abstraction/Testing Activities

* Develop a vlddefentlble TSPA.VA:

- Assure completenesshepresentativeneas of models
used in TSPA analyses with respect to mporpnt
aspects of process model(s).

- Assure appropriate Issues (ualtemative hypothes")
ea identIfied. quantified and evaluated In TSPA.

- Assure model development effort Is foccussed on
most Important Issues (with respect to
performance)

- Assure bases for assumptions are well defined.
Justified end documented.
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Goals of Abstraction/Testing Activities

* Assure all relevant conceptual nd parametric Issues are
IdentifIed.

* Define those wues to be addressed quantitatively in VA
end those that are best discussed qualitatively.

* Identify alternaive ppro aches for addressing
performasce impilicatons of conceptual and parametric
uncertaintyhvraability.

* Conduct sensitivityluncertainty analyses using the
alternative approaches.

* Assure appropriate collaboration between parties
responsible tor dats collectionl Interpretation/ synthesis.
process model development. process model
abstractions and TSPA

Abstraction Requires Collaboration

* Assure the most current understanding (observations
and models) Is Incorporated

* Assure Integration across major Project products used
as the foundation (sconfidence) of TSPA-VA

* Assure tht Issues are Identified and can be addressed
quantItatively/lualltatlvely In TSPA-VA

Goals of Abstraction Workshops

* Develop a comprehensive list of Issues related to each
process that need to be addressed for TSPA

* Prioritize the list of lesues according to a consistent set
of performance measures or criteria

* Develop analysis plans to address top priority Issues
(parameter at numerical analyses, analytica
analyses, literature searches, etc.)

Goal Is not to resolve key Issues/uncertaintfes

Roles and Responsibilities

• TSPA Core Team iTCn: assure approach is
implementai-e in TSPA and process models ar
consistent

* Abstraetlon Core Team (ACT: coordinate abstraction
activities and assure Integration with process model
development

* Abstractlon analysts conduct sensitivityluncertainty
anles

* Process model analysts provide most current process
modal understanding

* Observatlon atemretersvntheslters -sure most
current Interpretations are included in process model

Technical Constraints

* Easy to locus on conceptual uncertainties, more
difficult to define appropriate methods to address these
uncertainties

* Weighting of alternative hypotheses

* Alternative data Interpretations

* Some conceptual complexities maybe difficuitto
accommodate

* Reasonably limiting th degree of conservatism

- .

Responsible Staff

TCT:
Uilk Wilson
David Sevouglan
Jack Gauthier
Jerry Mct4etsh

UZ Transport ACT:
Jim Houswonth
Bruce Robineon
David Sevouglan
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Programmatic Constraints

* 9 months of abctrection Sensitivity analyses by about 3
FrEs plus approprIate levels of MI (plus about 113 FrE
support provided by 12.3)

* Paralels ESF testing and synthesis as wall as expert
elicitation of uncertainty (?) (plus deliverables)

* Deliverable on abstractlonftestling results by 12P97
(mid-point status by 7)97)

* TSPA-VA documented 68 (analyses completed 2i98)

- TSPA-VA process will be peer reviewed

Summary

* TSPA-VA is owned by all

* Confidencelcomplezenessfconslstency In
models Is our collective responsibility

* Collaboration Is required to assure success

a Workshop Is just the beginning of the process
towards generating a reasonable TSPA-VA

* At the workshop, we need to focus on
approaches to evaluate Issues not just
Identification of uncertainties

-a--- -. -a.-.- _. Z _ -

K>
Page 3
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1Aiorkshop Goals

* Develop a comprehensive list of issues for
unsaturated zone radionuclide transport
(UZRT)

* Prioritize the issues

* Develop UZRT modeling / testing strategies and
post-workshop work plans that will support
TSPA-VA

Civilian Radioactive Waste Bdefing 8 2 2W
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor



Identify and Prioritize Issues

* Issues to be discussed

- physical transport processes

- chemical interactions and repository-perturbed
environment

o heterogeneity and model calibration

* Prioritize issues using criteria linked to long-
term performance

Civilian Radioactive Waste Brdefing# 3 2X97
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor



UZRT Modeling / Testing Strategies
C

U Identify specific products for TSPA-VA

- simplified models

- basis for approximation

* Approach for product development and testing

- process and software interfaces

- calibration methods

- range of conditions for testing

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

Bfiflng # 4 2N/7



Workshop Interfaces
C

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

Bliefin # 5 2/3/97



U RT Work Plans
C c

* Identify who will do the work

- roles and responsibilities for carrying out post-
workshop activities

U Identify when the work will be done

- schedule for post-workshop activities

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

Brefing # a 2N97



Scnedule

* UZRT Workshop Documentation: April, 1997

* Midpoint Status Review: July, 1997

* Complete UZRT Models Sensitivity Analyses:
December, 1997

* Complete documentation of UZRT
abstration/testing for TSPAAIA report:
February, 1998

Civilian Radioactive Waste Bdefing# 7 2)3/97
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor



Mvilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

C
Performance Assessment

and Modeling

Introduction to Total System
Performance Assessment

and Abstraction

* Dave Sevougian

Unsaturated-Zone Transport Workshop
Albuquerque, NM
February 5, 1997
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What is TSPA?
And why are you here?

Total System
Performance
Assessment

Prediction
(extrapolation) to

Future Time of
Consequences of

System Behavior to
Human Health

* TSPA is the integrator and end user of most of the site
characterization, testing, and modeling-the final technical
"seal" of approval or disapproval for the site.

* "If you want your work to be properly represented in TSPA,
you need to help us." M.L.W.

SDS.PAUZRTwP p2/S+g7



Ct,(arkClouds (f Uncertainty t
Sof Uncertai RtyYe

Initial conditions

Bounary /System Behavior Human He
Boundary o / Metrics

Conditions Input (physical-chemical Output (performar
\rocesses) measure.

Time

Predictive
process
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Examples of Uncertainty

* Uncertainty in boundary conditions:
' Current infiltration
> Future climate change

* Uncertainty in initial conditions:
' Natural system parameters, e.g., fracturelmatrix flow parameters

n Repository design

* Uncertainty in system processes:
' Resolution In physical-chemical process models and spatial

discretization required to capture system behavior on scale of
human lifespan and behavior

>' Degree of T-H-C-M coupling

* Regulatory uncertainty in performance measures
" Peak dose to maximal individual or average individual
' 5km, 20km, 30 km?

WSo.PAjT.m sp pu24AA7

C ,-................................................................ Z
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An Abstract View of Abstraction and Modeling

Physical-chemical
SystemInput

I X Peak
X > Dose

Output

reason,
Intuition,
experiments

Time
reason,
Intuition,
experiments

, Complex Models
o r

I
-P. ;

Input ',h,
I op-

0, Output
If

.0

J.

- I ___J - -

- - Simple Models",

,, Output
.,

SOS.PAjJZlTWk~p5LW24s.97
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Three Definitions of "Abstraction"

* Abstraction, n. = Model:
'> All models are abstract mathematical representations of the

underlying processes at varying degrees of process and
dimensional resolution, e.g., Newtonian mechanics vs. quantum
mechanics,

* Abstraction, no = "Simple" model

* Abstraction, vt. = scientific method for (1) reducing a
complex model to a simple model, and (2) validating
the simple model against the complex model,

SOs.P&LTT..rwksp6L-5-u72

(f m



( C CValidation of Abstractions
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Why do we need TSPA abstractions?
* To help us think about the problem-divide it up into "bite-size"

pieces.

* To save time-both human and computer time:

"Since the overall repository behavior is strongly nonlinear with respect
to a number of key parameters and processes, the numerous input
uncertainties mean that 100s or 1000s of model realizations are required
to adequately characterize the predicted output uncertainties.

" Predictive time frame for model simulations is at least 10,000 years, with
some simulations carried out to 1,000,000 years.

Certain multi-process, multi-dimensional, highly discretized "process-
level" models require large of amounts of CPU time.

"Our "Ignorance" (lack of data) about the system does not justify using
the most complex models in many instances.

* Because some processes have not been adequately represented at
the process-level.

SDS.PtUi>lWbpj JF-s

;-. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .~I

A..;~~~~~~~~~~ -



C C C
Schematic of TSPA Monte Carlo Simulations

Determine models and
parameter PDFs

Sample from PDFs to
generate input

realizations

-I

Repeat for all
realizations

A

(rpute releas

Save release
Information

_______$7______

Construct and plot
release distributions 1

.
.

SOS.PALJZJV&--W)P1W-2 54?
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Typical TSPA Performance Plots

* CCDF of 1 000,000-yr total peak dose (rem/yr) to maximally exposed
individual at AE:

1

0
0)

.0.1

0
.

0.01
104 103 102 10' 100

Peak Dose to AE (remlyr)
10' 102

* 1 000,000-year, expected-value, dose histories (rem/yr) to maximally
exposed individual at AE for various radionuclides:
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Sensitivity of 1 ,OOO,OOO-year Total Peak Dose
to Uncertainty in the SZ flux distribution

(83 MTU/acre, gravel backfill, climatic variation of qinf)

high qnf range (0.5 - 2.0 mm/yr)

a)
I-

Cal)
0

0

co

0
a.

a-6

0
0

C;0
0r

100

10

1

0.1

0.01
0.01 0.1 1 10. 100

Saturated-zone Darcy Velocity, q5 , (m/yr)
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Sensitivity of 1 ,OOO,OOO-year Total Peak Dose

to Uncertainty in the Climate Factor.

(83 MTU/acre, gravel backfill, climatic variation of qlnf)

high ~qnf range (0.5 - 2.0 mm/yr)
o, 100
E
a)

-X0a 1

a)Cd

:i%

8 0.10

o- 0.01

............. .

_~0.. * 08 ! .

00.0 40.0. .0 .. , *.....
0 . 3. .0e ,

0.* * ** 0

_ . . * 4 * * . i * * * * i * * . .

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Climate Modifier (peak infiltration), UCI(1 ,3)
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Types of Abstractions
* Domain-based:

Division into sequentially linked spatial domains

I Division into sequentially linked temporal domains

* Process-based:
Separation of hydrology and thermohydrology

Separation of flow and transport

* Reduction of dimensionality

* Response surfaces

* Simple models (without comparison to complex models)

* Domain- and process-based abstractions already
imposed by workshop structure

SOS.PALUZMT_%Wap.P14/_2-59?



( C
C Schematic of Repository System

Climate Change

C
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C
Reuniting UZ Flow and Transport

C

UZ Flow
Abstractions

EBS

P-

ft-

UZ

Flow/Transport
Abstractions

Saturated ZoneUZ Transport
Abstractions

"All the king's men and all the king's horses ........ "

SDS.P&,U i : q.._; 7 v

I *C .
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Goals of Abstraction/Testing Workshop

* Identification of Issues: Identify and group the
important issues with respect to long-term
performance.

* Prioritization of Issues: Prioritize the issues as to
which are most important to address in the
abstraction proposals.

* Develop Abstraction Plan:
' abstraction should produce reasonably accurate "bounding"

behavior.
"abstraction should be computationally efficient
"heterogeneity and variability properly incorporated

spatial-temporal discretization adequately represented

SDS.PA.UZl�T.�WIcqpl6/.2.s-g7
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Goals of Abstraction/Testing Workshop

* Treatment of Uncertainty: Ensure that appropriate
parameter and behavioral uncertainty is included in
abstractions; discuss how to quantify.

* Develop Testing Methodology: How to validate
abstraction, erg., against complex model.

* Coupling of Abstraction: How to couple to
abstractions from other workshops.

* Scheduling/resources:
workscopes.

How to mesh with existing

*, 0%
MSOPS R -~tppt_-s
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UZ TRANSPORT - A PA PERSPECTIVE
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PA CONSIDERATIONS

* Current ambient conditions for transport are not
equivalent to the long-term, post-thermal environment

* Differences are
* Fluids Include characteristics of the repository

[temperature, pH, ctc)
* H-T alterations to Topopah Spring basal virpye
* Alterations to TPSbv produced by cnJU pt Rn n
* H-T-C alterations to rfcks armid 4dfs
* Redirected condensate
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PA QUESTIONS

* When is "carrier plume" buffered by Ad roev .

. Are sorption processes the same w/ & wia the
"carrier plume"?

. Does SD-12 drilling experience req1iierAe 4it.,. ,
paths to the water-table?

low does the contamaaEin {rave Ew. M in

finer. and rind?

t . F.itration of cefillstd-s??

• Response of dry.;

. Implications of perched watet?

What arrives at the watrtabte?

.. ..-'''.'~~~~~~~~~~r~ ,.~..
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Rationale for Criteria
c

�N

* UZRT is expected to affect long-term
performance through the spatial and temporal
distribution of:

- radionuclide travel time to the water table

radionuclide mass flux at the water table

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

Bedeflng # 2



Rationale for Criteria
C

* Although radionuclide mass flux and travel
time are linked, they can vary independently

- radionuclide mass flux, M, is the product of water
flux, u, and radionuclide concentration, C; M = uC

- radionuclide travel time, T, is the ratio of the
length, L, to the radionuclide velocity,v; T =

path
Uv

* radionuclide velocity is the ratio of the water flux to the
porosity, (p, saturation, S, and retardation, R; v =.uI((pSR)

-- IV
Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

Briefing U 3 2t97



Criteria for Prioritizing Issues
To what extent does the issue affect:

A. radionuclide concentration

B. water flux

C. radionuclide velocity

D. temporal and spatial distribution of
travel time to the water table
(ie., spread of breakthrough curve)

Civilian Radioactive Waste bfang # 4 2J97
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor



Prioritization Scheme
C

Assign a score for each criterion (A, B,

Significant: 5

Moderate: 3

Negligible: 1

a, D).

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

Briefing I 5 2W97



Appendix 7. Category 1: Viewgraphs

"PRELIMINARY DRAFT'
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Issue CategoriesIssue Categories
C C

U Physical transport processes

* Chemical interactions and repository-perturbed
environment

* Heterogeneity and model calibration

Clvflan Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

13deb"# 2 2,Jm



Physical Transport Processes

* Fracture/matrix exchange by advective and
diffusive transport

- reduces radionuclide velocity compared with strict
fracture transport

- reduces concentration and water flux

- TSPA 1995

* Markovian model for intra-unit exchange

• flux weighted random process for inter-unit exchange

Civilian Radioactive Waste adefing 3 2/7
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor



In a-Unit Fracture/I1atrix Model C

* Average path length in fracture or in matrix before transitioning is
equal 1/, where X Is the Markovian-process transition rate:

L

1
(O.1)L

% = 1 1 = I
L (100)L

random travel length in fracture, I = - 1In[U(O,1)]

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

Oftefing # 4 2M97



Infer-Unit Fracture/llatrix Exchange
C

Propagation of concentration
front through sequence of units

50% of water flux in each unit is in fractures

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

ado"in U 5 2r"



C C C
Physical Transport Processes

* Transient flow and transport

- can affect fracture/matrix interaction and
distribution of water flux

* increase in radionuclide velocity

* concentration

- not modeled TSPA-1 995

Civilian Radioactive Waste anteg 9 8 2"7
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor



C(Physical Transport 'Processes
C

* UZ hydrodynamic dispersion a2

- longitudinal dispersion

* concentration

* TSPA-1995: dominated by f/m interactions

- lateral dispersion

* contact with rock in UZ; fracture/matrix interaction

* smeared-source assumption for TSPA-1 995

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

Oftfing P 7 213/97



Fracture/Matrix Interaction

Matrix Diffusion

Jack Gauthier
SNIJSPECTRA

Transport Workshop
5-7 February 1997

Issues

* PA has typically assumed complete coupling

* Coupling slows transport significantly

* Coupling evidence is equivocal
* Y6CI In ESF
- Cli conc. In and around perched water

Digression:
Total-flush explanation vs Total-leak explanation

- Reality...?

Proposal

* Modify weeps model to Include axial diffusion

* Diffusion out of weep-investigate background 36CI

* Diffusion In and out of weep-investigate Cl- In matrix and
perched water

* Output: coupling that Is consistent with observations
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TSPA-VA Unsaturated Radionuclide Transport
Abstraction/Testing Workshop

-Albert Yang
U.S. Geological Survey, Denver

February 5-7, 1997

Category 1. Physical Transport Processes
(Fracture/Matrix Interactiion)
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Stable Isotopic Compositions (61) of squeezed and D)istilled Pore Waters
From SD-7, SD-9, and SD-12 Boreholes

By Albert Yang, USGS, I)enver
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C

Bound the Effects of Uncertainty on the

Predicted System Performance

C

Chunhong Li, INTERA, Inc.

Fracture - matrix interactions play an important role in flow and

transport in the unsaturated fractured media.

Conceptual models I weeps, dual K, ECM I

Uncertainty Rock parameters I Kf m, vG(ax3), aL, Dm, Af-m I

Boundary conditions { infiltration rates, etc. I



C
Conceptual Models

C

-I

* ECM\Weeps Dual K

{ Parameters & BC: K(fm) vG(axj), OL, DM Af m Kd, qinf5 etc.

Sensitivity analysis - important parameters

Consider parameter uncertainties & bound their

effects on the predicted system performance
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C C c
Our preliminary results on sensitivity analysis show that

Fracture - matrix interaction most sensitive to:
Matrix & fracture permeability: K(fm)
Infiltration rate: qinf
van Genuchten: ,3
Matrix diffusion: Dm
Adsorption in CH: Kd
Fracture - matrix contact area: Af m
CH parameters variations most important

Not so sensitive (@4 and 10 mm/year) to:
Dispersion in fractures
Retardation on fracture surface
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Andy Wolfsberg
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Transient Flow and Transport

Summary: Two time scales of interest
Episodic transients
- Mainly damped in PTn

Supported by lack of bomb-pulse 36CI everywhere
Lorrie Flint's matrix properties for PTn

- Exception may be in fault zones where the PTn is more fractured

Long-time transients
- Fluxes at and below repository will change with changing climate.
- Does PA need to consider those flux variations in abstracted transport models?
- Modeling capabilities exist to consider transient coupled flow-transport problem.
- Propose testing an abstraction which simply considers the maximum flux ovef the

time frame of transport simulation.

Earth and Environmental Sciences Ios Alamos



BASE CASE PROPERTIES

Uniform Infiltration Rate of 17.5 mm/yr
(Starting at I mmn/yr)

M M

i I I I I I 1 ''
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Time (years)

70 mm/week every 4 years
(Starting at I mmilyr)

17 mm/yr
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Point: Large weekly transients every 4 years are damped in PTn. Steady stateK.> reasonable simplification unless PTn properties change drastically.



Increased Fracture
FAULT-ZONE PROPERTIES: Permeability in PTn

Uniform Infiltration Rate of 17.5 mm/yr
(Starting at I mnmyr)
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Point: Large weekly transients every 4 years may not be damped out in
fault zones. Accurate flow and transport characterization may require
transient simulations.
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-C
Can Long-Time Transients be approximated by just using the highesit flux?~

Breakthrough at Water Table

100

Simple 1-D column study
- Release of solute at repository at time = 0
- Observe simulated breakthrough at water table

Three simulations

a) steady-state flow = 10 mm/yr
b) steady-state flow = 1 mm/yr
c) transient flow

0
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Effective dispersivity caused by matrix/fracture transfer

acf 1 qf Of tc/(OmRmn)2

afe effective dispersivity
qf fracture flux
Of fracture moisture content
Om matrix moisture content
R,,rn matrix retardation coefficient
tc 9"coupling time"

M. Wilson, SNL. Category 1.3: Dispersion



C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Example numbers

tc = Rma 2 /3Dm,
a = fracture half-spacing,
Dm = diffusion coeff.

C C

-4.

Dm = 3 x 10-3 m 2/yr, Gm
Of =10-5 ,Rf =1,qf =5

= 0.1,
x 10-3 r/yr

a =0.1
a= 1
a =1 0
a =100

Cafe
atfe

Cafe
afe

= 5 x 10- 6 /Rm
= 5 x 10- 4 /Rm

= 5 x 10- 2 /Rm
= 5/Rm

I

C)
M. Wilson, SNL. Ceory 1.3: Dispersion
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Andy Wolfsberg
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dispersion

Summary
Many processes will serve to spread the

breakthrough curve of radionuclides at
the water table. These include horizontal
and transverse dispersion, matrix
diffusion, sorption, spatially variable
percolation, and a distribution of waste
package failure times. It is unlikely that
hydrodynamic dispersion will have a
significant impact on performance.

Earth and Environmental Sciences Los Alamosj



Dispersion Proposal

Goal: Determine if horizontal and transverse
dispersion matter to performance. If they don't,
they should not be varied in Monte Carlo
simulations

* Modeling exercise: perform 3D simulations
with radionuclide transport with a spatially
varying infiltration rate scenario and an
abstracted model for a distribution of canister
failure times.

* Analysis: vary the medium dispersivity
parameters, see if they affect breakthrough
curves at the water table,

Earth and Environmental Sciences I Los Alamos|
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Cateeorv #1 Issues: Physical Transport Processes

K> 1.1 How.sh1_d-m tridifon-bemodeled?t _

1.2 What range and dependencies should be used for the fracture/matrix interaction parameter?

1.3 Dow expec t A s w tuo _e_ 1tt ru R ?

1.4 How em n E transient flow be included in UZRT modeling?

1.5 Do we expect longitudinal dispersion within fractures and/or matrix to be important for UZRT
if fracturelmatrix exchange is explicitly modeled?

1.6 Do we expect lateral dispersion to be important for UZRT? Can a smeared source term be
used.

1.7 .
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Catcgoli 1 Ra an .
Table # ISSUES A B C D TOTAL COMMENTS

1 1.1 5 3 5 5 18

1.2 3 3 5 5 16

1.3 1 3 3 1 8

1.4 5 5 5 3 .18

. 1.5 3 1 1 3 8

1.6 5 1 3 3 12

1.7 5 1 5 1 12

2 1.1 3 5 5 5 18

1.2 3 5 5 3 16

1.3 1 3 1 1 6

1.4 3 5- 5 5 18 very uncertain

1.5 3 1 1 3 8

1.6 3 1 1 1 6

1.7 3 5 5 3 16 same as 1.2?

3 1.1 5 3 5 5 18

1.2 3 1 5 5 14

1.3 3 1 1 3 8

1.4 3 1 5 4 14

1.5 1 1 1 1 4 depends on 1.1

1.6 1 1 1 1 4 dependson 1.1

1.7 5 1 5 5 16 for DK

4 1.1 5 1 5 5 16 combined with water fiux in
_____ ___ ___ fractures/matrix

1.2 5 1 5 5 16

1.3 3 3 3 3 12

1.4 3 5 5 3 16

1.5 3 1 1 3 8

1.6 3 1 1 5 10

1.7 3 1 5 5 14
A=concentration; Bflux; C=Velocity; D=Spread of travel times



I1u 1: Sorted
Physical Tnknsoort Process..

Sub-issue I I I Group 21 -=3 To S. .

y a ,t conceptual model should be used
fracurh~it htectin? 1.1 18 18 I s8 1 16 1 70 1.00

HoW hould briermTIosient lo be 1A 18 18 14 16 so 1.01
inicluded In UZRT modeling? 1

What range and dependencies should
beused for e hacturelnmt 1.2 16 16 14 16 62 1.00
interaction parareter?

What are fte key facture and matrix
Properties to consider I.e., acture 1.7 12 16 14 14 56 1.63
porosity)?

Flw should short telr transients be 1.3 812
included hi UZRT modeling? 1. 8 .82

Do we expect bteral dispersion to be
important to UZRT? Can a snme d 1.6 12 6 4 10 32 3.65
source term be used?

Do we expect longitudiinal dispersion
within factures andlor matrix to be
impor tant for UZRT IrCtur ratrt 1.5 8 8 4 8 28 .00
exchange Is exdlcdt~y modeled?
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Issue Categories
C C

* Physical transport processes

* Chemical interactions and repository-perturbed
environment

* Heterogeneity and model calibration

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

lift"fin 2 2PJ7



Chemical Interactions I Perturbed Env.

U Colloids

- multiple sources

* waste-form, pseudo

- restrict fracture/matrix exchange

- can increase or reduce radionuclide velocities,
concentrations

* adsorption, stability, filtration, hydrophobic(phyllic)

- not modeled in TSPA-1995

Civilian Radioactive Waste 2to"fing 9 8
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor



Chemical Interactions I Perturbed Env.

U Adsorption

reduces radionuclide velocity

- reduces concentration with dispersive mixing

- TSPA 1995

* linear Kd model, matrix only

* implemented as retardation factor applied to radionuclide
velocity in matrix

Civilian Radioactive Waste Me" U 9X7
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor



Chemical Interactions / Perturbed Env.

* Repository-perturbed environment

- thermo-geochemical effects

* mineral transformations affect radionuclide velocity,
water flux

* possible creation of "carrier plume" affects radionuclide
velocity

- thermo-hydrologic I mechanical damage

* residual thermal flow fields affect water flux

- not modeled in TSPA-1 995
Civilian Radioactive Waste A1q 0 13/97
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor
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Ines R. Triay . .

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Category 2: Chemical Interactions and Repository-Perturbed
Environment

2.1 Colloid Types and Chemical Interactions



2.1 Colloid Types and Chemical Interactions - Issues

* Concentrations of Natural Colloids

* Concentrations of Radioactive-Waste Derived Colloids

* Colloid Stability

* Sorption Interaction of Radionuclides with Colloids



2.1 Colloid Types and Chemical Interactions - Methods

* Perform calculations assuming
a) no engineered barrier
b) estimating the concentrations of the radioactive-waste derived

colloids and natural colloids using stability arguments
c) assuming irreversible sorption of radionuclides onto colloids

* Perform calculations assuming
a) an engineered barrier
b) estimating the concentrations of the natural colloids using

stability arguments
c) assuming irreversible sorption of radionuclides onto colloids

* Experimentally determine degree of reversibility of radionuclide
sorption onto colloids for Pu and Am onto clay and silica colloids



C C C

Ines R. Triay

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Category 2: Chemical Interactions and Repository-Perturbed
Environment

2.3 Matrix Adsorption



2.3 Matrix Adsorption - Issues

* Can distribution coefficients obtained with saturated tuff be used to
describe radionuclide sorption under unsaturated conditions?

* Is the dependence on rock type consistent with hydrogeolic unit
definitions?

* Appropriate Ranges

-Ad



2.3 Matrix Adsorption - Methods

* Determine applicability of distribution coefficients determined
under saturated conditions to unsaturated tuff using UFA

* Perform autoradiography experiments to confirm consistency of rock
type with hydrogeologic unit definition or propose more detailed
stratigraphy

* Groundwater model under development must be examined to
ensure bounds assumed for groundwater compositions used to
obtain sorption information are defensible

.-Ad
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Ines R. Triay

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Category 2: Chemical Interactions and Repository-Perturbed
Environment

2.4 Adsorption on Fracture Surfaces

I



2.4 Adsorption on Fracture Surfaces - Issues,

* Is it important to include radionuclide adsorption on fracture
surfaces?

* If so, can an appropriate model for minerals in fractures be
proposed?



Colloidal Transport

Jack Gauthier
SNUSPECTRA

Transport Workshop
5-7 February 1997

Issues
* Colloids provide a mechanism for transporting and

trapping radionuclides (esp. Pu and Np)

* Colloids can circumvent matrix diffusion and sorption

* Collolds are subject to filtration

* (Colloids can Increase degradation of waste form)

* Introduced colloids might be more Important than natural
colloids

Proposal

* Simplest model-force some fraction of solute to be
nonsorbing and nondiffusive

- too conservative? (no filtration)
- too arbitrary?

* Incorporate some physics
- use separate adv/disp eqs. for solute and collold-

sorbed RNs
- use transfer term based on collold Kf, e.g....

r = ,A - D =C(kA - kDO.CK4)

- filtration...?



: .1

Bruce A. Robinson
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Chemical Interactions and Repository-Perturbed
Environment

Synopsis

Mountain-scale models of dissolved chemical
evolution are needed to assess the impact of
repository heat on those chemical parameters
that influence waste package corrosion,
radionuclide solubility, speciation, and
sorption,

[ Earth and Environmental Sciences lamosi



Evolution of Fluid and Chloride at 1000 Years

o Saturation 1

10 Temperature 110

o ppm C1 90

uz-viewgraphs-64 Geoanalysis Group, Los Alamos
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Details of the Proposal

* Near-field chemical effects
* Simulate chloride concentation at mountain scale

* Record concentration versus time at various locations in
repository region

* Feed results to waste package corrosion models (or
modelers) to determine importance of this effect

* Far-field chemical effects
* Simulate evolution of pH and TDS versus time
* Record model results at various locations in the zeolitic

Calico Hills and below
* Examine sorption and speciation database to determine

importance of this effect

* TBD: Range of T/H parameters to test

Earth and Environmental Sciences Lms os



THERMO-GEOCHEMICAL EFFECTS
David Bish
Bill Carey

Geology & Geochemistry
Los Alamos National Laboratory

UZ MINERAL ALTERATION
Mineral Transformations Affect

Repository Performance

* Permeability and porosity changes
- silica mobilization
- zeolite modification

* Radionuclide retardation
* Heat budget

- mineral reactions influence thermal loading
design

* Water budget
- minerals are sources and sinks



Bounding the Effects of Mineral
Transformations

Explicitly incorporate mineral
reactions into 3wD mineralogic model

-* model will incorporate existing
experimental and natural analog data -

- temperature of zeolite horizons, heat and
water effects of zeolite reactions

e bounding calculation on the effect of the
complete transformation of clinoptilolite
to analcime

* Relate hydrologic and mechanical
properties to mineralogy

-> couple mineral reactions to hydrologic
properties

K>
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C C C

Bruce Robinson
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Chemical Interactions and Repository Perturbed
Environment

Summary

Mountain-scale TH models should be
coupled to rock-water interaction models
to assess the potential impacts on flow
and transport

L Earth and Environmental Sclences Aamos
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Rock-Water Interaction Models

* Carry out mountain-scale simulations of TH
and reactive transport of a few key minerals
assuming no impact on permeability and
porosity

* Examine quantities of minerals that are
redistributed. If significant, proceed to more
detailed simulations.

i Redo the calculations with an explicit updating
of the permeability and porosity to account for
mineral redistribution

* Compare radionuclide transpsort results for the
two cases

Earth and Environmental Sciences oAlamos
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Cateeory 02 Issues: Chemical Interactions and ReDositon-Perturbed Environment

2.1 Do we expect colloids to play an important role in UZRT? Ifsorwhat-types?

2.2Hwshould coloidstmnpottbe-modled?

2.3 Is the minimum Kd approach bounding for Z R.1.. -----
W..W. I-MM.N.M

-I M.' OWN I M 1. A.M! ..... -. 0.11.2. .. I �i M - - ---- M .M5, 1. , , I ,. !
... ... ,- � M

I I .11. 1,11 .'I ... ..
WORIM..., I P. P

2.4 on fratur sutEst
U&Pv-W& SM.W1 .:..,. -AI A p&t

2.5 Do we expect thermal alteration of r d minerals to be important for UZRT?

2.6 Do we expect eCnMoT " i erpI umcs p to be
important for UMzR?

2.7 Do we expect thermohydrologic/mechanical effects on flow to be important for UZRT?

2. 8_

"W'
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_Cateyo 2 Ranklns

Table # ISSUES A B C D TOTAL COMMENTS

1 2.1 5 1 5 5 16 combined with issue 2.2

2 .2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2.3 5 1 5 5 16 - dose vote on criterion A
(3 or 5)

2.4 3 1 5 3 12

2.5 3 3 3 3 12

2.6 3 1 5 5 14

2.7 1 3 1 3 8

2.8 1 1 1 1 4

2 2.1 5 1 5 3 14

2.2 5 1 5 3 2.1 and 2.2 are the same
______________ ________ _ _________ issue

2.3 5 1 5 5 16

2.4 1 1 3 3 8
2.5 1 3 3 5 12

2.6 3 1 3 3 10

2.7 1 3 1 1 6

2.8 1 1 1 1 4

3 2.1 5 1 5 5 16

2.2

2.3 3 1 5 5 14

2.4 3 1 1 3 8

2.5 5 3 3 3 14

2.6 3 1- 3 3 10

2.7 3 3 1 1 8

2.8 3 1 1 1 6 But high priority on issue 31

4 2.1 3 1 5 3 12 under protest

2.2

2.3 5 1 5 5 16

____________ 2.4 3 1 3 3 10

.



Table # ISSUES A B C D TOTAL COMMENTS

2.5 3 5 3 3 14

2.6 3 1 1 1 6

2.7 1 3 1 1 6

.-_ 7 2.8 1 1 1 1 4 A
A=concentration Bflux, C=Velocitr, D=Spread of tavel times



Issue E± Sorted
-- .. * *S 8f .- A- O ~ M CL r w. A. e ... w mrpmat

V- Smasue I 8 Grul I ripf t ~ui I Group...fL I oal __ D
werdilmurn Kd approach an

Otoprito modeling approach for 2.3 16 16 14 16 62 1.00

Do we ent colids l ply a 2.1 16 14 16 12 68 1.91
importanlt role In UZRT

Do we expect Itermal-churical
efteration existingm fnerals tobe 25 12 12 14 14 52 1.15
important for UZRT?

'uo we expect quo u geochemsica
evoduton dueto ie repository to be 2.6 14 10 10 6 40 T27
Imnortant for UZRT?

Dowe expet adsoon n fracturesto 4 12 8 8 10 8 1.91
be Irrportant to UZRT?

Do we expect
hemohydrologichrechaial effects on T7 a 6 8 6 28 1.15
fiw to be Important for UZRT?

Do we expect natural geocheircal _
evolufion to beImpc r toUZRT? ze 4 4 6 4 18 1.00
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Issue Categories
(A C

* Physical transport processes

* Chemical interactions and repository-perturbed
environment

* Heterogeneity and model calibration

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

2



Heterogeneity and Model Calibration
C

* Stratigraphic features and areal heterogeneity

- physical transport (processes and dimensionality)

- chemical interactions (adsorption characteristics)

-,five-layer stratigraphy in TSPA-1 995

* degree of welding; TSw, TSv, CHnv, CHnz, PPn

- six 1-D columns in TSPA-1995

* CHn unit thickness, CHn % of path, depth to water table

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

Brie" a 11 2W7



Heterogeneity and Model Calibration

U Lateral diversion of radionuclide pathways

- along stratigraphic boundaries

- reduce or increase radionuclide travel times

* potential to bypass zeolites

* potential for increased transport in fractures

* longer pathway / reduced gradient to saturated zone

- cases studied for TSPA-1995 indicate one-
dimensional model bounds travel time

Civilian Radioactive Waste adofl"# 12 Z13d97
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor



TSPA-VA Unsaturated Radionuclide Transport
Abstraction/Testing Workshop

Albert Yang
U.S. Geological Survey, Denver

February 5-7, 1997

Category 3. Heterogeneity and Model Calibration
(Lateral Diversion)
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C CHLORIDE CO _ NTRATIONS IN WATER |
By Albert Yang, USGS, Denver

Chloride concentration In PTn pore water Chloride concentration in perched water
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C CHLORIDE CONCENTRATIONS IN WATER
By Albert Yang, USGS, Denver

Chloride concentration in CHn Pore water Chloride concentration in perched waterI
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USW SD-7 (Soluble Pore Water Salts)
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Yvonne Tsang
Berkeley Lab - E.O. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Category 3: Heterogeneity and Model calibration
Issue: 3.1 Lateral Diversion

Existence of perched water bodies below the repository
horizonm-

Large permeability contrast between the vitric and
zeolitic units

Possible lateral diversion along CHnv/CHnz
interfaces

a

Vertical flow or lateral diversion dependent on the
percolation/infiltration flux

Lateral diversion cause water to by pass the zeolites to the
water table:

Do not have the benefit of retardation by sorption

Advective transport time may be long because of the
long travel distance and small gravity gradient

Modeling studies of perched water in calibrated Site Scale
Model can be used as starting point in transport
calculations and sensitivity analysis to investigate lateral
flow in Chn.

T2R3D in TOUGHI2 - rigorous dispersion/diffusion
tensor, retardation, decay

Particle Tracking
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June Fabryka-Martin February 5, 1997
Los Alamos National Laboratory TSPA-VA Workshop

ISSUE 3.1 LATERAL DIVERSION

Locations at which lateral diversion may occur:
* Surface overflow
* Bedrock-alluvial contact
* PTn subunit contacts
* TSw, middle nonlithophysal unit (due to combination of

steeply dipping cooling joints with poor continuity that dead-
end into well-developed gently dipping joints)

* Other TSw units below the repository horizon?
* CHnv/CHnz interface

K> Some geochemical and isotopic evidence available to
evaluate significance of lateral diversion:
* Chloride porewater concentrations (spatially restricted data)
* Bomb-pulse 36C1 at ESF locations that are offset from

probable source regions
* 36C1 profiles across PTn subunit contacts in N Ramp

Some methods proposed to address issue:
* Note USGS South Ramp study is underway
* FY97 sampling of 36C1 at PTn subunit contacts in South

Ramp
* FY97 sampling of porewater concentrations of chloride and

sulfate in ESF North and South Ramps
K> * rIAncly si of St-rorJ colroIs Onr brvb-pse
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K> Variations in 3 6 C1/Cl ratios across subunit contacts
in the lower part of the TCw and within the PTn

'CU .

SUBUNIT CONTACT

TpcplnfTpcpv
@ Station 7+70

Tpcpvlrpbt4
@ Station 8+59

Tpbt3, coarse
and fine subunits
@ Station 8+75

Tpbt3/Tpp
@ Station 8+90

Red argillic horizon
within Tpbt2
@ Alcove #4

Tprv2/Tprvl
@ Station 10+56

E165-1 *

E166-3 *

E167-3

E168-3

E169-3

E170-3 -

E191-2
E192-2 *

E193-2 *

E171-1

E172-3 *

E173-3

E210-2 _ .

E211-2 *

E212-2

E194-2 -

E195-2 -E-
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36CVC1 Ratio (x 10-15)
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DISTRIBUTION OF 36 CI/CI RATIOS MEASURED FOR ESF SAMPLES

* Feature-based samples (fractures, faults, breccia, unit contacts, etc.)
* Systematic samples

5000 Main Drift North Ramp

- 4000 _3'
x

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

d: 3000

0~~~~~

Cr) 2000 D

.~~~ .. ~~~~Estimated range
CI) X11i lo - XA. of meteoric signal

0~~ b * 0 1:m~ 0,i. "eover past 50 ky

Present-day
60 55 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 meteoric

ESF Station background

Data base: all analyses as of 12-15-96 (preliminary data); N=152
Threshold 36CI/C1 ratio for presence of bomb-pulse = 1220 E-15

YM069D.ai
Updated 12/27/96



M in eralogic Stratigrap hy

David Van im an

Los A lam os N ational Laboratory

Issues for Min eralogic Stratigraphy

* The 3-D mineralogic model is presently incomplete
for all layers of interest; questions about the use of
non-Q core remain unresolved.

* Combined chem ical and m ineralogic data show
where water and metals have moved in the past, but
barrier bypass is suggested and must be modeled.

* Fracture and trace minerals are Important but not
yet effectively dealt with in transport calculations.

* There is poor linkage between mineralogic and
mechanical/ hydrologic sample sets.

* Flow and transport beneath the host rock have not
been field tested.

Resolution of Mineralogic Stratigraphy
Issues

* Complete the 3-D mineralogic model, focusing on
analysis of samples from mechanical and
hydrologic data sets.

* Complete quantitative microautoradiography and
fracture-flow sample analyses for model
development.

* Run a flow/transport field test in one or more of
several proposed Calico sites accessible by adit.

* Correlate representative parts of the mechanical
and hydrologic sample sets with mineralogy.
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Bruce Robinson
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Stratigraphy
Summary

The influence of stratigraphy and alteration on
flow and transport must be included in TSPA
models. Regarding mineralogy, the mineral
abundances should be taken from the 3D
Mineralogic model. Surrogates have been
proposed, and appear promising, but more
work is needed to strengthen the analysis.

Earth and Environmental Sciences Los Alamos



Zeolite Thickness Above Water Table

a - Nominal Zeolite Model
b - Maximal Zeolite Model
c - Difference between a and b
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Heterogeneity and Model Calibration
(Spatial Distribution of Zeolitic Alteration)

Issue 3.3, Talk #6

BILL W. ARNOLD
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES

ALBUQUERQUE, NM-
February 5, 1997

UZ Transport Abstraction/Testing Workshop. Hetenrgeneity -1 of 3- 2/3197



"Estimation-Type" Model of Ksat in the Calico Hills Formation and Prow Pass Tuff

Filename: Ichejutymp/figures/etype/chppzeolKsatetyp.srf kogl 0 Ksat (mls)-7
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* Both stratigraphic and areal heterogeneity of zeolitic alteration in the Calico
Hills Formation and Prow Pass Tuff is apparent from site data.

* 3D, site-scale geostatistical models of the spatial distribution of zeolitic alter-
ation (implicit from matrix saturated hydraulic conductivity) that quantita-
tively account for this heterogeneity exist (Rautman and McKenna, in
review).

* These models of the spatial distribution of zeolitic alteration should be incor-
porated into UZ radionuclide transport simulations for TSPA-VA:

gamma

Fkbslrx

- A single, averaged representation of the heterogeneity in zeolitic alter-
ation, as embodied in the "estimation-type" model, may be adequate for
transport simulations.

- If transport simulations are sensitive to fine-scaled heterogeneity in
zeolitic alteration, "simulation-type" geostatistical realizations of the
spatial distribution of zeolites should be used in Monte Carlo TSPA cal-
culations.

WIN',fltactonfresting Workshop, 1lelerogeneity-3o3-2/9 -3 of3-
.



CII
Bruce Robinson

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Areal Heterogeneity

Summary

The spatial dependence of infiltration is the most
important spatially varying parameter to
capture in process-level and TSPA models. This
variability influences the interpretation of site
data and radionuclide transport model
predictions.

Earth and Environmental Sciences AmosJ



Ku- Spatial and Time Distribution of Flux
and Water Chemistry

Present Day Infiltration Map (malyr)
Present Day Chloride Concentration in
Infiltratina Water (mtafl
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Spatially Varying Infiltration

A series of 2D cross sections or a 3D model
is probably required to capture the impact
of spatially varying infiltration. A useful
proposal to develop would be to define a
study that allows us to justify the use of
2D cross sections to model the 3D system.

LI Earth and Environmental Sciences Los AamosI
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Categorv 3 Issues: Heterogeneity

3.1 Do we expect lateral diversion of radionuclide pathways to be important for UZRT?

2-.2 *M 1, 2, 3-D mAAdelsneededi foi LUdeJi7 AU haend& diverio~nu of~UZT in TSPSAS?

3.3 How should the stratigraphy (and flow field) above the repository be treated for UZRT
models? 5X-

3.4 Do we expect that a more detailed stratigraphy (than the Tsw, Tsv, Chnv, Chnz, Ppn) below
the repository to be important for UZRT?

3.5 Do we expect areal variations in = _zeolites to be importarg for
UZRt?

3.6 Are 1, 2, or 3-D models needed for modeling the effects of areal heterogeneity on UZRTI

:Z_ I . --
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Appendix 15. Category 3: Ranking of Issues
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K>-

- Cateroy 3 RankAs~ISSUE A B OMN
Table # ISSUES A B C D TOTAL COMMENTS

I1 3.1 3 1 3 5 12

3.3 1 3 1 3 8

3.4 5 3 5 3 16 prefer-distriibution to
.___________ ________ "stratigraphy"

3.5 5 3 5 3 16

3.6 3 3 3 3 12

3.7

3.9 3 3 3 1 10

2 3.1 3 3 5 5 16

3.3 1 5 1 1 8

3.4 3 3 3 5 14

3.5 3 1 5 5 14

3.6 3 5 3 5 16

3.7 don't know how to map

3.9 3 5 3 5 16

3 3.1 5 3 5 5 18

3.3 1 3 1 3 8

3.4 3 5 3 3 14

3.5 5 1 3 3 12 subset of3 A.

3.6 1 3 1 3 8

3.7 I 3 nfia for tis criteria

3.9 3 3 1 3 10

4 3.1 3 3 5 5 16

___ __ __ __ 3.3 1 3 1 3 8

___________ 3.4 5 3 5 5 18

3.5 5 3 5 5 18

___________ 3.6 3 3 5 5 16
____ ___ ___ 3.7 3 3 3 3 12

3.9 5 3 5 5 18
A=concentration; B-flux; C--Velocity, D=Spread of travel times



Ism 3: Sorted

- -rp 2 - -W - SI ~Sub-issue I S I Gr~1 . L ' j1 Tal I .D

ywe expect lateral diverslon of
olSeliade pattays to be Important
for UZRT?

1 12 16 18 16 62 2.52

Do we expet hat amore detailed
stratigraphy (than t TSw, TSv. CHnv. 3. 16 14 14 ,18 62 1.01
CHnz, PPn) below the repository to be
important for UZRT?

Do we expect areal variations In
abLrdac and composition of zeolites 3.5 16 14 12 18 60 2.58
tobesimportantoURT?

Spatial distuibutlonof k-Mitration 3.9 10. 16 10 18 54 4.12

1,,Z or 3-D models needed for
ng o efet of wed

heterogeeity en UZRT7 (Does the 3.6 12 16 6 16 52 383
d menslonality of the models for areal
heterogeneity affect pedornce?)

How shotid the stratigraphy (and flow
feld) above te repository be hated

UZRT models?
3.3 8 8 8 6 32 0.0o

__ - __ - _ _ _ i - U
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( C
HeT terogeneity and M~odel Calibration

C

U Model calibration -I

- key data / process model results

- range of conditions; application to large number of
realizations

- TSPA-1995

* RIP / FEHM comparisons

a

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

Bitflng # 13 2M/97
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June Fabryka-Martin February 5, 1997
K> Los Alamos National Laboratory TSPA-VA Workshop

ISSUE 3.4 CALIBRATION

Objectives:
* To establish bounds on key parameters controlling transport

rates and pathways (i.e., calibration)
* To increase confidence in PA calculations by showing extent

to which alternative conceptual models and estimated
hydrologic parameters are compatible with observed
geochemical and isotopic data

Some geochemical and isotopic data sets available for
these purposes:
* 36CI at background levels in ESF
* 36CI indicating bomb-pulse in ESF
* Chloride porewater concentrations (spatially restricted data)
* Porewater major-ion chemistry (spatially restricted data),
* Distribution of fracture minerals and U-series dates in ESF
* Carbon-14 (spatially restricted data)
* 99Tc and 129I from global fallout (very few data) - a 2Is p
* (SI porew.~* dcdS

* Sr in a ?^tg5J6r

W LUsdcr cAemrot y termedal ccove re ole



Some methods proposed to address calibration and
. validation issues:

* Addikional C1, S04, 14C, 36C1, 99Tc and 1291 analyses
planned in ESF for FY97 and FY98

* Note USGS South Ramp and USGS/LBL niche studies are
underway and include geochemical and isotopic analyses by
LANL and USGS

* Transport simulations to test conceptual models about:
* transport pathways
* formation of secondary minerals
* role of matrix/fracture interactions and gas/water exchange
* sorption
* persistence 7 transact AFa vq<rdifts

*a SPio hi'f'cgbnce of IlJs E £ frnspr1 rPechsnsn

* Pe pro;.)cs In n~euron Aoles .4-IA b-f- 4o/se 3C



Bruce A. Robinson
Los Alamos National Laboratory

"Calibration" (Conceptual Model Uncertainty)

Synopsis

Developing the correct conceptual model is more
important than the act of "calibrating" the
model. Ideally, the process-level model itself is
used in TSPA. If this is not feasible, TSPA
models should be "calibrated' against a
process-level model, not "calibrated" against
data.

Earth and Environmental Sciences . ,Alam I



237Np Dual Permeability Flow and Transport Simulations

i le-0'9

E

P.

ile-lo
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0.
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100 1000 10000 100000
Time Since Release of Radionuclide, years

1000000

Multi-Dimensional Dual Permeability Flow and Transport Models are:

Needed

* DKM - fracture vs. matrix transport can be captured
* Multi-Dimensional Simulations - lateral flow; spatial dependence of transport

properties, Rn release rate, infiltration rate, etc.

Feasible

* Simulations shown above took 7 minutes each (7000 node DKM, 1/2 million
particles) once theflowfield was generated

* cpu time scales with # of particles, not dimensionality of simulation

LANL - Robinson- I TSPA-VA UZ Transport Abstraction/TestingWork-
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"Calibration" Proposal

Goal: develop a robust set of transport criteria
against which TSPA models are judged

* Radionuclides: strongly sorbing (Pu), weakly
sorbing (Np), nonsorbing (TC)

* Source term: waste-form-dissolution limited
(Tc), solubility-limited (Np, Pu)

* Process-Level Model: 3D DKM w/ repository
heat

Approach: Any TSPA transport model must
conservatively reproduce the radionuclide
transport results of this process-level model.

I Earth and Environmental Sciences Los Alamos|
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Appendix 17. Category 4: Initial/Final List of Issues
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Cateeory 4 Issue: Model Calibration

3V'L Wat are d. key date and range oJf .4oncILLUs toJ be used fUL I~h.OJ11tiUlA Of tk TSP
bUffffmodetl rawOl, f

18"
3.6 Do we expect model calibration RwlMAT.Pl*l"l-lle%-17M
for UZ" madeW

$1 mtdfiAe 9FSPA it cafizaflons to be impot



Appendix 18. Ranking of Issues Across the Issue
Categories

"PRELIMINARY DRAFr'



Mmster Sort himse 1i Z kW 3
p-- _ --- - ~ -I

I Sub-Isu GrowI Tak!
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I S 4

1.1 conceptual model shotld be used for *aohraftnrx 1teradons? 18 18 18 is 70

14 How should long4rmi transient fow be lxcxded i UZRT g 18 18 14 1i s6

12 Wa range wd dependencies hoid be used frle Vciardune iu Is 14 16 62

2 Is h nBe mixn uKd approach an apppate modefn approach br Is 16 14 16 62
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Appendix 19. Viewgraphs for Introductory Presentations
to Abstraction Development
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and Modeling

-sIntroduction to Abstraction
Strategies
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Summary of Key Features of TSPA

* Identify and quantify uncertainty range for parameters:
boundary/initial conditions, phenomenological
coefficients.

* Simple model behavior must bound complex model
behavior using a peak dose metric.

*
*Simple models must be computationally efficient,

4n
wSOSPA.U _1MtWI-j2I.47



Three Definitions of "Abstraction"

* Abstraction, n. = Model:
>' All models are abstract mathematical representations of the

underlying processes at varying degrees of process and
dimensional resolution, e.g., Newtonian mechanics vs. quantum
mechanics.

* Abstraction, n. = "Simple" model

* Abstraction, vt. = scientific method for (1) reducing a
complex model to a simple model, and (2) validating
the simple model against the complex model.

5DS.PA..UZRt�J3L26-g7



Types of Abstractions
* Domain-based:

> Division Into sequentially linked spatial domains

w Division into sequentially linked temporal domains

* Process-based:
Separation of hydrology and thermohydrology

Separation of flow and transport

* Response surfaces

* Reduction of dimensionality

* Simple models (without comparison to complex models)

* Combinations of the above

8OS.PA.iJZPT.Wl- aptvJ49



C C
Response Surfaces

* Determine one or more model output parameters asfunctions of one or more independent parametersvia multiple runs of a detailed process model. Usethose functions, instead of the process model, in theMonte Carlo simulations.

* A function can be defined by an equation (e~g., froma linear regression) or by a table or library of output.* The independent parameters should be the key onesthat repository performance is most sensitive to.

SOS.P&.U2RT..WIupj,6�.z447

_ 
A. .
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Example of a Thermohydrologic
Response Surface Abstraction

C

Multiple runs of
Thermo-hydro
Model
(e.g. NUFT) T. RH=

f (t, location)

. _

Response Surfe T

t

C,
8NSP&jJ=hT. W -cp.W .24G79'
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TSPA-1995 Response Surface
(Fractional-Fracture-Flow: Process-Level Abstractions)

-42

1-lfu�v

TSw

TSv

CHnv

.................................................................................................

CHnz
. Fractional
. Fracture

Flux, f

.. fsampled ---

... --. Ie *.

CHnzI
PPn

Sampled qInf

Infiltration Rate, qlf

fsampled - fmin
(0j)

JmM - fmin

................................................................................................

SOS-PA-UZMTWk�P-pW-241-ff



C C
Example of UZ Transport Response

Surface Abstraction

Multiple runs of UZ
flow/transport = A y
model (e.g. FEHM) Ca = t (xyztq,)
with a unit source

q1 nf
Response Suace

t P

odS.PAeUZRTeW ..24g

C.}
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Concerns with Response-Surface Abstractions

* Feasibility of convolving the actual source term, and a
time-Varying flow field, with the response surface.

* Consistency of independent parameters amongst all
response surfaces, e.g., same value of qperc or T in
near-field and far-field abstractions.

* Consistency of conceptual models, e.g., dual
permeability used for flow, transport, and
thermohydrology.

* Effect of dimensionality uncertain, i.e., response
surfaces will likely be generated in 1-D or 2-D, not 3-D.

* Whatever UZ flow model/abstraction is used in TSPA
may still be used as a sort of response surface---e.g.,
the output of the UZ model will feed the input of the SZ
model.

SDS.P&MJRTWIIEP..pIW2-&g



Dimensionality Reduction
* Use process models directly in the Monte Carlo

simulations, but in 2-D or 1-D rather than 3-D.

* Other process simplifications may be made as well
(e.g., isothermal, single phase calculations).

Degree of spatial discretization is important.

* Validity of abstraction should be tested by
comparing peak concentration at the water table,

* Example: TSPA-1993 used TOSPAC, a I-D
isothermal single-phase process mqdel for UZ flow
in the Monte Carlo-simulations.

SDS.PAjJZRT.Wkp..p1 l.24g97



Simplified Process Models
* Developed for those cases where complex process models

are not available.

* Example: In TSPA-1995,
>' Fracture and matrix transport modeled as slug flow, with no dispersion.

'> Intra-unit fracture-matrix interaction modeled as a Markovian-process
with a random travel length for particles in fractures andlor matrix.

>' Inter-unit connectivity: particles partitioned according to the volumetric
flux in fractures.

"Not calibrated to a process model, such as DKM, but it did produce
similar breakthrough behavior, and given the several "free and
unverifiable" parameters in DKM, may be just as good.

* Such simplified models allow more realizations over the
uncertainty ranges-however, more realizations are not
necessarily better: Quality, not just quantity.

StYS.PAU2F1T_.Wkppt12f24-g9



Key Aspects of UZ Transport
from Past TSPAs

* Nonsorbing radionuclides, mainly 99Tc and 1291, are
the most important within the first 10,000 years.

* Slightly sorbing radionuclides, primarily 237Np, are
most important beyond 10,000 years.

* Strongly sorbing radionuclides never pass through
the UZ---although transport of Pu in radiocolloid
form was never considered.

* The main parameter driving transport through the
UZ (both fracture and matrix) is the average
percolation or infiltration flux (including the effect
of climate change).

SDS.P&_UZMR%_Wp ItY-2497
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Key Aspects of UZ Transport
from Past TSPAs

* Fracture/matrix interaction is a key to fast or slow
transport---can mean the difference between peak
doses occuring in a few thousand versus tens of
thousands of years.

* Sorption capacity of various lithologic rock types in
the UZ is a key parameter for 237Np transport.

* Inter-unit fracture connectivity significantly lowered
the amount of radionuclide transport in fractures.

* Multi-dimensional tortuous pathways and/or
bypassing of zeolites not previously considered.

SD&PA-UM-%iMcspwpt424g1



C C C.Key Aspects of UZ Transport
Abstractions for TSPA-VA

* Computational speed over simulation time frames of
10,000 to 1,000,000 years, for hundreds of realizations.
UZ model is "downstream" of the near-field, so final
TSPA runs first require the actual near-field source term.

* Must be able to address affect of time-varying boundary
conditions caused by climate change.

f

* Must represent defensible model of fracturelmatrix
interaction, including effect of fast paths.

* Dispersive effects caused by heterogeneity and
variability must be adequately accounted for.

r!
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C Key Aspects of UZ Transport
Abstractions for TSPA-VA

* Chemical interactions must be bounded by Kd

approach.

* Coupling to saturated zone model must be flexible---
may be dependent on definition of accessible
environment and its distance from repository.

* Coupling to other processes must be modeled or
bounded by analyses, e.g., repository heat.

Must include effects of important near-field
processes, such as the "carrier plume" migration.

IS[*.PA..UM-T.WkupJIW..26.g



Key Aspects of UZ Transport
Abstractions for TSPA-VA

* Ranges of uncertainties in parameters and models
must be quantified.

* Must "reunite" the flow and transport
abstraction/testing analyses:

UZ Flow
Abstractions

EBS

__________I Flow/Transport
P~| Abstractions

.Z TransporI . Saturated ZoneUZ Transport
Abstractions

sos.PA^_uzrr wsp-p17z24.g
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What Issues are Important
to TSPA Analyses?

(i.e., Long-Term
Postclosure Performance)

What are the
Uncertainties in

Our Knowledg6?
.

<

What are the Process
Models that Address

These Issues?
.4 1

_III"
What Essential Features

of the Process Models
can We Abstract?

Computational
Efficiency

Accuracy

Develop Abstractions
of Process Models to
Address TSPA Issues

--% bound
peak dose

Do Sensitivity Studies to
Understand Impact of Models

and Parameters on Long-Term
Performance

fSDSP&jJU=T-%V1MP11I24.g7



( C C

Two Stages of TSPA-VA Modeling

. .

Development
of abstractions

Monte Carlo
simulations

using
abstracted

models
.

FY97 FY98

0 1r"
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C C C
Abstraction Philosophy

* Ideal: use fully coupled process model of total
system at lowest level process description

* Reality: such a model is not available nor is it
practical for TSPA

- complexity and scale of processes in total system

- parameter and boundary condition uncertainty

U Use simplified models to bound potential
outcomes

Civilian Radioactive Waste Bdeng# 2 2N7
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor



P tential Discrete Scenarios
C

* Repository design, waste package design,' EBS
design, geochemical environments, future
climates

* Estimate 30 scenarios

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor
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Parameter / BC Uncertainty
C

I ----

* Parameters for waste package corrosion,
waste-form dissolution, flow, transport, etc.

* Estimate a suite of 100 realizations per
scenario

Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor

Bdein U 4 2VI



TSPA Calculations

* Estimate about 6000 calculations of system
performance (with "revision factor" of 2)

* TSPA performed over about 3 months, and total
of 11,000 CPU hours (five processors)

- leads to about 110 CPU minutes per realization

- estimate efficiency factor of 3 and 4 different
process calculations per realization, leads to about
10 CPU minutes per process calculation

Civilian Radioactive Waste de"g 5 2/17
Management System
Management & Operating
Contractor
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TSPA-VA Abstraction/Testing Workshop
UZ Flow

Results of the Workshop
. Produced a list of important sub-issues relating to the

major issues delineated by the workshop organizers
* Reduced the list to the top three-sub issues for each issue
* Grouped important issues into major topics
* Listed seepage into the drift, infiltration and climate

change, lateral flow below the repository and perched
water and model calibration as the issues to focus on for
analyses activities

* Developed (or initiated development) of analyses
proposals

UZ Flow Abstraction/Testing Workshop
Analyses Plans

* Calibration and Abstraction of the UZ Site-Scale
Model

* Flow Seepage into Drifts under Pre-Waste-
Emplacement Conditions

* Testing of perched-water concepts and their
implications for TSPA-VA calculations

* Sub-Grid Scale Fractures: Lump with Matrix or
Fractures?

* The Impact of Long Term Variability in Infiltration
Rate on Repository Performance

\ .
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Analyses Plans
Calibration and Abstraction of the UZ Site-Scale Model

":Objective: Determine how to abstract the UZ flow field
* Produce a simplified model of the unsaturated zone from which

numerous simulations can be run for unsaturated zone abstractions
for TSPA-VA Determine the rato of fracture to matrix flux
components In an locations In the UZ flow field

a Conduct sensitivity studies to assist In the prioritization and
clarification of certain issues listed as Important In workshop

* Hypothesis: A simplified model can be created that can capture
all of the Important processes for TSPA calculations. From this
model numerous flow fields can be abstracted for.

wsaburaed-one tanpott calciUons from the repository horizon. and
a * disiru of percolation tux ata repository horaon

* Inputs to TSPA: Abstracted UZ flow field

* Organizations Involved: LBNL, SNL, Intera

Analyses Plans
Calibration and Abstraction of the UZ Site-Scale Model

Sensitivity Studies

* Calibration using a 3D model versus 1 D columns
* Comparison of ECM calibration to DKM calibration using fracture-matrix

connection area as a calibration measure
* Use temperature measurements In borehole or temperature gradient as

a calibration measure for flux through the mountain.
* Use Chris Rautmanws heterogeneous permeabilities and compare to

calibrated permeabilities from spatially varying model.
* Account for the fact that the reported mean matrix permeability values

are most likely systematic biased on the high side due to the discarding
of samples that had matrix permeability values too low to measure.

* Vary infiltration rates according to Alan Flinrs uncertainty map
* Transient vs. steady-state Infiltration
* Use correlations between matrix properties (porosity and pernmeabiimty

and permeability and alpha) for calibrations and compare to calibrations
using uncorrelated parameters.

V %Wk_ b-"WAC



Analyses Plans
Calibration and Abstraction of the UZ Site-Scale Model

Sensitivity Studies (continued)

* Use different formulations of the fracture characteristic curves
" Range i apenure as Is presenry usd (FY96 rai fracture beta)

* hear rtlaftaip between mative pernualty ard utucation
* power b nctim curves of the form S (where S Is th nomnazed water saturton and n

Is a AMVng parameter) between inoar (5) and 56.

* Does van Genuchten model work for relative permeabilry curves given
the relative permeability measurements done by Lorrie Flint?

* Calibrate the model with a correlation between fractire saturation and
fracture-matrix connectivity

* Account for flow channelization by making the distance from the center
of the matrix block to the center of the fracture (a) inversely proportional
to the square root of the fracture flux (q): a . qv2 and keeping the
fracture matrix connection area (A) a constant.

* Use anisotropic fracture properties as determined by Eric Sonnenthal to
determine f anisotropy affects the flow field.

Analyses Plans
Flow Seepage into Drifts under Pre-Waste-Emplacement

Conditions

* Objective: To develop a model of seepage into drifts for TSPA. This
model would specifically be able to address the spacing of the drips and
under what hydrogeological conditions water wiU drip Into the drifts.

* Hypotheses:
* Only fracture/high permeability connected features which intersect the

drift can support seeps..
a Need episodic flux - either ambient transient or thernally driven for drip

Into drift.
* Inputs to TSPA:

a Estimate the spatial distribution of potential seeps at ambient
conditions.

- Determfine of the volume and duration of episodic flux which will give
rise to seeps into drift using different conceptual models

* Evaluate model uncertainty.
* Organizations Involved: LBNL, SNL
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Analyses Plans
Flow Seepage into Drifts under Pre-Waste-Emplacement Conditions

Sensitivity Studies

*; Alternative conceptual models (SCM vs. DKM).
* Alternative models for fracture properties and characteristic

curves will be implemented to account for the effects of fracture
coating, aperture closure due to thernal-mechanical-
hydrological coupling, flow channeling and fast flow
mechanisms such as liquid film flow.

* Alternative conceptualizations for fracture/matrix interactions.
* For each of these sensitivity studies, the effects on the duration

and volume of percolation pulse needed for seepage will be
examined.

Analyses Plans
Testing of perched-water concepts and their implications for TSPA-

VA calculations

* Objective: Identify physical controls on perched-water
formation, and test hypotheses through numerical simulation
using 2D and 3D models.

* Hypothesis: The conceptual model of the formation of the
perched water plays a key role in understanding the volume and
residence times of the perched water bodies.

* Inputs to TSPA: Quantitative estimates of spatial extent,
volumes, residence times and pathlengths within and around
perched water.

* Organizations Involved: LBNL, SNL, Intera

_~~~~~~~~~~~~~S or
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I l / Analyses I
le, Sub-Grid Scale Fractures: Lumpo

Plans
with Matrix or Fractures?

-
= 

,

E!!ft MM

* Objective: Determine the sensitivity of sub-grid scale fractures
to transport calculations in order to simplify TSPA calculations

* Hypothesis: The details of whether the sub-grid-scale fractures
are lumped into the matrix continuum or the fracture continuum
when fitting the saturation data are unimportant for transport of
radionuclides, as long as these fractures are property
considered in the computation of transport velocities.

* Inputs to TSPA: Sensitivity study that could result in supporting
the simplification for TSPA calculations as to how they handle
sub-grid scale fractures

* Organizations Involved: LANL, LBNL, Intera, SNL

_ %-Q-%8L0~#W

Analyses Plans
Sub-Grid Scale Fractures: Lump with Matrix or Fractures

Model Plan

0

..

* Obtain hydrostratigraphic column for SD-7, set up 1D grid based
on stratigraphy at this location.

* Perform fit to saturation, water potential data at nominal
infiltration rate using DKM using 2 methods:
* hold fracture continuum properties constant at Itypicar values,

allow matrix properties to vary
hold matrix properties at values measured In laboratory, allow
fracture properties to vary.

* Simulate migration of "Tc and W7Np to the water table for the
two cases, compare breakthrough curves, especially the peak
flux of radionuclide at the water table.

* Conduct sensitivity studies based on different fracture-matrix
interaction models.

Ant_ be~~~~~~sa
U
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Analyses Plans
The Impact of Long Term Variability in Infiltration Rate on

Repository Performance

* Objective: Determine the sensitivity of long-term transience in
infiltration rate (climate change) to transport calculations In order
to simplify TSPA calculations

* Hypothesis: Maximum percolation flux Is more important than
the variation, so radionuclide transport is adequately bounded
by assuming the maximum value and carrying out the transport
simulation at steady state.

* Inputs to TSPA: If the hypothesis is proven correct, this
calculation would allow for a simplified TSPA model.

* Organizations Involved: LANL i LBNL, SNL

I,~~~~A,

Analyses Plans
The Impact of Long Term Variability In Infiltration Rate on

Repository Performance

* The effects of long-term transience on the peak mass flux of
'Tc and W7Np entering the saturated zone and the time
associated with this peak will be examined.

BOUNDING CASE

I WS-ft TRANSIENT CASE

0 Time

.1
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Sensitivity Studies Conducted on the Site-Scale Model to Detcrnine Abstraction Methods for Unsaturated Zone Flow

Title:

K> Sensitivity Studies Conducted on the Site-Scale Model to Determine Abstraction
Methods for Unsaturated Zone Flow

Objective:

1) Produce a simplified model of the unsaturated zone from which numerous (100 -
1,000) simulations can be run for unsaturated zone abstractions for TSPA-VA

2) Conduct sensitivity studies to assist in the prioritization and clarification of certain
issues discussed below.

Hypothesis:

A simplified model can be created that can capture all of the important processes for
TSPA calculations. From this model numerous flow fields can be abstracted for.

(a) unsaturated-zone transport calculations from the repository horizon, and
(b) a distribution of percolation flux at the repository horizon.

Inputs to TSPA - Issues Covered

Do we need to include grid-scale heterogeneity?
How do we upscale matrix properties?
How do we propagate uncertainty in upscaling?

Kz' How do you catch spatial variability in the parameters?
What is the appropriateness of transient versus steady state?
Can we incorporate what we know about fracture/matrix interactions into a

continuum model?
What features and processes (e.g., parameters) affect fracture/matrix interactions

(coatings, connectivity, aperture, infiltration, etc.) and flux?
Do we need to model UZ flow for TSPA in 3D, 2D, and/or ID?
Spatial variation resolution for infiltration
What is the appropriate approach for model calibration?

How do we deal with non-unique calibration?
Should we "calibrate" or "bound"? (Is it different for different parameters?)
Should faults be part of calibration?

What is the applicability and robustness of available data to calibration (temperature,
36CI)?

How much should "inverse modeled" data be used vs. "lab modeled" data?
Howdo we use perched water for calibration?

Model Plan

The plan is to use the existing unsaturated zone site-scale model from Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory to conduct a series of sensitivity studies enumerated below.
Through these sensitivity studies analysts will determine which issues are most important
to UZ flow and need to be captured in the simplified model. This understanding will be
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Sensitivity Studies Conducted on the Sitc-Scalc Model to Determine Abstraction Methods for Unsaturated Zonc Flow

based on how changes in the model affect flow paths and velocities/fluxes from the
repository horizon to the water table.

Model scale

Three-dimensional site-scale model. This model will be later simplified to
three-dimensional model with approximately 5,000 to 10,000 gridblocks.

Sources of parameters

Matrix properties (core permeabilities, characteristic curve parameters,
saturations, potentials, porosities, relative permeability) - Lorrie Flint

Fault properties - Rick Ahlers, Joe Rousseau
Fracture properties - Eric Sonnenthal, Mike Wilson
36CI - June Fabryka-Martin and Andy Wolfsberg_
Geochemical Data and other isotopes - Al Yang
Infiltration Data (including uncertainties) - Alan Flint
Inverse modeling will also be used as a tool to generate model parameters
Perched water data - Yu-Shu Wu
Temperature data - ????
Stratigraphy - Site geological framework model
Zeolitized boundaries - LANL model, Rautman map, Lorrie Flint?

Boundary conditions

Upper Boundary - Latest version of the infiltration map C
Lower Boundary - Water Table
Lateral Boundaries - No Flow
Simplified model (steady-state simulations):

Upper Boundary - Latest version of the infiltration map or percolation
flux as determined by the full-scale model, if calculations are to be
made using the repository horizon as the upper boundary.

Lower Boundary - Water Table
Lateral Boundaries - Constant flux as determined by the site-scale model,

possibly no-flow if the boundaries are parallel to flow lines.
Transient Models will need time-varying boundary conditions.

Flow conceptual model (DKM, ECM)

The simplified model will be mostly or solely a dual-permeability model.
Sensitivities will be run on the large scale model to determine where dual-
permeability is critical and where the model can be simplified to an equivalent
continuum model.

Repository heat effects will not be considered.

Codes

TOUGH2 and ITOUGH2
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Sensitivity Studies Conducted on the Site-Scmle Model to Determine Abstraction Methods for Unsaturated Zone Flow

Other

Sensitivity Studies

The purpose of these sensitivity studies is to determine which of the issues
listed in the section above are important for TSPA calculations and to determine
the best method in doing the simplification of the 3D model.

Questions to be answered by sensitivity studies:

What bounding parameters should be used for the abstraction
simulations?
What is the best numerical formulation for the full 3D model?

Base case: DKM
Model calibrated using:

Latest Flint map
Pneumatic data
Measured matrix permeability (within measurement errors)
Measure saturations
Measured water potentials (see below)

Matrix alpha and beta, fracture alpha. beta and permeability
will be determined by the calibration
Layer average values (homogeneous layers)
Geologic framework model stratigraphy
Zeolite layers as defined by (LANL model, Rautman map,
Lorrie Flint?)
Flint porosities
ID column inversions for calibration using columns at wells
SD-7 (saturations and Lorrie Flint's potential with cut-off
limit), SD-9 (saturations and Lorrie's potential), SD-12
(saturation and Joe Rousseau's potentials), UZ- 14 (saturations
and Lorrie's potential), UZ- 16 (saturations), UZ-5 (saturation
and Joe Rousseau's potentials), NRG-6 (Joe Rousseau's
potentials), NRG-7a (Joe Rousseau's potentials)

I) Calibration using a 3D model versus ID columns
Compare results using ECM and DKM

2) Comparison of ECM calibration to DKM calibration using fracture-
matrix connection area as a calibration measure

3) Use temperature measurements in borehole or temperature gradient as a
calibration measure for flux through the mountain.

a) Use temperature data from the groundsurface through the TSw to
determine infiltration through the TCw

b) Use temperature data from the zeolitized units to determine the
percolation flux through these units

c) Compare the two percolation fluxes to determine the magnitude of
lateral flow

4) Use Chris Rautman's heterogeneous permeabilities and compare to
calibrated permeabilities from spatially varying model completed 11/96.
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Sensitivity Studies Conducted on the Sitc-Scalc Model to Determine Abstraction Methods for Unsaturated Zone Fow

a) expected values
b) a few different realizations ("
c) compare ECM vs. DKM for heterogeneous K field

5) Account for the fact that the reported mean matrix permeability values are
most likely systematic biased on the high side due to the discarding of
samples that had matrix permeability values too low to measure.

6) Vary infiltration rates according to Alan's uncertainty map
See the effect on percolation flux at the repository horizon

5t Do we keep the mean the same and vary infiltration at different
locations? Or do we uniformly increase/decrease the values at each
location?
Do we want to redo calibrations to compare uncertainty bounds for
different parameters?

7) Transient vs. steady-state infiltration
Run a 100 year simulation with a) yearly averages b) seasonal
averages c) weekly averages to see effects on percolation flux, flow
paths below the repository, and velocities.
Put high fracture zones in the PTn to match the ESF 36CI data.
See under what time scales the water will flow through the PTn, and
at what time scales the PTn has a dampening effect.
Conduct these studies using different bounds in hydrogeological
properties.

8) Use different formulations of the fracture characteristic curves
a) Range in apertures as is presently used (FY96 small fracture beta)
b) linear relationship between relative permeability and saturation (
c) power function curves of the form Sn (where S is the normalized

water saturation and n is a fitting parameter) between linear (S) and

9) Does van Genuchten model work for relative permeability curves given
the relative permeability measurements done by Lorrie Flint?

10) Use correlations between matrix properties (porosity and permeability
and permeability and alpha) for calibrations and compare to calibrations
using uncorrelated parameters.

11) Calibrate the model with a correlation between fracture saturation and
fracture-matrix connectivity

12) Account for flow channelization by making the distance from the center
of the matrix block to the center of the fracture (a) inversely proportional
to the square root of the fracture flux (qf): a - q;"2 and keeping the
fracture matrix connection area (A) a constant.

13) Use anisotropic fracture properties as determined by Eric Sonnenthal to
determine if anisotropy affects the flow field.

Development of simplified model

From the sensitivities take bounding sensitive parameters will be selected and
approximately 20 simulations will be run on the full 3D model using the best (L
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Sensitivity Studies Conducted on the Sitc-Scalc Model to Determine Abstraction Methods for Unsaturated Zone Flow

possible model as determined by the sensitivity studies (i.e. DKM vs. ECM) and
determine:

What is the critical area that needs to be modeled in the simplified model?
What are the critical potential flow paths?

In doing these simulations it is important to also test the model under "wet-
climate" conditions (infiltrations on the order of 30 mm/yr) to make sure that it
will still run.

Based on the results of these simulations, a simplified model will be produced.
To make sure that the simplified model can reproduce the results of the large-
scale model the following metrics will be used:

volume of the perched water body
number of fast paths
location of fast paths
travel times of particles from the repository to the water table
amount of lateral flow below the repository

This model has to be able to run approximately 100 - 1,000 realizations within
a reasonable amount of time. In addition, this model needs to be tested to make
sure that it will still run when infiltration rates on the order of 30 mm/yr are used
alone the upper boundary to simulate wetter climates.

Potential Problems

Time and resources
Simplified model cannot capture important processes
Cannot calibrate model to critical geochemical data and perched water

Model Assumptions and Uncertainty

Many of the present site-scale model assumptions will be examined with the
sensitivity studies.

Other assumptions:
Repository heat effects are assumed not to be important.
Given input data and associated uncertainty are appropriate (i.e. infiltration map).
No-flow lateral boundaries will not have an effect on the area close to the repository.
Perched water is adequately modeled by Yu-Shu Wu.

Potential Follow-up Work

Add repository heat
Compare large-scale and simplified model using transport simulations

K>
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Sensitivity Studics Conducted on thc Site-ScaltcModcl to Determine Abstraction Mcthods for Unsaturated Zone Flow

Potential Inputs to 1.2.3

Identify areas of high uncertainty in the Yucca Mountain area where further work can
be recommnended.

Identilyy insensitive parameters for which further characterization is nor important.

Make some testable predictions.

What isoiovered in Existing Workscopes

See attached Table.

Authors/Contributors

Susan Altman, Mike Wilson, Jack Gauthier, Sean McKenna - SNL
Mark Bandurraga. Bo Bodvarsson - LBNL
Yanyong Xiang - Intera

U ' A~~~~~~~~~~~.
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Sensitivity Studics Conducted on the Sitc-Scalc Model to Dctcrinc Abstraction Methods for Unsaturated Zone Flow

1 . In LBL
Study Workscope? Due Lead

Date
T Calibration using a 3D model versus ID Yes - (3/31/97) Yu-Shu Wu

columns
2 Comparison of ECM calibration to DKM No Cliff Ho

calibration using fracture-matrix Yanyong Xiang
confection area as a calibration measure

3 Use temperature measurements in borehole Yes - (3/31/97) Bo Bodvarsson
or temperature gradient as a calibration
measure for flux through the mountain.

4 Use Chris Rautman's heterogeneous No Sean McKenna
permeabilities and compare to calibrated Susan Altman
permeabilities

5 Account for systematic bias in matrix Yes - (2/28/97) Mark Bandurraga
permeability data (how to account for
permeabilities too low to measure?)

6 Vary infiltration rates according to Alan's No Susan Altman
uncertainty map. Examine the effect on
percolation flux at the repository horizon.

7 Transient vs. steady-state infiltration Yes - (3/31/97) Yu-Shu Wu
Yanvong Xiang

S Use different formulations of the fracture No Jim Houseworth
characteristic curves Yanyong Xiang

9 Does van Genuchten model work for No To be determined
relative permeability curves given the
relative permeability measurements done
by Lorrie Flint?

10 Use correlations between matrix properties Yes - (6/30/97) Mark Bandurraga
(porosity and permeability and
permeability and alpha) for calibrations
and compare to calibrations using
uncorrelated parameters. _

I I Calibrate the model with a correlation Yes - (2/28/97) Mark Bandurraga
between fracture saturation and fracture-
matrix connectivity

1 2 Account for flow channelization by No Mike Wilson
making a c quote and keeping the fracture Susan Altman
matrix connection area a constant.

13 Use anisotropic fracture properies. No Susan Altman
Eric Sonnenthal
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Flow Seepage into Drifts under Pre-Wastce Emplacement Conditions

Title:

Flow Seepage into Drifts under Pre-Waste-Emplacement Conditions

Objective:

To develop a model of seepage into drifts for TSPA. This model would specifically be
able to address the spacing of the drips and under what hydrogeological conditions water
will drip into the drifts.

Hypotheses:

1) Only fracture/high permeability connected features which intersect the drift can
support seeps.

2) Need episodic flux - either ambient transient or thermally driven for dripping into
drift.

Inputs to TSPA

I) Understanding of the spatial distribution of potential seeps at ambient using
ESF fracture data (fracture set spacing. lengths. dip angles) and locations of
high 36CI concentrations, location of faults etc.

2) Determination of the volume and duration of episodic flux which will give rise
to seeps into drift using different conceptual models.

3) Evaluation of model uncertainty.

TSPA issues addressed:

Almost all the issues which are identified at the workshop, and which come under the
heading "Flow Channeling and Seepage into the Drift", are directly addressed in this
proposal:

What are the representative multiphase characteristics for fractures (coatings. aperture
distributions)?
Are bulk permeabilities representative?

Spatial heterogeneity of fractures?
Are other fracture properties related to bulk permeability?

What is the appropriate conceptual model for fracture flow?
How do fracturelmatrix properties impact seeps and channeling?
How do spatial, temporal, and volumetric flux differences influence seepage into drifts?
How do different conceptual models impact seepage and channeling?
How representative are isotopic data of fracture flow?
Can we incorporate what we know about fracture/matrix interactions into a continuum
model?
How do you catch spatial variability in the parameters?
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Flow Seepage into Drifts under Pr-cWaste Emplacement Conditions

Model Plan

The focus of the proposed work is to evaluate the model and parameter uncertainty for
the conditions of seepage into drifts. Results from simulations using Stochastic
Continuum Model (SCM) for FY96 workscope are the basis for the hypotheses given here.

Model scale

10-20 meter scale, large enough to encompass drift and one or two major large
-permeability features.

Source of data

ESF mapping, borehole logs (Steve Beason)
Air injection tests in ESF (Yvonne Tsang, Joe Wang)
Matrix properties from cores (Lorrie Flint) _
Fracture information for ESF (Eric Sonnenthal)

Boundary Conditions:

Top, boundary condition derived from UZ 3D model.

Need to Look through 1.2.5.4.6 FY96 T6540 milestone report to determine
other boundary conditions

Flow and transport conceptual models

Stochastic Continuum Model (SCM)
Dual Permeability Model (DKM)
Both conceptualizations will incorporate the heterogeneity derived from

interference air permeability tests in the fracture continuum

Codes

TOUGH2

Sensitivity Studies:

I) Alternative conceptual models (SCM vs. DKM).
2) Alternative models for fracture properties and characteristic curves will be

implemented to account for the effects of fracture coating, aperture closure
due to thermal-mechanical-hydrological coupling, flow channeling and fast
flow mechanisms such as liquid film-flow.

3) Alternative conceptualizations for fracture/matrix interactions.

For each of these sentitivity studies, the effects on the duration and volume of
percolation pulse needed for seepage will be examined.
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Flow Secpap into Drifts under Prc-Waste Emplacement Conditions

Potential Problems

Lack of direct observation of seeps in drift.
Modeling grids may not be sufficiently refined for a reasonably sized

computation problem.
Matrix/fracture interactions and fracture properties are uncertain, sensitivity

study in the proposed work is designed to directly address this problem.

Potentyit follow up work:

A thorough and complete study of the model and parameter uncertainty will not be
feasible for FY97, we shall prioritize and study the most important components in FY97,
and complete the rest in FY98 if needed.

Input to 1.2.3.:

Results of the proposed work on seepage into drift will be useful for 1.2.3.12.2
Hydrology and 1.2.3.14.2. In situ thermal test.

What in the proposed work is covered in existing workscopes

LBNL has this work convered under workscopes in 1.2.3.

Authors/Contributors

Yvonne Tsang - LBNL
Mike Wilson, Sean McKenna, Susan Altman - SNL
Tom Buscheck - LLNL

___ Tasks Lead | Date Completed
I Examine fracture data in the ESF Eric Sonnenthal 5/15/97

Yvonne Tsang
Sean McKenna

_ ___________________________________ M ike W ilson
2 Define base case Chin-Fu Tsang 8/15/97

Mike Wilson
T Define sensitivity studies Chin-Fu Tsang 9/30/97

_ _ ________________________________ M ike W ilson
4 Run simulations Chin-Fu Tsang 9/30t97
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Sub-Grid-Scalc Fractures and Model Calibration

Title:

Sub-Grid-Scale Fractures and Model Calibration

Objective

Test the hypothesis presented below. If the hypothesis is proven correct then the
issue of how to handle sub-grid scale fractures is shown not to be important for TSPA-
VA.

Hypothesis

The details of whether the sub-grid-scale fractures are lumped into the matrix
continuum or the fracture continuum when fitting the saturation data are unimportant for
transport of radionuclides, as long as these fractures are properly considered in the
computation of transport velocities.

Inputs to TSPA - Issues Covered

Sub-grid scale fractures: lump with matrix?

Model Plan

Model scale

ID. surface to water table at SD-7.

Sources of input parameters

Saturation/moisture tension data (Lorrie Flint)
Laboratory measured saturated hydraulic conductivity (Lorrie Flint)
Matrix characteristic curves (Lorrie Flint)
Saturation data (Engstrom and Rautman report on SD-7)
Air permeabilities (LeCain)

Boundary conditions

Upper boundary - steady state infiltration.
Nominal case - average infiltration rate at the well obtained from Flint
infiltration map.
High infiltration case - Flint-derived value assuming 160% of current
annual precipitation rate

Lower Boundary - Water Table
Lateral Boundaries - No Flow

Flow and transport conceptual

Dual permeability
No repository heat effects
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Sub-rnd-Scale Fractures and Model Calrbratio

Codes

ITOUGH for calibration to saturations
FEHM for radionuclide transport simulations (dual permeability particle
tracking module).

Other

Details of plan:
1.-

I) Obtain hydrostratigraphic column for the well, set up ID grid based on
stratigraphy at this location.
2) Perform fit to saturation, water potential data at nominal infiltration rate
using DKM using 2 methods:

a) hold fracture continuum properties constant at "typical" values, allow
matrix properties to vary;

b) hold matrix properties at values measured in laboratory, allow fracture
properties to vary.

3) Simulate migration of 99Tc, and 237 Np to the water table for the two cases,
compare breakthrough curves, especially the peak flux of radionuclide at the
water table.

Potential Problems:

The calibration will lead to a non-unique solution that is dependent on fracture-matrix
interaction. A series of calibrations need to be performed to see if this is a sensitive (
parameter.

Model Assumptions and Uncertainty

I) Steady state assumption may not capture climate variation in the past and its
impact on the system.

2) If fractures are lumped into the matrix continuum, the effective porosity of the
matrix (crucial to transport) is difficult to set properly.

3) The imposition of a ID model with no-flow side boundaries means that the results
are only strictly applicable for systems with minimum lateral diversion.

4) Repository heat effects may be important.

Potential Follow-up Work

Explore how past wetter climate impacts model fit parameters and radionuclide
migration by postulating a long-term time varying annual infiltration rate over the past 50
ky. Essentially repeat the study with this infiltration rate scenario.

Potential Inputs to 1.2.3

Input on the level of site characterization detail required for performance predictions

What Is Covered in Existing Workscopes

LBNL already doing calibrations, LANL already doing radionuclides studies.
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Sub-Grid-Scale Fracturcs and Modcl Calibration

Authors/Contributors

Bruce Robinson. LANL
Susan Altman, Mike Wilson, SNL
Mark} Bandurraga, Bo Bodvarsson, LBNL
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r Post-Workshop Plans/Products

UZ Thermohydrology Abstraction/Testing Workshop

UZ-Transport

TSPA-VA Abstraction/Testing Workshop

Nicholas Francis (SNL)

February 6, 1997

Albuquerque, NM

Smicl
N Ltuit

-1 of 5. NDF:6851:.TSPA-VA
File~lhomnelndfranclminil~usengflshvTemplates/SpecialsIUZTH.TSPA.DOC
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Results of the TH Workshop

* Core team members produced an initial list of important
issues to TH and TSPA-VA

* Workshop participants presented issues and/or proposal
presentations based on this list and identified other/new
issues to be included in analyses

* Issues were prioritized by all participants based on the
criteria set by the A/T and TSPA core teams

* 4 proposal/analyses areas were created during the workshop
to address issues important to TSPA-VA UZ
Thermohydrology

(TH modeling of seepage into drifts, mountain-scale models, drift-scale models, and coupled processes)

5 Sota -2 of 5- NDF:6851:TSPA-VA
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Post-Workshop Analysis/Plans

TH Modeling of Seepage into Drifts

1) Response surfaces giving the probability and amount of
seepage flux onto a waste package (a function of time)

- repository thermal load

- percolation scenarios

- parameters characterizing natural heterogeneity

- variations in fracture-matrix interactions

2) Single waste-package 3-D model in an infinitely periodic
system using DKM

* Mountain-Scale Models

1) Sensitivity analyses and abstracted model for far-field liquid
flux (above and below repository) as a function of time and

- repository thermal load

- infiltration rates

- fracture-matrix interactions (liquid, gas, and heat)

<by, Smd. -3 of 5- NDF:6851:TSPA-VA
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Post-Workshop Analysis/Plans (continued)

Mountain-Scale Models (continued)
- model dimensionality (3-D, 2-D, I -D)

- property heterogeneity, deterministic features (faults, etc.)

2) Provide boundary conditions to the drift-scale model task

Drift-Scale Models

1) Response surfaces for waste package temperature and relative
humidity, and water seepage into the drift as a function of time
and

- repository design and WP thermal loads

- infiltration rates

- variability and uncertainty of property distributions

2) Provide 3-D model domains for coupled processes tasks

Safta -4 of 5. NDF:6851:TSPA-VA
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Coupled Processes

I) Sensitivity analyses at the mountain- (2-D) and drift-scales (3-
D) to determine the effect of hydrologic property alterations
as a result of thermally driven chemical (mineral dissolution
and precipitation) and mechanical (fracture aperture closure/
opening) processes as a function of time and

- repository thermal load

- infiltration rates

- fracture-matrix interactions (ECM cases mainly with some
limited 2-D cases using DKM in connection with the
mountain-scale tasks)

- property heterogeneity, deterministic features (faults, etc.)

2) Determination of the state of the far-field flow field after
thermal perturbation has subsided

- any permanent alteration of hydrologic properties due to
heat

3) Determination if the thermodynamic variables in the drift are
influenced by coupled processes during the thermal
perturbation

0;ijs Sdaia -5 of 5- NDF:6851:TSPA-VA
Natuona
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TSPA-VA Unsaturated Radionuclide Transport
Abstraction/Testing Workshop

1.-

Albert Yang
U.S. Geological Survey, Denver

February 5-7, 1997

Presentations of Relevant Work
covered in Existing and Planned Workscopes



P-n lateral diversion

Conduct detailed lithologic and stratigraphic analysis of the PTn
along the south ramp in ESF to determine the role of microstratigraphy
(centimeter to decimeter scale) on controlling lateral and vertical flow.
Small cores will be obtained from PTn along the south ramp and heat
dissipation probes would be installed in the holes to measure water
potential. Vertical holes will be drilled and instrumented through PTn in
Alcoves 3 and 4 for detailed measurement of in situ conditions and to
provide core for laboratory analysis. A detailed 2-dimensional model will
be constructed incorporating field and laboratory data to provide a
definitive understanding of the potential for lateral diversion of water.

Hydrogeology of the Ghost Dance Fault

Evaluate the Ghost Dance fault as a potential fast pathway and its
influence on percolation of water through the PTn. This study requires
drilling a 30-mi borehole eastward from Alcove 6 into an area that is

K> hypothesized to be the zone of active flow in the footwall of the fault.
Core from this hole will be analyzed for hydrologic and hydrochemical
parameters. If bomb-pulse isotopes are found in this zone, an instrument
string will be installed in the borehole to monitor for transient pulses of
water from past or recent infiltration events.

ESF Drift-Scale Flux and Niche Study

Locate and construct short borehole clusters and sealed testing station
(short side drifts or niches) in the ESF to (1) measure the field scale of
permeability of repository rock for use in UZ site-scale model and UZ
drift-scale submodel, (2) determine the threshold of flow into the drift
with finite liquid pulse release to represent the arrival of episodic fast
flow, and (3) quantify interaction and monitor fast flow paths and non-
fast flow paths and non-fast flow pathway zones.



Time-Space Variation in Flux through the Repository Block

Provide time- and space-dependent flux estimates through the repository
horizon on the basis of age and distribution of low-temperature minerals
in fractures and cavities. Deposits along the south ramp above, within,
and below the Ptn, and deposits encountered in the Ghost Dance fault in
Alcove 6 and 7 will be emphasized. Radiometric dating will continue to
emphasize U-series and "C methods but will also include U-Pb and U-
radium methods to better document both the long- and short-term
history of percolation. In cooperation with LANL other pertinent
isotopic data within the potential repository block including 36C/Cl, "9Tc,
129, 3H, 6'7Sr, 6180, 8'3C, and I'U/238U will be compiled. The response of
deep percolation rates to changes in climate-dependent surface
infiltration will be assessed. Plans for sampling the east-west drift will be
completed and a system for collecting dust samples near the TBM cutter
head will be designed to determine the abundance of calcite.

"C analysis of pore water will be conducted on samples extracted from
U> densely welded units obtained from radial boreholes in the ESF to

determine the partioning of UZ flow between matrix and fractures in the
repository block. Residence times of matrix water will be calculated from
"C data obtained at various depths in the rock mass and water flux
through the matrix will be calculated.

Matrix Water Sources and Fracture-Matrix Interaction

Determine sources and flow pathways of matrix water in the major
hydrogeologic units of the UZ. Pore-water salts will be extracted using
deionized water from dry-drilled core and analyzed for strontium and
uranium isotopic compositions. These data will document the efficacy
and extent of communication between matrix water and fracture water
in the various hydrogeologic units either through matrix diffusion or
advective mixing. Core samples from SD-9 and SD-12 boreholes will be
analyzed to further explore the diversionary role of the PTn on
downward percolation.
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Appendix 20 Abstraction/Testing Groups Roster

Group 1: Category 1 issues, minus the transient flow and transport issues

B. Bodvarsson
A. Yang
S. Altman *

J. Fairley
G. Bussod
A. Wolfsberg
C. Li
M. Wilson

Group 2: Category 2 issues

1. Triay
D. Sevougian
B. Robinson
R. Stout
J. Gauthier
D. Bish

Group 3: Category 3 issues, plus the transient flow and transport issues

B. Arnold
D. Vaniman
Y. Tsang
J. McNeish
J. Houseworth
J. Duguid

Group 4: Category 4 issue.

J. Fabryka-Martin
A. Meijer
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Format for Draft Abstraction/Testing Plans

I. Title
2. Objective(s)
3. Hypothesis(es) (Make explicit tie to performance criteria)
4. Products to TSPA-VA (is the product a response surface, sensitivity analysis. etc.,

and how will it be used)

5. Issues to be covered
- which issues have been selected for development, and why

- which issues have been left out, and why

6. Abstraction/Testing plan
- approach

- metrics to determine when tasks are complete

- what portion of this work is already covered in existing workscopes (outside of

1.2.5)
- sources of information (including previous analyses and other types of data)

- code(s) to be utilized

- roles and specific responsibilities (name, affiliation, tasks)

- schedule (include status in 5/97 and completion of analyses by 8/97)

- other

7. Model assumption(s) and uncertainty(ies)
8. Potential follow-up work

9. Inputs/feedbacks to other WBS elements
10. Potential problems

- data, information, resources, conflicts, schedule

- technical issues



Appendix 22. Abstraction/Testing Proposals Developed at
the Workshop

"PREUMINARY DRAFT'



SubGrid-Scale Fractures and Model Calibration

Title:

Sensitivity Fracture-Matrix Interaction Parameters for the Dual Permeability Model

Objective

Conduct sensitivity studies of fracture-matrix interaction parameters on radionuclide
transport in order to provide ranges of parameters for TSPA.

Hypotbesis

Radionucide transport is sensitive to chemical and physical fracture-matrix interaction
parameters. The significant ranges of these parameters that will be used in PA
calculations should and can be done now. In order to minimize the number of PA
calculations that need to be performed.

Products to TSPA-VA

Sensitivity study on effects of variations fracturelmatrix interaction parameters and
matrix sorption with in a dual permeability model (DKM). Provide input on range of
parameters. Provide sensitivity of fracture matrix conectivity accross material interfaces.

Issues to be covered

What conceptual models should be used for fracture/matrix interactions
What range of dependendecies should be used for the fracture/matrix interaction
parameter. What approach should be used to investigateeffects of fracture
discontinuities accross unit boundaries. Effects of anisotropic fracture permeability.

Abstraction/Testing Plan

Approach

Use one parameter set from UZ flow simulations and generate different flow
fields by varying a parameter to bound the flow interaction between fractures and
matrix (e.g. fracture spacing, fracture-matrix geometric connection area) and
another parameter that will affect the fracture velocity (e.g. characteristic curve
parameters). Then, for each flow field vary

1) Kd
2) Ka (fracture sorption parameter)
3) Diffusion

for each unit and do transport calculations using particle tracking. Examine the
breakthrough curve at the water table, or maybe peak dose value and time of peak
dose. Bounds for varying Kd, Ka and diffusion will come from experts at LANL
and USGS. 'Can create relationships between the chemical transport parameters
and peak mass flux value and the time to peak mass.

K>
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Sub.Grid-Scale Fraeturcs and Model Calibration

Metrics to determine when tasks are complete

The task will be complete when the calculations using the defined bounds of
fow and transport parameters are finished and have determined the ranges of the
peak mass flux value and time of peak mass flux arrival. Will develop a response
surface of the sensitivities of the five parameters to our metrics (peak mass flux
value and time of peak mass flux arrival). Ranges of parameters will be reported
in which the n-space derivatives are greater than than a value to be determined.

What portion of this work is already covered in existing workscopes (outside
of 1.2.5)

none

Sources of information

Method of varying matrix and fracture interactions from UZ flow sensitivity
studies (fracture dependence on saturation, dependence on spacing of flowing
fractures through varying fracture spacing on fracture flux)
Base case flow parameters from UZ flow sensitivity studies
Transport parameters from LANL and USGS and Mike Wilson.
Fracture anisotropy from LBL (Sonnenthal) and SNL (Glass et. al.)

Cliff Ho (SNL) - fracture matrix intertactions/coupling from thermal
hydrology PA.

Codes to be utilized

FEHM with particle tracking capabilities

Roles and specific responsibilities

Chun Li and Andy Wolfsberg will perform most calculations. One-
dimensional columns will be generated by LANL at locations a) under potential
repository b)at specific boreholes such as SD7, UZ14, UZl6. Two dimensional x-
sections will be generated to be consistent with UZ-Flow simulations. Andy will
make sure that consistent

Task Name Affiliation
EerytIhing Chun Li Intera
ContactslColaboration Andy Wolfsberg

Mike Wilson
Susan Altman

Schedule

Wrapped up by 8/31/97

Other
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SubGrid-Scale Fractures and Model Calibration

Model Assumptions and Uncertainties

1) DKM model is assumed to be appropriate
2) Uncertain on bounds of paramter ranges
3) Assumed that a valid range of flm interactions will be provided from UZ flow

Potential Follow-up Work

This'may be a feed in for providing parameter ranges and a modeling methodology
for additional PA transport calculations.

Inputslfeedbacks to ither WBS elements

Input on the level of site characterization detail required for performance predictions

Potential problems

Data, information, resouces, conflicts, schedule

Time and resources

Technical issues

Consistency between flow and transport models

Authors/Contributors

Andy Worlsberg, Gilles Bussod, LANL
Susan Altman, Mike Wilson, SNL
Bo Bodvarsson, Jerry Fairly, LBNL
Chun Li, Intera
Al Yang, USGS

Parameters
Fracture spacing
(f/n connection
area)

Fracture
permeability

Fracture
characteristics
curves

Geometry
Aniosotroy in
fracture domain

Fracture
discontinuity across
layers
Planar vs. radial
diffusion

Conceptual Models
Compare with
descrete-fracture
mode

Comparisons with
other conceptual
models
Zimmerman semi-
analytical method

Other
Do these variations
affect isoptope and
chemistry
calibration
Get a restriction
ranges

K>
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Sub-GridScale Fractures and Model Calibration

Fracture coatings MINC
Diffusion coefficient
(include saturation
dependent)

I.*
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1. Tide: Sensitivity Study and Potential Abstraction for Colloid-Facilitated
Radionuclide Transport (Issue 2.1)

I. Triay (505) 665-1755; (505) 699-2808; triay@lanl.gov
R. Stout (510) 422-3965; stout4@l1nl.gov

2. Objectivd: To assess the role of colloids in facilitating radionuclide transport and if significant,
attempt to provide an abstracted model for TSPA-VA.

3. Hypothefsis: Colloids significantly increase the mass of radionuclides transported through the
UZ.

4. Product: Sensitivity analysis to determine if colloid-facilitated radionuclide transport should be
considered in TSPA. If so, try to provide an appropriate abstraction.

5. Issues: We will address Pu colloids only in this calculation. Plutonium colloids are known to
exist and have been observed to migrate large distances in the subsurface. We will ignore all
other potential colloids in this calculation due to limited resources.

6. AbstractionfTesting Plan:

Approach

We will test two flow/transport models:
a) WEEPS-like, l-D calculation
b) detailed transport calculation, 2-D

We will keep track of four Pu forms:
a) Pu in solution (in the groundwater)
b) Pu sorbed onto host rock minerals (matrix and fracture)
c) intrinsic Pu colloids (e.g., Pu hydrous oxide polymers)
d) Pu pseudocolloids formed by the interaction of:

i) Pu (aq) + nonradioactive colloids
ii) Pu (intrinsic colloid) + nonradioactive colloids

To simulate sorption on pseudocolloids, will use forward and reverse rate constants. We win
estimate these parameters. We will consider available sorption sites on colloids..

Stability arguments will be used to determine non-radioactive colloid concentrations in ground
water. This information is available for some colloids, including iron oxides, clays, silica. We
will perform this sensitivity analysis using iron oxide as the non-radiocative colloid.

Metrics:
1) Integrated breakthrough curves over time (from 0 to 100,000 years)--compare amount of

Pu released with colloids and in the absence of colloids. The difference must be over a
factor of 5 to be significant.

2) Peak concentrations during the 0 to 100,000 years time frame- compare Pu peak
concentration with colloids and in the absence of colloids. The difference must be over a
factor of 5 to be significant.
(spatially integrated peak concentrations will be compared if more than one-D).

3) Time of first arrival (1% or 5% of peak)- compare time of first arrival for Pu with colloids
and in the absence of colloids. The difference must be a large fraction of 10,000 yrs (e.g.,
1,000 yr) to be significant.

K>



Portion of this work covered in existing workscope:
LLNL funded to determine release rates from waste forms
ANL funded to perform experimental work to determine release rates from waste forms
LANL funded to determine reversibility of Pu onto non-radioactive colloids
LANL funded (in the past) to measure colloid concentration in J-13 water in the field

Sources of Information: Stability curves for Iron oxides (from the literature)

Codes to be utilized:
FEHM for sensitivity analysis calculation

Roles and Responsibility:
Stout (LLNL and ANL): Provide source term Pu concentrations(in solution and as intrinsic
colloids).
Stout (LLNL): Provide estimate of Pu associated with iron oxides in the EBS
Triay (LANL): Provide concentration of non-radiocative colloids (based on stability arguments
and limited measurements)
Triay (LANL): Provide estimates for forward and backward rate constants for Pu sorption onto
non-radiocative colloids
Triay (LANL): Provide sorption information for interaction of Pu with host rock
Robinson (LANL): Perform sensitivity analysis

Schedule:
Data and Parameters (described above) delivered to Bruce Robinson (LANL) by 4130/97
Sensitivity Analysis completed by 8/31/97

7. Model Assumptions and Uncertainties: Limited knowledge exists and limited data are available.

8. Potential follow-up Work: FY 98 workscope will take into account the results of this analysis.

9. Data to be input from 1.2.2 (Stout) and 1.2.3 (Triay) to 1.2.3 (Robinson)
Sensitivity Analysis Results to be input from 1.2.3 (Robinson) to 1.2.5 (Gauthier and
Sevougian)

* 10. Potential Problems:
a. The scarcity of data available in this area makes it difficult to develop models and evaluate
parameters.
b. Resources are limited and this effort is outside the currently planned workscope of the
investigators listed.
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1. Title: Sensitivity Analysis and Potential Abstraction for Sorption Models

I. Triay (505) 665-1755; (505) 699-2808; triay@lanl.gov

2. Objective: To assess the effects of using Kds vs. more sophisticated sorption models on
radionuclide transport through the UZ.

3. Hypothesis: Utilizing more sophisticated sorption models other than thp Kd approach will
significantly change the mass of radionucides released to the accessible environment.

4. Product: Sensitivity analysis to determine if sorption models (Langmuir, Freundlich, surface
complexation, precipitation dissolution, etc.) other than the Kd approach should be incorporated
into TSPA. If so, try to provide an appropriate abstraction for TSPA such as Kd as a function
of (mineralogy, GW composition, and T).

5. Issues: This proposal addresses issue 2.3, "Is the minimum Kd an appropriate modeling
approach for UZ radionuclide transport?"

6. Abstraction/Testing Plan

Approach:
Use FEHM (2-D) to perform sensitivity analysis of various sorption models for 237Np transport
through the UZ. If the sensitivity analyses show significant effects on release rates, develop
simplified models for system dependencies.

Metrics:
1) Integrated breakthrough curves over 0 to 100,000 years--compare more sophisticated

sorption model with results using Kd model. The amount of Np-237 released must differ
by a factor of at least 5 for this difference to be significant.

2) Peak concentrations for 0 to 100,000 years time frame (spatially integrated peak
concentrations if more than one-D).- compare more sophisticated sorption model with
results using Kd model. The peak concentration of Np-237 must differ by a factor of at
least 5 for this difference to be significant

3) Time of first arrival (1% or 5% of peak) for Np-237 with more sophisticated sorption
models vs the Kd approach. If the time of first arrival in both cases differ significantly
(e.g., 1,000 yr) in the 100,000 yrs time frame.

Portion of the Work covered in the Existing workscope: Radionuclide transport simulations are
available and can be extended to meet the goals of this proposal.

Sources of Info: LANL's sorption data base.

Codes: FEHM

Roles and Responsibilities:
Triay (LANL) to input sorption info to B. Robinson and D. Sevougian
B. Robinson and D. Sevougian to input results into TSPA-VA.

Schedule:
Tday (LANL) to give info to Robinson and Sevougian by 5/97
Robinson and Sevougian to complete sensitivity analysis by 897



: .-

7. Model Assumptions and Uncertainties:
This calculation will only be done for Np-237; extrapolation of results to other radionuclides will
be difficult and this calculation will have to be performed for Pu as well. This proposal will
concentrate on Np only due to lack of resources.

8. Potential Follow Up Work: The results of this sensitivity analysis will be used for the FY 98
planning cycle.

9. Sensidvit. analysis results will be input from 1.2.3 to 1.2.5 (TSPA-VA).

10. Potential Problems:
Extrapolating the results for Np for other radionuclides will be difficult. The behavior of Pu will

have to be explored within this context in another effort. Extremely limited resources exist to
perform the sensitivity analysis.
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1. Sensitivity Studies to Examine the Effects of Mineral Alteration on UZRT,
Issue 2.5
D. Bish (505) 667-1165; bish@lanl.gov

2. Objectives: To simulate and estimate the effects of repository-induced mineral alteration
on iJZRT.

3. Hypotheses: Repository-induced alteration of the existing minerals and glasses in Yucca
Mountain tuffs will change the hydrologic properties (permeability and porosity) and
geochemical properties (sorption capacity, composition including H20) of the media over
time. The end result of these reactions is that the mountain, particularly the UZ, will be
different in the future. Simulations of radionuclide transport in the UZ should consider the
possible changes in rock properties.
Bottom line: Rock properties will change as a function of time and temperature. The
mountain in the future will not be the same as the present-day mountain.

4. Product: Sensitivity analysis using a coupled mineralogic-themal-chemical model (1- or
2-D) to determine if thermal mineral alteration should be considered in TSPA. If so, we
will provide an appropriate abstraction that represents the future properties of the UZ flow
and transport regime below the repository horizon.

5. Issues to be covered: Issue 2.5
Issues to be develope:
Alteration of non-welded vitric tuffs beneath the repository horizon.
Alteration of clinoptilolite-bearing tuffs beneath the repository horizon.
Effects of alteration on hydrologic and chemical properties.
Effects of zeolite dehydration on hydrologic properties
Issues left out:
Mobilization of silica above the repository horizon-potentially not as critical for UZRT
Alteration of lower Topopah Spring Tuff vitrophyre-very low matrix permeability makes
significant alteration unlikely.

6. Abstraction/Testing Plan
ApSi h:
Use existing TH models to determine temperature and saturation as a function of time and
depth at various locations throughout the repository block. Using this information,
estimate where mineral and glass reaction may occur. Possibly couple data on mineral
alteration with the TH models. Develop a time history of property evolution in the UZ for
use with UZRT modeling to test the effects of predicted mineral alteration on transport.
The TH model will be used as input to the Conceptual Model of Mineral Alteration
(CMMA) which will be used to determine likely mineral alteration. The results of the TH-
CMMA tie will lead to UZRT. TH-eCMMA-+UZRT.
Metrics:
1) If the metrics used for issues 2.1 & 2.3 differ by a factor of 5 or more for Np

transport through an altered (at 10,000 yrs) and unaltered UZ (2-D calculation), then
this issue should be included in TSPA.

2) (Alternative metric) If calculated altered-rock hydrologic and chemical properties
differ from baseline properties by more than a factor of 10 (important to specify when
and where-perhaps 10,000 years at a couple of locations), the effects of alteration
should be considered in TSPA.

Portion of work already covered: We assume that, to be useful, this effort must use only
data already available. The TH model is available, and TH simulations have already been



conducted. Temperature and flux responses will be obtained from these simulations. The
3-D mineralogic model is available.
Sources of information: Project reports from 1.2.3, published data on mineral alteration
kinetics and thermodynamics, Project 3-D Mineralogic Model (FEHM grid).
Code-to be utilized: FEHM
Role andcific rsnsibilities: LANL (Bish and Robinson), LLNL (Glassley), and
PA
Scbedule: Sounds like it has to be done this year.

7. Model assumptions and uncertainty:
Assumpiona: The accuracy of the model is directly based on the accuracy of the TH model
results and, therefore, the design inputs into the TH model. The most critical parameters
from the TH models are saturation and water flux in the host rock as a function of time.
Significant assumptions are involved in predicting alteration rates due to a lack of
experimental kinetic data. This results in major uncertainty in the predicted rates of mineral
reaction. -
Ilncertainty: There is significant uncertainty in the relationship between mineralogic
(changes) and hydrologic properties (permeability and porosity). The model will need to
include the sorption properties of altered rocks/minerals. The uncertainty in T-H-C-M
coupling is not explicitly modeled.

8. Potential follow-up work: Develop a fully coupled TH-mineralogical-hydrologic
model using the full 3-D Minerilogic Model.

9. Inputs/feedbacks to other WBS elements: Altered Zone Study at LLNL.
10. Potential problems:

The final results showing effects on UZRT are directly linked to the accuracy of the TH
model and its inherent assumptions.
Limited experimental data, particularly kinetic data
Limited data on relation of hydrologic properties to mineralogy
Limited availability of staff-on other projects or other deliverables (not to mention $).
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The Impact of Long Term Variability in Infiltration Rate on Repository Performance

Title

The Impact of Variability in Infiltration Rate on Repository Performance

Objective

PRove/Disprove the following hypothesis presented below. Secondary objectives are to
consider-the impact of water table rise during wetter climates and to determine if short-term
transients are important, especially under wetter climates.

Hypothesis

Maximum percolation flux is more important than the variation, so radionuclide
transport is adequately bounded by assuming the maximum value and carrying out the
transport simulation at steady state.

Inputs to TSPA

If the hypothesis is proven correct, this calculation would allow for a simplified TSPA
model.

Issues covered

Transient vs. Steady State Flow

Model Plan

Model scale

- 3D site-scale simulations of unsaturated zone (UZ) flow and radionuclide
transport

- Select a ID o0 2D submodel to examine short-term transients

Sources of input parameters

Series of parameters recommended by UZ flow and transport studies.
Parameter estimates will be based on modeling of the following data: saturation,
moisture tension (from LBNL studies), environmental isotopes and major ion
chemistry (from LANL and LBNL studies) and shallow infiltration studies (from
the USGS). Information on climate scenarios will be derived from USGS climate
studies.

Boundary conditions

Flow: For the long-term transient case use the variable infiltration shown in
Figure 1 (solid line). Sensitivities can be conducted by varying the base
infiltration rate between 1 and 10 mm/year. Also a spatially variable infiltration
rate will be used that is scaled temporally as shown in Figure 1. This
simulation will be run for 10,000 years. For the steady-state, bounding
calculation, use the upper bounds of the transient case which can vary between
the base infiltration rate and 30 mmnyr). In the case of the spatially variable
infiltration rate, the flux will be that used in the present-day base case multiplied

K> ~~~~~by 30.
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The Impact of Long Term Variability in Infilhrtion Rate on Repository Performance

Lateral boundaries: now flow.
Lower boundary: water table, both the present water table and 100 m above the
present day water table (wetter future climates).

For short term transients, the same average infiltration rate will be used, but the
process will be modeled as a series of high infiltration events.

2 g a U(qb,.30) BOUNDING CASE

E Global
_ Warming quA U(1.2qbLm,1.4q,,) TRANSIENT CASE

Lfttle
qbase =zU(1i¶idlclce

C~ 200 t U(0,2k It LU(1,1 O)

t = U(0,2.6k)

0 TIme
Figure 1: Figure demonstrating upper boundary condition to be used for the transient

infiltration case (solid line) and the bounding case using the upper value of
infiltration from the transient case (dashed line).

Radionuclide source term: Ranges of radionuclide release rates for the NFE will
be based on TSPA-95 analyses, unless additional information is available.

Flow and transport conceptual model

Dual permeability
Heat effect not included

Codes

FEHM (because of particle tracking in dual permeability)

Other

Details: the flow simulations were outlined above. 99Tc and 237Np are the
radionuclides to be studied because of their impact on performance in past TSPAs
and site characterization studies. Aqueous plutonium will also be studied to examine
the retardation characteristics of the natural barrier under high flux conditions.

The metrics used to evaluate the effects of long-term transients are the peak
mass flux of the radionuclide entering the saturated zone and the time associated
with this peak
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The Impact of Long Term Variability in Infiltration Rate on Repository Performance

Potential Problems

Model parameters at the time the study must be performed for TSPA-VA may not be
"good enough".

Choice of radionuclides, transport parameters, and release rate from the near-field are
uncertain, and an inappropriate choice could bias the study.

Model Assumptions and Uncertainty
1' ;-

- Climate change and its impact on infiltration

- hydrologic parameters

- radionuclide release rates

- transport parameters

Potential Follow-up Work

Updates of this study when new ideas/studies are included in our models. Repository
heat effects could be included in a future iteration of this study. Saturated zone modeling
studies are needed to compare the climate cycles employed in this study to the estimated
100 m water table rise assumed for wetter climates.

Potential Inputs to 1.2.3

Guidance on the importance of climate to repository performance

What Is Covered in Existing Workscopes

Current studies in flow and transport modeling, climate studies, infiltration studies.
LANL's radionuclide predictions this year will include simulations examining the impact of
climate change on radionuclide transport in the unsaturated zone.

Authors/Contributors

Bruce Robinson, LANL
Alan Flint, USGS
Jack Gauthier, Susan Altman, SNL

K>
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Title:Effects of Mineralogy and Heterogeneity on Transport

Objective:To test the impact of heterogeneous mineral distributions on models of flow and
radionuclide transport.

Hypothesis 1.The 3-D representation of mineralogic variation has a significant impact on flow
and radionuclide transport relative to a homogeneous stratigraphic representation.

Hypothesis 2: The effects of sub-grid-scale mineralogic heterogeneity and rock fabric (on a
scale thatcannot be captured by gridding) could be captured through the use of effective
properties for 1, 2, or 3 dimensions.

Criteria: Primarily radionuclide velocity and temporal and spatial distribution of travel time
to the water table. Because of the distribution of an effective Kd, radionuclide concentration is
also affected.

Products to TSPA-VA: A sensitivity study to determine the need for multi-dimensional
transport calculations in the presence of heterogeneous properties or effective properties at
small scales.

Issues: 3A Do we expect that a more detailed stratigraphy (other than the Tsw, Tsv, Chnv,
Chnz, Ppn) below the repository to be important for UZRT?

35 Do we expect areal variations in abundance and composition of zeolites to be important for
UZRT?

Abstraction/Testing Plan

Approach: First make a comparison of the homogeneous stratigraphic model with the 3-D
mineralogic model and the geostatistical model in terms of mineralogic heterogeneity. Ways to
incorporate these models of mineralogic variations into flow and transport models will be
defined. These comparisons may be performed on two cross-sections; a north-south cross-section
through the SD boreholes and an east-west cross section through Antler Ridge. A base case set
of hydrogeologic and geochemical properties will be used. The model will be used to simulate
transport for nonsorbing (Tc) and poorly sorbing (Np) species.

Metrics: Breakthrough curves for conservative and poorly adsorbing radionuclides can be used to
distinguish the effects on transport. The distribution of mean travel time for alternative
representations of the heterogeneous case will be~compared with each other and homogeneous
stratigraphic case. Differences in mean travel time of a factor of 5 will be considered
significant

Coverage under other WBS elements: The 3-D mnineralogic model and the geostatistical model
are both covered under WES 123. The flow and transport model (FEHM) is covered under WBS
1.23.

Sources of information: The base case set of hydrogeologic and geochemical properties are to be
provided by work developed out of the abstraction/testing workshops.

Codes to be utilized: FEHM (flow and transport), Stratamodel (mineralogic) and SGSIM
(geostatistical)

Roles and responsibilities: Comparison of geostatistical and mineralogic models will be done
by Bill Arnold and Dave Vaniman. Flow and transport calculations, Bruce Robinson, Chun Li?



Schedule: Comparison of geostatistical and mineralogic models, July 1997. Flow and transport
calculations, November, 1997.

Assumptions/Uncertainties: Extrapolation from geophysical logs and physical properties to
ninneralogic properties. Use of base case hydrogeologic and geochemical properties. What
affect would the range of uncertainty in property values have on transport.

Potential follow-up: Field scale experiment to test the models.

Inputs/feeedbacks to other WBS elements:

Potential Problems:



Titleimpact of Lateral Diversion on Radionuclide Transport

Objective: Prove/Disprove the following hypotheses presented below based on the calibrated
and simplified/abstracted 3D UZ flow model

Hypothesis:a) Permeability contrast between vitric and zeolitic layers plus dipping of
stratigraphic units may give rise to lateral diversion.

b) Existence or nature of lateral diversion can give rise to different spatial and temporal
distributions of radionuclide concentrations at the water table.

Products to TSPA-VA: a) A library of breakthrough curves derived from the 3D UZ flow model
(both fine-grid and simplified), i.e. spatial and temporal distribution of radionuclide
concentration at the water table.

b) If a) are significantly different from what has been used in previous TSPAs, then the effects
of lateral diversion needs to be incorporated - either using the library directly in TSPA column
methodology or through simplified/abstracted 3D model.

Issues:

Abstraction/Testing Plan

Approach. 1. This proposal is an additional component to UZ flow abstraction/testing
workshop proposal on calibration and abstraction of UZ site scale model.
2. Include transport calculations in the 3D UZ models.
3. Use a subset of the calibrated or simplified models based on alternative conceptual
formulations which are expected to impact lateral diversion below the repository.

Metrics: Breakthrough curves for conservative and poorly adsorbing radionuclides can be used to
distinguish the effects on transport. The distribution of mean travel time for the breakthrough
curves dervived will be compared.to those of previous TSPA. If the range of travel times and
locations of the radionuclide concentration at the water table do not overlap by 80%, the effect
of lateral diversion shall be considered significant.

Codes: TOUGH2 T2R3D or particle tracking

Roles: LBNL supply the UZ3D calibrated model, LENL, INTERA, SNL on the abstrctaion of
the abstraced simplified 3D model and the transport calculations.

Schedule: Majority of computations will be carried out after June 1997.
Assumptions/Uncertainties: See theanalysis plan of the TSPA-abstraction workshop Uzflow
proposal

Potential follow-up:

Inputs/feeedbacks to other WBS elements:

Potential Problems:Personnelschedulegeochemical evidence of presence/absence of lateral
diversion - A. Meijer
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Title: Environmental data addressing PA flow and transport issues

Objective: To provide process modelers and abstraction modelers with a
status report that attempts to integrate the various geochemical and isotopic
lines of evidence supporting or refuting various conceptual models of flow
and transport for the Yucca Mountain site

Hypothesis: Consideration of all relevant environmental data will allow
some &mnceptual models of flow and transport processes to be ruled out, or at
least be considered as unlikely

Product to TSPA-VA: interim status report summarizing the integrated
interpretation of environmental data relevant to addressing specific PA flow
and transport issues. Note that a full report on this issue is an existing USGS
milestone currently due in December 1997.

Issues to be covered: As a starting point, issues to be covered will include a
subset of those identified in the TSPA-VA workshops on UZ flow and
transport. Examples include:
* spatial and temporal variability in the net infiltration rate
* lateral diversion in various stratigraphic units (where and how far)
* frature-matrix interactions
* role of faults in controlling flow paths
* suitability of specific environmental data sets for model calibration
* distribution of water travel times
Issues that will be left out are those which cannot be addressed by the existing
environmental data sets.

Action plan
1. Select core team consisting of 1-2 representatives from each participating
organization (USGS, LANL, LLNL, LBL, SNL, PA) and including, at a
minimum, 2-3 data collectors, and 1-2 flow and transport modeler(s). Hence,
both data generators and end-users will be actively involved in producing
this integration.
Proposed core team: Arend Meijer, Ed Kwicklis, June Fabryka-Martin, Eric
Sonnenthal, Jack Gauthier ...... ?
Completion date: 2/12/97 (written commitment by team member and support
from his organization)

2. Identify list of key PA issues that can be addressed by environmental data,
beginning with the lists of issues prepared for the TSPA-VA workshops on
UZ flow and transport. These issues need to be phrased in such a way that
their applicability to process and/or abstraction models is clear.
Completion date: 2/19/97 (list of issues)



3. Identify the available sets of environmental data, with emphasis on those
which are contained in milestone reports (at least in draft form in the case of
FY97 products).
Completion date: 2/28/97 (list of environmental data and reports in which
they are found; corresponding list of PIs responsible for these data, who will
serve as advisors and reviewers of the interpretation of these data)

4. Prepare a matrix that indicates which available environmental data are
relevalit to addressing each PA issue.
Completion date: 3/15/97 (matrix table)

5. Compile a first draft of the synthesis report to serve as a focus for
discussion by the core team. This draft may consist of cut-and-paste sections
from existing milestone reports.
Completion date: 4/15/97 (annotated report outline with bullets as to
applicability of each data set to each issues)

6. Prepare a second draft of the report that attempts to synthesize the data for
each issue, clearly identifying what conclusions can be considered firm, and*
what aspects are inconsistent or inconclusive. Presumably, these unresolved
issues would be addressed in the 12/97 milestone report.
Completion date: 5/31/97 (draft report)

7. Circulate the above draft among the various PIs in the participating
organizations and compile their comments.
Completion date: 6/30/97 (compilation of written comments for distribution
among core team members)

8. The core team will resolve the reviewers' comments to its satisfaction and
revise the report accordingly.
Completion date: 7/31/97 (draft report for submission to respective Lab Leads
for review)

9. The final report will issued as a white paper to the M&O and will be
considered as a draft section for inclusion in the TSPA-VA document.
Completion date: 8/15/97

Assumptions and uncertainties
* key personnel from each participating organization will be willing and

able to allocate adequate time to produce this product according to the
above schedule

* key personnel will be committed to producing an integrated interpretation
that adequately considers all lines of evidence, and will not be unduely
biased by their own data set

Potential followup work.



* unresolved issues identified in this interim report may be addressed by
additional work by the responsible PIs

* this report may serve as a preliminary draft of the USGS 12/97 milestone

Inputs/feedbacks to other WBS elements

Potential problems
* DifM4ult for qualified people to make necessary commitment of time to

this effort
* Probable that we will not be able to reach consensus on interpretation of

data on all issues. How do we deal with irresolvable disagreements?
* What review process should be required, beyond that of the core team

members?
* Who is the audience? How does the report get distributed?
* What QA pedigree should the data have in order to be used in this report?


